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1. Overview
The RDR54 receiver covers a frequency range from 1 kHz to 30 MHz, with signal processing of AM and
FM signals detecting frequencies down to 0 Hz. An option is available to cover 50 - 54 MHz, 87.5 - 108
MHz and 144-148 MHz. The lower limit of the frequency range is approx. 1 kHz, the signal processing
covers frequencies from 0 Hz.
The received and demodulated signals from 2 independent audio channels can be made audible via
connectable stereo headphones and / or a built-in loudspeaker (communication receiver function). Signals
with double sideband modulation, single sideband, with or without a carrier, keyed signals (CW, Morse
radio) as well as FM signals can be received. The receiver bandwidth and gain are adjustable within a wide
range, either with a manual gain or via the configurable automatic gain control.
The RDR54 receiver is based on digital signal processing representing an enhanced Software Defined
Radio (SDR) approach. The digitization of the received signal is performed without prior frequency
conversion directly to the digital domain using a total bandwidth of about 150 MHz. A second conversion is
done from the time domain into the frequency domain using fast proprietary algorithms (no FFT). The result
is a spectrum of approximately 164 kHz width, "cut out" with a selectable frequency resolution. Additional
signal processing is performed then in the frequency domain, except for FM.
The received signals are represented as a spectrum with high resolution and accuracy in an amplitudefrequency diagram (function "measurements receiver"). The resolution can be set manually as low as 2.5
Hz per column (roughly corresponding to the parameter "Residual Bandwidth RBW" in conventional
spectrum analyzers). A dynamic range of approximately 150 dB between the noise floor of the unit and the
maximum input voltage can be achieved. The spectrum can also be shown as a "waterfall diagram" with
selectable speed.
The unit is equipped with its own power supply and is designed as a tabletop unit for indoor use. Size and
weight allow easy portability. A USB 2.0 interface is provided for remote device control and data acquisition
The receiver architecture consists of a base mainframe unit with plug-in modules which are easily
replaceable. All major software components are upgradeable via the USB interface, as well as all the
hardware configurations used in the programmable circuits (FPGA). Connection to an Ethernet network is
possible using an optional module.
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2. Specifications
Frequency range (antenna input):

1 kHz ... 30.16384 MHz; 50.0000 ... 54.16384 MHz

Tuning:

step increment 0.5 Hz to 999,999.5 Hz, direct input from
the keyboard for almost all values

Frequency deviation (internal oscillator):

<± 1 ppm min after 10 min, internal manual calibration

external synchronization:

about ± 100 ppm at 0 dBm external oscillator level

Input impedance:

50 ohms, 22 µF blocking capacitor internal / 25 V-

Max. input level:

0 dBm, +20 dBm with attenuator (not for 6m)

Preamplifier (switchable):

Inverting type with 1k ohms feedback resistance and 0
ohm input resistance (idealized)

Level of inaccuracy:

<± 1 dB without filter, <+1 -2 dB with automatic RF-Filter

Low-pass filter (1 dB limit):

AUTOmatically tuned, MANUally selectable, 50M, 87M
and 144M or OFF

High-pass filter (1 dB limit):

AUTOmatically tuned, MANUally selectable, 54M, 108M,
148M or OFF

Gain control range (manual and automatic):

140 dB in 0.5 dB steps

Hold time control:

0 ... 99.5 s in 0.5 s steps

AGC speed control:

1.0 ... 99.5 dB/s in 0.1 … 0.5 dB/s increments

Dynamic range ADC:

17 bit, at least 105 dB, intermodulation and aliasing
dependent

Dynamic range of signal processing:

at least 36 bit linear, audio and dB-converted signals 1832 bit

Resolution time-frequency conversion:

2.5 Hz ... 320 Hz in 8 steps (each doubling)

Frequency band time-frequency conversion:

163.84 kHz, 4-times over sampling

Receive channels:

2 channel audio, 1 video channel (spectrum for
measurement purposes and waterfall diagram),
independently adjustable frequency bands within the t / f
conversion range

Demodulation audio channels:

SYNC (A3E, H3E carrier synchronous), DSB (A3E, H3E
without carrier), LSB and USB (J3E), CW (A1A), narrowband FM max. ± 5 kHz deviation, wide-band FM (see
module RFM32), AM-E (AM envelope detector)

Demodulator bandwidth (= audio bandwidth):

2.5 Hz ... 20.0 kHz (5 Hz steps minimum), fixed at 5, 7, 10
or 14 kHz for FM-N and AM-E

DNR Noise reduction system:

2 algorithms: IQ process: Stage 1 - 9 (19), magnitude
method: Level 10 (20) - 19 (39). Values in brackets for
double-sideband demodulators.

NB Noise Blanker:

Adjustable response threshold (16 levels) and blanking
time (0 - 99 ms)
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Speaker channel:

PWM ("Class D"), 10 Vpp level Ri = 0.2 ohms, 13 - 18 bit
resolution, internal filter, maximum power 2 W

Headphone channels:

2 channel, independent stereo, DAC 16-bit, max. 13 mW
into 16 ohms

Spectral resolution x-axis (frequency):

640 columns / 20 scale units, resolution of 2.5 Hz ... 320
Hz / col in 8 steps (each doubling)

Spectral resolution y-axis (level):

320 lines / 8 scale units, 0.05 ... 0.5 dB / line (2 ... 20 dB /
scale unit) in 4 steps, dBµV or dBm scale, 2 markers, Slevel display with 0.1 S resolution, y-position adjustable
max. 240 dB

Video spectral filters:

Off, arithmetic average, quasi-peak, maximum hold at
0 ... 9.9 s or infinite measurement time (automatic reset to
0 at the end of the manually set measurement time)

Frame rate (spectra / s):

4 times the frequency resolution, max. 57.14 frames per
second

Waterfall speed:

8.75 / 17.5 / 35 ms / line (0.35 / 0.7 / 1.4 s / scale unit)

Color levels for level scaling waterfall:

16 (2 colors per scale unit of y-axis of the spectrum)

Memory slots:

63 for Undo, 63 free programmable, memory position "0"
reserved for the factory setting / bootloader

Display (WVGA):

TFT 5.0 inch (12.7 cm) diagonal, 800 x 480 pixels, 256
colors, max brightness 350 cd / m², viewing angle
(horizontal / vertical) 90 ° / 70 °, contrast (black / white)
250, reaction time 35 ms

SMB connectors (male):

ANT1 (1 kHz ... 30 MHz), ANT2 (50 ... 54 MHz), IN1 (0.1
kHz... 150 MHz -3 dB without aliasing filter), CLK (external
oscillator 83.88608 MHz with 0 dBm)

Other connections:

3.5 mm stereo headphone jack,
3.5 mm jack S / PDIF (not enabled on RDR50 … 55),
Mini-USB 2.0 Type B, high-speed 480 Mbps

Power supply:

110 / 230 V Class I, <25 VA, <1 VA standby

Size (width / height / depth):

290 mm / 125 mm (folded up feet) / 245 mm

Weight:

max. approximately 5 kg, depending on the version /
equipment

Environmental conditions:

0 ... +50 ° C or 32 ...

Compliance:

CE according to DIN EN 55013, EN 55020, EN 60065
(Consumer electronics and related equipment),
RoHS / WEEE Directive, ear-Reg. 27676700

All specifications are subject to design changes!
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3. Safety precautions
Please always keep the following safety precautions in mind!
The device is intended for use at 110 V or 230 V AC mains voltage. Make the connection using the
provided or an equivalent AC cable with ground pin to a properly grounded socket! Damaged
cables must be replaced immediately, damaged sockets should not be used!
Carefully check the voltages of the power supply! Connect the equipment into an outlet only with
fuse protection of 16 amps or less! Voltage, frequency and power consumption of the device are
labelled on the back near the power connector.
Disconnect (pull plug) electric power, in case you want to remove screws or would like to open the
receiver! The unit contains no user-serviceable components for replacement (such as bulbs or
fuses).
The device is intended for indoor use. Avoid excessive moisture, never put liquid filled containers
on top of the unit! If you accidentally put moisture (such as spilled beverages) into the device, pull
the power plug from the socket immediately and send the unit back to check on the supplier!
Observe the permitted temperature range for starting up the device! Do not switch the device on or
off again if this range is exceeded or fallen below! The device has a fan on the back near the power
connector for dissipating heat. Do never obstruct the fan opening (for example, by using the device
on towels or newspapers) and set it always so that there are at least 10 cm (4 inches) between the
rear panel and other items! Do not place open flames such as candles right next to the device!
Always provide a safe placement on a flat, straight and solid base of sufficient carrying capacity!
Transport the device only in either solid boxes or crates (for example the shipping container), or
transport it by firmly grasping the sides with both hands! The unit can cause an injury in case of a
drop under its own weight!
Do not expose this equipment to mechanical stress caused by impact, pressure, vibration or shock
which exceed that commonly used in the home with the use of electronic devices! The control
elements and specifically the front window of the display are very sensitive to pressure or impact.
Never press a control with a force beyond the extent necessary and do not press on the display
(except display with touch screen)!
If you notice any damage to the device, disconnect it (pull the AC plug) and stop the operation
immediately! Send it in for repair to the supplier if necessary.
Would you like to dispose the device due to damage or no more usability, send it back to the
supplier or return it to your local waste collection center. Never dispose of the appliance
elsewhere, such as household waste. It pollutes our environment!
Only use soft, lint-free and dry cloths to care for and clean the device! Be especially carefully in
cleaning the front screen of the display, because this is easily scratched. Do not use aggressive
solvents, but at most a slight moistening swab with distilled water or a damp piece of cloth or
microfiber! Make sure that no moisture goes into the device!
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4. Device description
4.1 Mechanics
The RDR54 consists of a system enclosure and discrete modules. The RDR54 uses a main frame
masterboard with slots for the function modules. All components are electrically connected through the
backplane.
The enclosure itself is made of two machined aluminium side walls and a bottom and lid made of extruded
aluminium. These four parts are held together by a total of 16 M3 Torx-head screws. The backplane is
inserted into corresponding slots milled out of the side walls and receptacles in the floor / cover profile.
The modules (also called plug-in cards) are inserted either from the front or the rear of the enclosure. The
RDR54 uses modules in two different lengths: short modules for the front panel and longer ones for the
rear back panel. The modules’ connectors are inserted into corresponding sockets of the backplane. They
are secured by screwing them into the base plate of the housing. For that purpose the bottom plate has
inserted threaded hole strips on front and rear. The modules are not screwed to the lid , but simply inserted
into a corresponding groove of the top.
After loosing the side screws the top plate may be lifted so that access to the modules is possible:
Modules can be removed after loosening the bottom plate screws. The RDR54 contains no user
serviceable parts. Changing modules is not planned as such. The device contains a self-resetting fuse
which in case of an eventual failure must not be exchanged by the user.
The built-in RDR54 modules are described in the section "Operation". Unused slots are covered with a
blank plate. The rear panel shows the vendor and device labels, please do not remove the labels.

4.2 Electronics
The modules are interconnected by the serial bus system. Here, the data exchange takes place under the
direction of a proprietary operating system (RMF22). This recognizes the existing modules and organizes
the data exchange in such a way that each module can communicate correctly, regardless of which slot on
the bus board it is inserted. The operating system makes the functionality of the modules available to all
other modules at a higher command level (e.g. keyboard functionality or graphic commands). The RDR25
module (or software task installed on the module) is responsible for the basic functionality of the equipment
(as "master"). In the RDR54 this is the signal processing card RDR25 from firmware version "C" on.
Three bus systems connect the modules to handle the data exchange:
- JTAG bus for test purposes and for the basic programming of the device (only at the manufacturer)
- LVDS bus for distribution of the ADC data to all slots
The LVDS bus system is used (in addition to the signal-generating ADC module RAD17) in the RDR54 only
by the signal processing board RDR25.
There is a special connection between the signal processing board RDR25 to the graphics card FGC1 and
the speaker module FDA20. Through this connection (LVDS level, proprietary protocol), high-speed data is
transferred (about 84 MBit / s), which enables a high frame rate on the screen and a high possible audio
frequency for the output signal.
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4.3 Firmware
With the exception of the signal processing board RDR25, all modules are running standard software
which provides the functionality of the plug-in modules as slave units. These modules have nothing to do
with the basic device functionality, they only carry out commands or generate / process the same data sets
(eg. graphics commands for the generation of characters for text or graphics on the display). The modules
can provide their functionality for various types of equipment and utilities, for example in a measuring
application as an oscilloscope or signal generator.
The actual device function as well as the entire user interface is provided by the software of the signal
processing board RDR25. It also processes the data from the ADC module RAD17, the processed data is
then sent to the video card FGC1 and audio card FDA20.
To perform these functions on the card, a highly integrated FPGA (field programmable gate array) is
provided which is programmed as a SOC "system on a chip". Here all the necessary components are
modelled in software (as so-called "soft cores" or "IPs" = Intellectual Properties). The following modules are
installed in the FPGA RDR25 card:
- 32 bit CPU with program and data storage and data interfaces
- Digital Down-Converter to cut out the main reception area of the ADC data stream
- Time-frequency converter to generate the spectrograms
- Data acquisition board of the video channel for the selection of spectral lines to be displayed and the
calculation of the logarithmic magnitude (dB scale)
- Data acquisition module of the audio channels to choose the audible content and to make spectral
and level scaling (gain adjustment or automatic gain control)
- Quad-data rate memory interface for controlling a QDR-SRAM with two 36-bit data buses
- High-speed serial LVDS interfaces for data transmission to graphics card and speaker module.
The functionality of the FPGA and thus the entire device is stored as a "configuration". Several such
configurations can be transferred from the PC via a boot loader program and can be activated later. A
configuration remains active (even after turning off and on again) until selection of another one or an error
occurs.
The following description applies to configurations from firmware version 300 on. For older versions (V1xx
or V2xx) please refer to the appropriate manuals.
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5. Operation
5.1 Controls and connectors
The RDR54 receiver has the following operating and connection options (pictures can vary slightly).
230V ~ 50 Hz mains voltage

Connect the AC cable here.

PC-connection

Connect a USB cable (mini-USB type B) here for connection to a PC.

RF terminals

Connect antennae or test leads according to the frequency range.
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Keyboard

The operator controls the receiver by pressing the buttons and press /
turning the main knob. The buttons are illuminated with LEDs.
The button "ON / OFF" is used to turn the device on and off. As soon as the power supply is connected, the
status LED on the button ON/OFF turns red, indicating that the device is in standby mode. When switched
ON the LED turns to yellow. In case of an internal fault, the device switches off automatically, but the status
LED will still be yellow. To restore power, first switch to stand by (status LED "red") then try to switch ON
again. In case the device turns itself off several times, pull the mains plug and send it in for repair.
In case you would like to avoid the low power consumption of the device in standby mode, connect
the power cord into an electrical outlet that can be switched off (eg. power strip).
The number buttons are used to enter decimal values, e.g. frequencies. Pressing a button other than "0"
starts the input mode. During a decimal input, the LEDs of the number keys are lit. Close the input mode
with "F1" (escape = discard the input) or "F4" / "F5" (OK = confirm entry) button. "1422" and "F4" will set the
receiver directly to 1422 kHz. "15" and F5 will set the receiver to 15MHz or 15000kHz respectively.
The "F1" to "F5" function keys have different functions ("soft keys"), depending of the operating mode of
the RDR54. Their momentary function is shown in the display. There is a basic function and a special
function. The special functions are indicated by the corresponding LEDs being lit. In case a function
requires a specific key operation to be completed, the required key is lit by LED, e.g. in order to tune in to a
specific frequency, the confirm key "F5" is mandatory to complete the operation.
The main knob is used for continuous indexing of values. It features an audible and tactile feedback (the
special version with a magnetic encoder clicks inaudible). Each detent leads to an increase (clockwise) or
decrease (anti-clockwise) of the current adjustment which will be displayed on the screen. The adjustment
knob can also be pressed and then be rotated while being pressed. With the knob being pressed you can
shift from input tag to input tag, say from demodulator to bandwidth choice. In order to change a value, let
the knob go and now change the setting at will.
The setting of the active entry point can also be done by turning the main knob in the unpressed state:
short press / release à value will flash à turn à stop at the desired location à quick press / release.
The active input marker consists of a color-inverted representation of the value. In the main screen while
selected the text or numeric value is shown in its window in a dark color on a light background, in contrast
to the usual representation of the non-selected values with light colored lettering on a dark background.
Example:

The entry window for "Bandwidth" is now selected, the entry window for "Modulation" is inactive.
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Speaker and headphones

Built-in speaker and connections for stereo headphones and
microphone
By turning the knob, the speaker volume is increased (clockwise) or decreased (anti-clockwise). The button
has a detent and no stop. The volume cannot be reduced below zero or increased above the maximum
value even with further rotation of the knob. The knob can be pressed and rotated, in this case only volume
of the headphones will change.
The socket for the headphones (KH) is a 3.5mm or 1/8 inch jack for stereo headphones with standard
wiring. All standard headphones with 16 ohms impedance or above can be connected.
The loudspeaker (LS) can be completely disabled by a software setting (see dialog "Setup"). In this case,
the volume control of the headphones is controlled directly with a rotation of the knob.
For the use of the RDR54 as a transceiver ("transmit mode"), a microphone socket (MIK, RJ-45, 8-pin) is
provided. Their circuitry and use are described in the section "transmitter module RPA5".

Display

The display is used to display values, the spectrum
of signals and the device status.
The display has WVGA resolution of 800 x 480 pixels. It can display 256 colors and has a non-reflective
screen. The brightness can be adjusted in the Setup dialog.
Various expansion modules for the RDR54 are available. These are described separately in the relevant
sections.
All operations of the RDR54 (with the exception of the volume setting) are controlled through the selection
and modification of the displayed graphic and numeric values. A screenshot of the entire screen is shown
on page 6 in the introduction. What follows is the explanation of all settings and indicators.
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5.2 Receiving frequency
All frequencies are displayed in the SI unit Hz (Hertz), kHz etc. and are separated with the usual colon and
dot for the decimal point.

Press and rotate the knob until the color of the frequency window is displayed in reverse color (as shown
above). With the frequency window selected this way each increment of the rotary knob changes the
frequency by the value of the set step size. A direct input via the numeric keypad is also possible (always
begin with digit different from "0"!).
The display of the frequency has a special function: The display of the frequency itself has a special
function: in case your signal exceeds the maximum input level of the ADC, color of the window (not
selected as input set) or the number itself (selected) will turn RED. In this case, you have to turn on the
attenuator (see "Setup" dialog) and / or decrease the input voltage to the device input!
Settings can be made with an accuracy of 0.5 Hz. There are different setting limits, depending on the
selected filters (see description in "Setup" dialog). Direct entries are rounded to the possible maximum or
minimum value. Rotation of the knob at the region boundaries has no effect.

5.3 Tuning
The step-size for the receiving frequency can be adjusted, can be changed by pressing the "F1" key. Then
the step size display shown below is active as an input window. This is also indicated with the LED of the
"F1" button being lit.

Step size selection
Now you can change the step size by rotating the knob. To simplify the setting, you can set the point at
which it changes up or down. It is characterized by two horizontal bars above and below the selected digit.
These bars (and thus the least significant input digit) can be moved sideways by pressing and rotating the
knob.
Return to the frequency as the active setting by press "F1" (or "ESC" = Escape). From now on, the
frequency increment when turning the tuning knob is the selected value of the step size (here:
A fast adjustment of the step size is possible if the value contains only one digit (eg. 1,000.0 = 1 kHz): at
the desired position of the bars (in this example the thousands digit) press the desired number button (in
the example "1"). The full value including all zeros will be used immediately and finishes the steps
adjustment, a confirmation with "F1" is not necessary. This way you can quickly switch between standard
increments eg. 1 kHz, 5 kHz and 9kHz by simply pressing "F1" followed by the desired number. In short:
the key sequence "F1", "5" will set the step size to 5 kHz (if the cursor was positioned at the thousands
digit).

Special function of the key "0"
The adjustment of frequencies and the corresponding steps can cause slightly offset settings. In this case
an improvement can be reached by pressing the "0" to remove the offset as follows:
•

Frequency values are always set to the nearest lower integer multiples of the corresponding step size,
unless a range limitation is set.

•

When adjusting the step size, all digits right from the selection bar are set to zero or it will be set to the
lowest or highest possible value of the increment.
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This function allows you to easily correct frequency values after changing the step size or automatic
adjustment to the field boundaries.
Example (the "Hz" is not displayed):
Current frequency setting 1,124,550.0 (Hz), the corresponding current step size is set to 10.0 (Hz).
à Adjustment of the step size (by pressing "F1") to 1,000.0 (Hz). If you now change the frequency using
the tuning knob it will be adjusted in 1000 Hz steps, say with clockwise rotation: 1,125,550 ...
1,126,550.0 ... 1,127,550.0 and so on.
However, your intention in choosing the step size was probably the desire to tune the frequency to rounded
thousands. You would now have to set such a "straight" frequency by direct input, would have to set it
exactly before choosing the new step size, or again adjust the step size to initially 10 Hz (50 Hz, 150 Hz or
450 Hz would be more effective) and adjust it "smoothly".
This effort can be avoided by simply pressing "0" after the adjustment of the step size to 1,000.0 (Hz). The
frequency is now automatically set to the next lower multiple of 1000 Hz, e.g. 1,124,000.0 (Hz).
Similarly, the selection of a given step size can be simplified ("F1" is lit). Press and turn the tuning knob
shifts the bars to the left until on or before the first digit > 0 and then turn the knob for a plurality of detent
steps to the left without pressing the tuning knob. The increment is quickly adjusted to its smallest value
"0.5". Now you can re-approach the point that corresponds to the desired value (keep the tuning button
pressed!), for example to the thousands digit. After choosing the step size (but before finishing the setting
using "F1"), Press the "0" key. This also sets the 0.5 Hz digit to 0.

5.4 Bandwidth
The central display element of the display is the representation of the spectrum ("spectrogram": diagram
image of the spectrum) of the received signals in a selectable frequency width. The RDR54 transfers a
163.84 kHz wide frequency band from the time domain into the frequency domain thus generating the
spectra.

The adjustment of the displayed width of the spectrum is done by selecting the width of the horizontal
display unit, in the example above the value of 10,240 (Hz). On the left the width of a spectral line (1 pixel
on the screen) will be displayed, 320 in our case. The width of spectral lines corresponds to the distance
from another and is equal to the frequency resolution.
On the WVGA display 20 sub-units of each 32 lines (pixels) are available. Accordingly, this represents the
overall width of the display. The frequencies of the first and last line are shown on the top left and right of
the spectrogram. Please note that the counting starts at 0 (the first line to the left) and goes up to 639 (last
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line on the right). The receiving frequency is always at the center of the spectrogram (except with
demodulator "EUSB").
The maximum visible width can be zoomed to the width of the main reception area (see picture above). In
this case the frequencies represent the left and the right side of the spectrum (only 512 lines wide). Any
reduction in the width range is done by bisecting the current width. The minimum width is given by the
minimum possible width of the spectral lines (= highest possible resolution) of 2.5 Hz (RDR50 only 5 Hz).
Within a spectral line, the amplitude attenuation is less than 0.2 dB. The line width of -0.2 dB corresponds
to the distance between the vertical display lines. Thus, despite frequency discretion, no signal can remain
"invisible". If a signal is exactly "between" 2 lines, it is shown as two lines of equal size and with a maximum
of 0.2 dB attenuation. There is virtually no "picket fence effect" or similar artifacts commonly found at
spectra generated by Fourier transforms.
Outside of a spectral line, the attenuation increases rapidly and reaches 130 dB at the third line left and
right from the selected frequency. This attenuation is maintained across all lines, there are no spurious
resonances ("leakage") or similar artifacts of the Fourier transform.
Bin
0

1

2

4

3

dB

Filter curve of a spectral line width of 2.5 Hz

Hz

The lines of the graph of the spectrogram are always drawn so that its visible height exactly equals the
value of the corresponding spectral component. There are no oblique lines drawn (intermediate values with
undefined "interpolated" level).
The frame rate of the spectrogram is directly dependent of the selected resolution. The RDR54 calculates
the spectra using a time sequence corresponding to 4 times the frequency resolution (4x over sampling).
There is no frame rate limitation related to the resolution by principle (as Fourier transform has), just
hardware speed and memory size limits the achievable over sampling factor.
Example:
Resolution 5 (Hz) = 160 Hz / sub-unit à spectrum display frame rate = 20 Hz (images / s = framerate).
When switching to 2.5 Hz only 10 frames / s are achieved, when switching to 20 Hz, however, 40 frames /
s. The maximum possible display frequency is equal to the frame rate of the display of around 58 Hz.
Higher transformation rates of the spectrum are not limited internally (up to 1280 spectra / s) but used for
further processing (audio generation or retention of maximum values) for example.
The maximum spectral width of 163.84 kHz is the constant time-frequency transformed bandwidth of the
Reuter Pocket. All further signal processing (except for FM and AM-wideband envelope demodulation) is
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done within this range. The width of the audible bandwidth inside this spectrum is determined by setting the
demodulation filter bandwidth.

Audio bandwidth window
In the spectrogram two small vertical lines indicate the limits of the audible range. Signals within this
section are shown in light yellow, inaudible signals outside the selected range are shown in light red.
The position of the bandwidth can be shifted from the symmetrical position to the receiving frequency by
the setting value "PBT / Shift" (also known as "Passband Tuning").

Value of the passband shift
Bandwidth and Shift can be adjusted in increments which are dependent on the respective demodulator. In
the demodulators "Auto" to "CW" step size can be set from 20 Hz up to a bandwidth of 10 kHz, with larger
bandwidths 40 Hz. Note, in double-sideband demodulators the increments are applied to both sides.
Bandwidth can be adjusted down to almost twice the minimum possible spectral line (5 Hz at RDR50) and
up to about 20 kHz (double-sideband AM).
The "filter edge" of the audible range and the attenuation of the non-audible range correspond to the values
of the spectral lines used. They can be read from the diagram above by multiplying the values by 8 (20 Hz
audible resolution) and 16 (40 Hz). At bandwidths below 40 Hz in each case the values of the next lower
level, ie at 5 Hz bandwidth (absolute minimum) the audible filter response is the original 2.5 Hz line shown
above.
In the other demodulators, there are fixed bandwidths (generally 4 selections: 5 kHz, 7 kHz, 10 kHz and 14
kHz). In these demodulators frequency shift is not possible (value is always set to 0). Slope and attenuation
of the filters are generally lower than the spectrum-based demodulators.
For FM-W selectivity-optimized versions exist with a steep edge filter and distortion-optimized versions by
Bessel functions, ie, with relatively flat and "round" filter curve. The filters with a steep edge are referred to
as "S", they should be used mainly for mono reception. The filters for high-quality stereo are our "HQ"
versions. The following filters exist in software version 300 (may vary in further versions, "k" in the name
stands for "kHz"):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

50k S
50k HQ
80k S
80k HQ
120k S
120k HQ
240k S
240k HQ

The effect of various filters on the signal quality can be determined by using the test generator (see
"Special Features" with sample diagrams).
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5.5 Demodulators
The type of acoustic playback of the received signal ("mode") is determined by the demodulators. They
produce sound from the spectra of the received signal ("Auto" to "CW"), or from the signal itself (all other
demodulators).

The audible signal corresponds to the desired modulation type.
•

SYNC: Automatic detection of an amplitude-modulated double-sideband signal with carrier (A3E, AM
radio stations).
The demodulator continuously determines the spectral line with the highest level within the audible
range and interprets it as a carrier. The associated frequency is defined as the carrier frequency of the
entire signal within the passband display; all other signals are viewed as sidebands and processed
accordingly. Once a carrier is detected it is approximately 1 second "held", even if other signals reach
temporarily higher values. Carrier frequency changes will be immediately "rejected" and
resynchronized.

•

DSB: Double sideband signal with no carrier evaluation (A3E).
The channel processes all signals such as the carrier would be exactly on the center line of the
spectrogram and generates the audio signals corresponding to the distance and level of the spectral
lines from the center line.

•

LSB: "Lower Side Band", lower sideband of a SSB signal (J3E):
The demodulator generates audio signals corresponding to the distance and level of the spectral lines
from the center of the spectrogram to the left boundary line of the bandwidth.

•

USB: "Upper Side Band", upper sideband of a SSB signal (J3E):
The demodulator generates audio signals corresponding to the distance and level of the spectral lines
from the center of the spectrogram to the right boundary line of the bandwidth.

•

SBCW: "Single Side Band + CW", automatic selection of the sidebands at 10 MHz:
The demodulator generates audio signals corresponding to the distance and level of the spectral lines
from the center of the spectrogram to the left (receive frequency below 10 MHz) or to the right (receive
frequency greater than or equal to 10 MHz) boundary line of the bandwidth. At the same time when
operating as a SSB-transmitter (with expansion module) the emission of a keyed CW signal within the
sideband is possible.

•

CW: "Continuous Wave" Morse (A1A):
The demodulator produces an audio tone with the level of the spectral line directly on the
center line of the spectrogram and an adjustable value of the "Shift" ("CW-Pitch") frequency.

For CW, the window changes from "PBT / Shift" to "CW-Pitch."
Note: Depending of the modulation type "SYNC" to "CW", only bandwidth and shift can be changed, as the
selected sideband position allows. For example at LSB, no adjustment is possible so that signals could be
heard right from the center line of the spectrogram.
•

FM-N: Narrow Frequency Modulation (F3E):
The demodulator directly generates a frequency-demodulated signal from the ADC’s signal with a
maximum bandwidth of 14 kHz. Suitable for FM signals with a deviation up to ±5 kHz.

•

FM-W: Wide Frequency Modulation, with optional stereo multiplex decoder (F3H):
The demodulator directly generates a frequency-demodulated signal from the ADC’s signal with a
maximum bandwidth of 240 kHz. Suitable for FM signals with a deviation up to ±80 kHz. With this
Demodulator, a stereo decoder for FM radio signals can be switched on via key F5 "Stereo".

Note: The stereo decoder generates the left and right audio channel from the spectrum of the demodulated
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FM (MPX) signal. Therefore, in stereo no view of the RF signal in the spectrogram is possible. Instead, the
MPX signal is presented in the spectrogram.
•

IFIQ: Direct output of the received signal to an intermediate frequency:
The demodulator generates a frequency-shifted signal directly from the signal from the ADC and
outputs
it as a complex signal (I and Q channels) on the headphone output. The bandwidth is approx.
14 kHz, the intermediate frequency 10.24 kHz.

•

BAlQ: Direct output of the received signal in baseband:
The demodulator generates a frequency-shifted signal directly from the signal from the ADC and
outputs
it as a complex signal (I and Q channels) on the headphone output. The bandwidth is approx.
14 kHz, the intermediate frequency 0 Hz (baseband).

Note: These two demodulators allow the output of a signal for further processing, eg by means of sound
card / PC. The two stereo channels are used to represent the in-phase and quadrature signal of the
complex signal output. The purpose is to enable further demodulation, such as DRM.
•

AM-E: Double-sideband AM with carrier (A3E), envelope detection:
The demodulator generates audio directly from the signal from the ADC whose amplitude response is
the shape of the envelope (peak amplitude, magnitude). It does not work spectrum-based on
discrete frequencies (such as "SYNC") and allows for a good reception and excellent sound with low
distortion in the case of strong and stable signals.
Please note that the selectivity is much reduced compared to the other AM-demodulators.

Depending on the selected demodulator various other settings such as bandwidth and shift are saved and
restored when switching the demodulator. In order to change the demodulator every time other values have
to be adjusted. Example: SYNC bandwidth shall be 6 kHz, DSB, LSB and USB only 3 kHz. Without the
storage of this settings related to the demodulator the same value is present every time. One would have to
adjust the bandwidth at every switch from SYNC to SSB and back again.
The automatic settings storage is not for each demodulator, but in 4 groups of demodulators:
1.: SYNC
2.: DSB, LSB, USB, EUSB, SBCW, CW
3.: FM-N, IFIQ, BAlQ, AM-E
4.: FM-W
For the notch filter (see below) there is a demodulator-dependent storage as follows:
1.: SYNC, DSB, CW
2.: LSB, SBCW when frequency <10 MHz
3.: USB, EUSB, SBCW if frequency >= 10 MHz
All other demodulators do not support a notch filter.

5.6 Notch filter
The notch filter is used to filter-out one narrow band signal within the passband for the suppression of
interfering signals. The width of the filter and its position can be adjusted relative to the receive frequency.
The notched-out frequency range is shown as a blue color column in the spectrum.
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Settings and display of the notch filter.
The relative position is converted into the absolute frequency in the passband and then stored. It remains
when adjusting the receiver frequency, even if the filter area (relative position) falls outside the passband.
In this case the setting of the position is limited to the maximum positive or negative value corresponding to
the bandwidth. Due to storage of the absolute frequency, the setting can be automatically restored if the
receiver is tuned so that the notch filter falls in the audible range again ("semi automatic" filter, tracking of
relative position).
The filter has the same damping characteristics as the bandwidth: within three 20(40)-Hz spectral lines it
reaches an attenuation of more than 130 dB. At a setting of the filter width of 120 (240) Hz or wider a signal
is almost completely suppressed in the middle of the notch filter.

5.7 Level scaling and gain adjustment
The level scaling of the spectrum is displayed on the right side of the spectrum diagram.

Display / set the value for the upper limit of the spectrum (in dBm, here +20dBm).

Display / set the scale per sub-unit, resolution is always 40 lines (pixel) per sub-unit.

Display of the lower limit of the spectrum and the level measurement unit.
The vertical position of the spectrum can be changed by selecting and changing the value for the upper
limit and the value of the resolution for the scaling per sub-unit. The unit of measurements can be switched
in the Setup dialog between dBm and dBµV.
In the spectrogram two horizontal marker windows are displayed. Their content refers the values of the
"RF Gain" (manual gain control) or "AGC Limit" (automatic gain control), and "RF Threshold".
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Setting and display of the lowest and highest audible level.
The lower marker (blue) indicates the signal threshold above which a signal is audible. All signals whose
level is less are inaudible.
The upper marker (purple) indicates the signal level that produces the maximum level of the audio signal.
Signals above this marker are limited (or distorted). Internally, the Reuter Pocket operates with a 6 dB
safety margin ("headroom"), so that in case of low clipping distortion does not occur immediately.
The marker can be moved by selecting its value. Direct input using the numeric keypad is also possible.
Since the upper marker can be seen as the RF gain of the receiver (compared to analog receivers), it can
be adjusted by manual operation, or as an Automatic Gain Control threshold. The mode is selectable in the
Setup dialog. In automatic mode, the hold time used to set the marker position lower and the speed of the
marker shifting downwards after the holding time (compares to "Decay" in an analog receiver) can be
varied within wide limits. The movement upwards (= "Attack" / "Desensitization") always happens
immediately upon detection of a higher level and the associated signals are processed only after the shift.
The automatic mode thus prevents clipping.
Caution! The automatic control responds only to signals which are inside the passband (yellow lines in the
spectrum)! Signals shown in red, (that is outside the passband or within the notch filter) will not affect the
marker position. However, since these signals are not processed, they can not cause clipping.
When manual control is selected the top marker describes by how many dBs a received signal on the
marker line has to be amplified to reach 0 dB (full scale) of the audio signal. This "0 dB" audio level relation
to the 0 dBm RF level, is not an absolute value in dBm or dBµV because the audio signal is not generated
in a well-defined impedance environment and is far more than 1 mW (0 dB audio = about 5 Vpp at
headphone and 10 Vpp at speaker output). The gain value of the upper marker is to be considered a
relative value.
In automatic mode, this marker is moved by the Reuter sPocket itself. It automates the process of gain
regulation. As a result, the AGC level is closely monitored and provides usable adjustments of the control
parameters. The setting for the upper marker is a control limit (maximum gain) to prevent excessive gain.
This limit can be set directly in dBm / dBµV as it relates to the received signal.
When using the FM demodulators, the markers work differently:
•

FM-N: The signal for the narrow FM demodulator is used under the following scheme:
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The lower marker receives the sum of all the audible signal spectral lines. It must be positioned above the
visible signal spectra lines for its function. The upper marker determines gain / control limit. However, since
FM is an amplitude suppression modulation scheme, the gain is not critical to the demodulation process.
Only when there is too little gain (near the top marker, signal is very small) will the demodulation be
aborted. The top marker can thus be used as a "noise gate" or "squelch". Set it so that unmodulated noise
is not demodulated and the demodulation starts only at useful signals.
•

FM-W: The signal for the wide FM demodulator is used prior to gain regulation.

The FM-W demodulator has a special algorithm for very high amplitude suppression and
therefore requires no control. The lower marker can be used for a "mute" function.
In stereo mode, the MPX signal is used for spectrum generation. Now the upper marker has again the
function of the gain control / regulation. But only for the decoded left and right audio channels, not for the
RF or the MPX signal. For more information look on the description of the extended FM advertisements.

5.8 Noise reduction DNR
"DNR" stands for "Dynamic Noise Reduction", the noise reduction system of the RDR54.

A setting other than zero sets various algorithms with different levels of efficiency in operation. Basically,
the effect of the DNR setting is programmed so that each decade (10-place of the setting) calls a different
algorithm or a combination of multiple algorithms; within each decade the effect is 10 – 100% adjustable.
For the type and number (max. 10) of the programmed algorithms, refer to the technical data.
Caution! The setting of the noise reduction system has a major impact on audio quality! In addition to the
planned reduction of noise the quality of usable signals is also affected. Only set the noise reduction
system to values above 0 if necessary and try to find a setting that best suits your needs.

5.9 Noise blanker NB
In addition to the dynamic noise reduction system "DNR" the "NB" (Noise Blanker) is available for impulse
noise reduction. This system recognizes signal glitches (like discharge, ignition interferences, voltage
spikes caused by switching, ...) by their typical fast signal rise and their broadband frequency spectra
respond.

The noise blanker benefits from the spectrum-based operation of RDR54. The signal processing is
performed in the entire spectral range of around 164 kHz width, which is separately examined in eight
broad areas of about 20 kHz slices. The recognition is always in the region with the lowest signal level to
avoid being influenced and overlapped by strong useful signals.
If a glitch is detected, instead of the desired data signal, a special identification signal is forwarded to the
audio module (FDA20). This adds a replacement signal instead of the glitch in the generation of audio for
speakers and headphones. There is no processing to decrease or mute the original (faulty) signals.
A replacement signal which is inserted in place of the faulty original signal can be calculated, because at
the time of interference occurrence the complete spectrum of the useful signal is known. The last
undisturbed spectrum contains all the signal components to continue the production of the currently active
audio signal, including all frequencies and amplitudes. After the end of the interference pulse the signal
generating proceeds with the calculation of the audio frequencies from the first click-free available
spectrum again.
The substitute signal does contain all signal frequencies and their amplitudes at the beginning of the
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disturbance. This spectrum is put out statically for the duration of the disturbance. On the other hand a
"normal" signal is a dynamic ever-changing spectrum. The replacement bridges the glitch thus; although
this signal is a signal similar to the wanted signal, this similarity is reduced with the increased backup time.
It is therefore all the more (annoying) audible, the longer the glitch. A particularly good replacement
coverage results for in spectra with few, slowly changing signals (ideally sinusoidal tones such as CW, less
dynamic music), and is not as so good for at speech or noise.
The noise blanker has two settings:
•

Level: This value with a variable 0 to 15 defines the threshold level and the signal slew rate at which a
signal is to be classified as a glitch.

•

ms: Duration of inserting a substitute signal in place of the original signal.

The level value is a level setting of the noise blanker sensitivity. It displays in red during blanking. The
higher the score, the more sensitive the blanker classifies signals as a nuisance. "0" is no blanking and at
"15" already increased noise or a weak signal with a wideband modulation is defined as a disturbance.
The "ms" value specifies the duration in milliseconds, during which a replacement signal is inserted in
place of a detected fault. It is limited to 99. At the latest, after 99 ms a spectrum from the received signal
will be generated before re-inserting a replacement signal is possible ("not re-triggerable" noise blanker).
Follow these steps to set the best functionality as follows:
-

Place a temporary blanking setting: Common problems require about 50 ms for double sideband
modulation and CW reception ("SYNC" or "DSB" and "CW") and 70 ms at single sideband ("LSB",
"USB", "EUSB" and "SBCW").

-

Increase the level value from 0 to such an extent that the instantaneous received signal triggers the
noise blanker. You can see this on the flashing red digits of the level value and the audible signals from
substituting the original signal ("machine noise" from fast following blankings).

-

Now reduce the level value by a few steps, so that an undisturbed useful signal no longer triggers
blanking.

Depending on the type and strength of impulse noise the duration may be adjusted. It should be as short as
possible to just bypass the glitch. The level value may need to be changed slightly depending on the
received signal, because of the many simultaneous signals in the total range of 164 kHz (like tuning the
receiver to the middle of a heavily occupied broadcast band) can cause unwanted triggering of the blanker.
The noise blanker also protects the system from interference signals. If the blanking time is set correctly,
after the glitch the full receiver sensitivity is immediately available again .
The AM-E and the FM demodulators can not produce substitute signals. Disturbances in the FM mode, of
course, has less effect on the signal quality. By using the system as an FM squelch unwanted noise can
cause an increase in the squelch sensitivity. In this case use the AGC manual control or the lower marker
("threshold") for reducing audio noise.

5.10 Video filter

Function key "F2" allows (except for direct frequency entry) the insertion of a filter function in the image
processing of the spectrum display. This can be changed by repeatedly pressing the button between no
filtering, average filtering and maximum hold function.
•

No filter: In case a high temporal resolution of the display is needed, the video filter should be switched
off. The display will show a very highly dynamic image, with every change in the level (noise) displayed
exactly as recorded.
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•

AVG: Average of the spectral curves of multiple images. The displayed noise will be reduced as shortterm maximum and minimum values do not appear in the display.

•

MaxHld: The spectrum shows the highest value recorded since the last reset of the display. Here all
the detected values are recorded at full processing speed, even if this is above the frame rate (vertical
period) of the display, so the actual maximum value might normally not be seen in the display. Setting
for measurement and monitoring purposes.

If you select this filter, the reset rate can be changed via a setting below the caption for key "F2". It can
range from 0 (= reset for each new line) up to 9.8 s and then can be set to "infinite".

Defines the maximum hold time for an unlimited measurement.
The unlimited measurement time allows the detection of transient signals (monitoring function), which are
then displayed as long as desired.
Caution! Any change in the measurement period or the filter function leads immediately to a reset the
display!

5.11 Surround sound
The RDR54 has 2 audio channels that can operate independently within the 164 kHz receiver bandwidth.
From the user interface 2xx version on, the second channel is phase shifted receiving the same signal as
the first channel (which is always audible).

Channel 2 can be set via softkey "Surround" (pressing the "F5") on the right headphone channel, channel 1
is then only heard left or through the loudspeaker. This increases the audible signal level, but not the noise.
The signal intelligibility is improved by the stereo-like sound even further.
The effect of the "surround sound" feature is strongly dependent on other settings. In certain settings, a
good effect can be achieved. In addition to bandwidth and shift the exact tuning is primarily of importance.
Even a small change in the reception frequency can change the effect, just as the change in the frequency
position of the calibration (see the "Memory" dialog). Try different settings if necessary.
When the demodulator is "FM-W" the key is labelled "Stereo" and activates the stereo decoder for a FM
radio.

5.12 S-Meter
In the upper panel of the display there is a S-Meter, which is similar to those in analog receivers.

The instrument shows (above S values with decimals, and S9 +xdB or S0 -xdB, down scaling in dBm or
dBµV) the current level on two scales inside the audible frequency range with a fast "pointer". To the right
there are the smoothed averages (0.8 s) displayed as a digital value. The purple number value indicates
the current position of the control / gain setting (upper horizontal line marker). The current unit of the
numerical values is also displayed; they can be selected in the "Setup" dialog.
The measured values for the S-Meter can be derived directly from the spectrum. The video filtering is also
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regarded. Unfiltered values, average values or the currently accumulated maximum value are displayed.
When selecting a CW or SSB demodulator, however, it is always a "quasi-peak" reading. Each detected
peak value is displayed for a short time, then the value slowly fades down to the current signal level.
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6. Dialogs
In addition to the permanently displayed user interface, different "windows" or "menus" are available, in
which further additional options can be chosen. Those temporary views are called "dialogs".
If a dialog is opened it changes the function of the control knob from the currently active setting function on
the main display to the chosen setting function within the dialog. The navigation and selection process is
the same as with the normal user interface: a selection can be made with the main tuning knob being
pressed to skip from option to option.
In contrast to the normal display, the values are shown in dialogs with dark lettering on a light background,
and they are selected accordingly by inverse display with light letters on a dark background. Color
highlighted values allow an adjustment via the encoder automatic (see description in "Setup dialog").

6.1 Setup dialog
The "Setup" dialog can be opened by pressing the "F3" key. The spectrum display is stopped and the
dialog window is shown within the display.

Most basic settings of the device's functionality can be adjusted in the Setup dialog, their adjustment during
normal operation is rarely necessary. The current status of these values is always visible in the user
interface on a panel at the bottom of the screen.
The individual values are as follows:
•

Handwheel Automatic

A value from 0 ("Off") to 14 sets the rotational speed of the tuning knob and automatically forces the
adjustment without the need of user intervention. 0 is OFF, "1" is the lowest speed (very slow rotation) and
14 the highest speed required to trigger the automatic mode.
The system monitors the movement of the tuning knob and takes over its function, once a certain minimum
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number of pulses per second detected. If this detection threshold is exceeded, the automatic system
inserts virtual encoder pulses as sent by the keyboards operating system. These pulses cause exactly the
same function (change a setting) as the operator would do using the control knob then tuning a frequency
for example, it will have a flywheel effect.
The purpose of the process is to continue a running adjustment, even if the operator has stopped turning
the knob. It tries to detect automatically the rate of adjustment in accordance to the measured rotational
speed of the knob which is turned by the operator. Once the rotation of the knob is started, the adjustment
of the selected value is automatically triggered.
Once the automatic adjustment has taken over the wheel function, it clearly indicates this by flashing a red
icon in the lower panel of the display:

The encoder automatic is active.
The arrows to the left and a minus sign indicate the direction of the ongoing adjustment towards lower
values (knob was turned anti-clockwise), and the ">" character and "+" symbol accordingly to higher values
(knob was turned clockwise).
At low values of the automatic setting (activation even at low rotation speeds) a small automatic adjustment
speed is initially provided, with larger ones a higher one.
During the automatic adjustment, the operator can always increase the adjustment velocity by further
rotation of the tuning knob in the current direction. The automatic mode detects these pulses and
correspondingly increases the speed up to a maximum specified by the device (depending on the set about
10 - 100 pulses per second).
If the operator moves the rotary knob in the opposite direction, the automatic is immediately interrupted and
the adjustment by the user in the opposite direction is executed. Therefore, the last automatic pulse is
reversed effectively.
The automatic mode is also stopped under the following circumstances:
-

Any key or the tuning knob is pressed.

-

In case it will reach a final value of a setting (sometimes not fully visible)

-

The upper horizontal marker (manual gain control or automatic gain control) is moved at least one
position up or the received signal exceeds the marker within the audible area. This is especially helpful
when tuning a frequency, as it is immediately turned off in case a strong signal comes into the audible
reception area.

-

Request for a display scan through the USB interface.

The scroll wheel automatic mode is not available for all set values, but only for those with more than about
20 possible values. In dialogs, these values are highlighted in color.
•

Deadtime Handwheel Switch (ms)

When pressing and releasing the adjusting knob (pressing the internal mechanical switch), an occasional
accidental click step is sometimes carried out. This happens especially with magnetic latching rotary
encoders, since they have a very "soft" cogging and no audible snap sound.
For the rotary encoder button, a "dead time" needs to be set. If the knob is pressed or released, the rest
steps are then only allowed after the time lag. Those steps that happen during the dead time are ignored.
The time delay also acts "backwards", ie for rotations before pressing / releasing the main knob. If this
press / release occurs within the dead time since the last rotary motion, then the last executed steps (which
occurred due to the rotation) will be undone.
Select a value for the dead time to remove accidental steps that occur in setting procedures when you
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press and release the knob. This value is depending on personal feeling and skill, the built-in encoders and
practice in the device operation.
Note: A high value requires a long wait for rotations or press / release, before you can continue to operate!
Otherwise, the final intended use is always made undone, which is also undesirable.
•

Display Diagram

-

Curve Spectrum: The spectrum is shown as a connecting line between the level values in each
spectral line. The usual representation of a spectrum.

-

Line Spectrum: Each spectral line is drawn from the lower boundary up to its level value (equivalent to
"fill" the display below the curve spectrum).

-

Waterfall: The spectrum is shown as a waterfall diagram.

So-called "waterfall plots" are an important tool for recording and documenting signal changes over time.
Thus, each recorded two-dimensional spectrograph will not be displayed with the frequency on the x-axis
(horizontal) and the signal level on the y-axis (vertical), each new plot overwrites the old one immediately
and irrevocably. Rather, the level meter will now be scaled to almost the depth level (z-direction). Since this
third dimension in a graph is not possible or representable, the level is now coded in colors and the
spectrum is written as a one-dimensional line in the diagram.
Imagine that you would grasp the usual spectrum display with your hands on the left and right. Turn it 90°
around the horizontal axis with the "tips" towards you and now look at the edge of a thin "spectrum disk"
from above which would make the peaks closer to them brighter and the more distant "valleys" darker.
These quasi rotated panes viewed from above are now drawn consecutively on the display, with the older
panes sliding down one position and the edge of the newest pane being viewed appearing in the top line.
The newest one is always drawn on top, the oldest slice disappears below the diagram.

The effect corresponds to a visual impression of a waterfall, hence the name of this display. The "fall
velocity" can be selected in three steps.

The diagram moves at a speed of 0.7 s / part = 17.5 ms / line (spectrum).
Note: The calculation speed of the spectra is independent of the selected running speed and always equal
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to 4 times that of the selected spectral line width, in the example shown, ie 1280 spectra / s = 0.78125 ms /
spectrum. To prevent data loss, select the mean or at very high data rates (for example) the maximum
value for the video filter. Set the refresh rate to somewhat higher values than the line speed of the
waterfall's one. If necessary, increase the line speed to the maximum value (0.35 s / unit = 8.75 ms / line).
Conversely, at high resolution and correspondingly lower spectra rate per second, possibly less calculated
spectra are plotted as lines are drawn. That causes no data loss, but the plot is less informative, as more
and more lines are drawn with the same content in succession until a new spectrum is available. In this
case, reduce the speed of the Waterfall chart and / or turn off the video filter.
The view of the waterfall is heavily dependent on the "viewing depth" of the underlying level position in the
diagram. The indication of the level takes place as color coding. Which colors are used for each level is
shown in the color chart.

The color chart shows the representation of the signal level in color steps.
The colors displayed correspond exactly to the magnitude of the normal spectrum display and can be
altered as well. The colors themselves can not be changed.
Note: Select the level position of the spectra (selecting the upper set value) for the highest possible
contrast so that the area of your level of interest is displayed in large color differences. For example, the
noise threshold should be adjusted so that already little peaks of a signal are coded as a next color step.
This way even low signal levels result in a clearly visibility trace above the noise floor.
-

Oscillogram (FM-W only): shows the diagram of the timeline (not of the frequency domain as
spectrograms) of the output signal of the stereo decoder.

The oscillogram records the time line of the amplitude of the LF signal. On the left side to the center the left
channel is shown, on the right side the right channel. The horizontal scale is now in units of time (rather
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than frequency), the vertical scale corresponds to the amplitude represented by the deviation of the original
FM-modulated signal.
The adjustable time scale lets you select various sampling rates and thus the "stretching" or "compression"
of the diagram in the horizontal direction.
The unit "kHz" for the amplitude results from their direct proportion to the deviation of the FM signal. Here,
a signal represented by "0 kHz" (vertical center of the diagram) is the demodulated value at exactly the
carrier frequency, amplitude values are indicate exactly above or below the current modulation of the FM
signal. The oscillogram can therefore be used for the modulation measurement.
The oscillogram is "DC-coupled", any deviation of the RF signal from the exact carrier frequency causes a
vertical displacement. It can thus be used as "tuning aid" for FM signals.
Note: The oscillogram, in conjunction with the stereo test generator (see section "Special Features"), can
be used for the measurement of channel-crosstalk.
-

Goniogram Line (only FM-W): Phase diagram of the output signal of the stereo decoder.

The Goniogram draws a diagram of the time-dependent spatial (two dimensional) amplitude and phase
distribution of left and right channels. This gives the deflection in the horizontal (x-) direction, the amplitude
in-phase signals (sum or mono signal), the deflection in the vertical (y-) direction, the amplitude of unequal
phase signals (differential or stereo signal).
The scaling of the x-axis shown here is incorrect, it is just like the y-axis the amplitude represented by the
modulated signals deviation. The x-axis settings were left for the sake of clarity, as in the oscillogram. Even
here they are again setting the sampling rate (time between two samples).
The Goniogram always consists of 512 samples of left and right channels. The coordinates of the
continuous samples are shown as a line from the last to the current sample. After 512 samples, the
resulting line is deleted and the drawing of the next starts.
Note: When using the maximum-hold video filter (as shown above), older lines are not deleted
immediately, but during the measurement period of the filter shown in blue. The current drawn is always
shown in yellow (or green). As the drawing process is very rapid, with the maximum-hold a longer storage
and visualization of the obtained amplitude values is possible. The same applies to the oscillogram and the
histogram.
Note: The Goniogram, in conjunction with the stereo test generator (see section "Special Features"), is
useful for a variety of measurements and signal representations ("Lissajous figures"). In particular, the
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filtering properties of the receiving channel from the ADC output to the stereo decoder can be assessed in
terms of amplitude and phase distortion well.
-

Goniogram Dot (FM-W): Phase diagram of the output signal of the stereo decoder.

As above "Goniogram Line", the coordinates of the samples are shown but only as individual dots and not
continuously connected with a line.
-

Histogram (FM-W): Time / amplitude diagram of the output signal of the stereo decoder.

The histogram is a "waterfall graph" that runs from the right (present) to the left (past). It shows the timedependent amplitude of the modulation level for the resulting audio (L and R are added).
The vertical scale in dB is the audio level at the time. "0 dB" means a nominal modulation at 75 kHz
deviation, taking into account the (stereo) Pilot and RDS signal (standard signals of an FM broadcast
station).
The speed of the histogram can be selected with the horizontal scale. There is also a possible stop (value
is shown as "STOP!"). The absolute times (orange numbers) are then represented in negative times (as
past). When restarting, the time on the left side is immediately scaled proportionally to the present and is
false as long as all the old lines (from the downtime) are overwritten.
Note: The histogram can be used to judge the quality of the modulation when using dynamic compressors
and exceeding the permissible modulation swing.
Note: In the histogram the current position of the top horizontal marker appears. When using this diagram,
the marker acts contrary to the common RF level adjustment. That is, levels less than 0 dB will be reduced
the farther away they are from the 0 dB mark (decompression). The effect depends on the setting of the
diagram and can generally be varied by changing the "DNR" setting of the user interface (at FM-W this
setting is labelled "DCM" for "decompression mode"). Setting to zero prevents any signal degradation.
•

Loudspeaker

The internal speaker can be permanently muted ("Off", useful for pure headphone use). If the speaker is
muted, the volume knob to change the headphone volume does not need to be pressed.
•

Display Brightness

Adjust the brightness of the display and the keyboard-LEDs in steps from 0 – 100. Settings below step 5 at
"power on" or "accessing a memory" will be set to 5.
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•

Level Units

Scaling (y-axis) of the spectrum or waterfall chart and the S-Meter in dBm or dBµV.
•

Vertical and horizontal grid lines

Dotted lines in the spectrum graph to better view the sub-units.
•

RF Gain Control

-

SYNC: The gain of the received signals (and thus the volume of the audio signals) will be adjusted
automatically.

-

Manu: The gain can be adjusted manually by moving the upper horizontal marker.

•

Holdtime (s)

The time between detection of a reduced signal level in the spectrum up to automatically increase of gain in
automatic control.
•

Attack rate (dB/s)

Speed at which the upper marker in order to increase the gain is adjusted automatically.
•

ANT1 Highpass (kHz)

Into the signal path of "ANT1", a coupling capacitor to increase the lower limit frequency is activated. By
default, a capacitor for a lower cutoff frequency of about 1 kHz is available. In addition, a capacitor of about
75 kHz cut-off frequency can be switched on (loss of audio signals and especially mains hum).
•

Attenuator (dB)

Into the signal path of "ANT1" and "ANT2", an about 15 dB amplifier for decreasing the noise levels can be
switched on.
•

Impedance 0-30 MHz (Ohm)

Into the signal path of "ANT1", a -20 dB attenuator for increasing the clipping free RF-level can be
activated.
•

Filter Highpass / Lowpass (Switching of the high-frequency filter)

-

SYNC: Automatically set according to the actual receiving frequency.
Fixed values below 50 MHz: Fixed turning on the appropriate filter.
Fixed value of 50 or 54 MHz (any filter): Fixed filter and use of antenna input ANT2 in the range 50
MHz to 54 MHz.
Fixed value of 87 or 108 MHz (any filter): Fixed filter and use of antenna input ANT3 (only for existing
FM module).
Fixed value of 144 or 148 MHz (any filter): Fixed filter and use of antenna input ANT4 (only for existing
FM module).
Off: No high-frequency filter connected, except fixed-aliasing filter 31 MHz and input coupling capacitor
1 kHz or 75 kHz.

-

Note: The RDR54 digitizes a frequency range from 0 Hz to 150 MHz. With only one built-in signal
processing board RDR25 merely an area of 163.84 kHz is used effectively. To avoid interference due to
frequency signals located far away and to increase headroom, various high-frequency filters in the signal
path from the antenna to the A / D Converter are available. In addition to fixed switched filters for the
respective frequencies of the antenna inputs, in the range up to 30 MHz a series of high- and low-pass
filters are switched (see technical data).
The current signal path is displayed by the following graphic.
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The left value indicates the current high pass filter, the right value the low-pass filter. In the range of 500
kHz to 18 MHz version "D" shows only one frequency (resonance frequency of preselector). In this case the
value can be altered manually or automatically.
Caution! The range of 50 MHz to 54 MHz can be selected only in the filter-automatic mode by tuning the
frequency into this range (overflow of 30 MHz directly to 50 MHz), or a filter (whatever) is placed on this
area (no overflow of frequency permitted). The same applies to the areas of the FM module.
Caution! Using the filters reduces the measuring accuracy of RDR54! Use it for measurement proposes
only for the 6m (FM) area or in high noisy environments in the range up to 30 MHz.
Caution! When switching the fixed filters on, the accuracy of RDR54 at a frequency setting outside of the
filter area is completely undefined! Likewise, when selecting the high-pass filter 75 kHz in the range below
about 100 kHz.
Caution! When selecting the input impedance preamp with 0 ohms, the level of scaling is totally undefined!
The Setup dialog must always be closed by pressing the "F3" (key LED flashes with this dialog opened). All
settings in the dialog are stored permanently and their values are now used for the further functioning of the
equipment.
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6.2 Memory dialog
The soft key F4 labeled "Memory" brings up a dialog in which additional device functions can be user
defined. In this dialog the settings for the calibration of the RDR54, parameter storage as well as other
device settings are available. Further, the operation of a test generator for various purposes is possible.
When the dialog is open, the spectrum display continues.

The following settings are possible:
•

Calibration Oscillator

The main oscillator of the RDR54 can be adjusted. The indicated set corresponds to a dimensionless value
that is used by the adjustment system for calibration of the oscillator. Ask for precise calibration of a wellknown signal (or reasonably accurate frequency standard radio station) with high spectral resolution
(optimum 2.5 Hz / line) so that the frequency corresponds to the center of the spectrum display.

Precise calibration.
Adjust the oscillator calibration in such a way, that the carrier appears as pictured above with exactly the
same level in line 319 and 320 (center line of the diagram). Turn on at least one vertical grid line for
identification.
Caution! The setting of the calibration has great impact on the quality of audio production, and the
accuracy of RDR54!
Caution! When selecting the calibration stage "999", a test generator is activated, which sends its signal
instead of the ADC data to the signal processing! For further information see section "Special Features" "Test Generator".
•

Level (dB)

An adjustment of this value causes a vertical shift of the display in all spectrograms by the set value and
therefore a change of level readings. Use it when you need to make an accurate level setting using an
external reference.
•

Undo operation

The device stores the last 63 continuously operating steps you have made. You can always call one of
these settings again (see description of special functions "Undo"). Setting "0" always contains a factory
defined default setting.
•

Save Settings to No.

The current device settings can be saved to one of 63 memory locations permanently. Select a location for
the backup. Any information in former storage in this place appears before anything is saved, or whether it
is still empty. The red marking is used to signal that something might be overwritten! Backups of the
complete current device status are always created without further warning if the dialog is closed with this
setting selected and pressing the "OK" button (F5)!
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•

Load Settings from No.

You can load a saved setting from this memory location. Any information in the stored setting (demodulator
+ frequency) appears, if there is a valid setting on the selected location. Location 0 leads to load a very
special setting, the "Boot loader" (see description of special features: Software Update).
•

AF Level (%)

If the test generator is activated by choosing setting "999" for oscillator calibration, here the amplitude of
the test signals can be adjusted. If both selected frequencies are greater than zero, the level of both signals
is automatically halved to avoid clipping. For further information see section Special Features "Test
Generator".
•

FM Dev (kHz)

If the test generator is activated by choosing setting "999" for oscillator calibration, here the deviation of the
frequency modulation can be adjusted. For further information see section Special Features "Test
Generator".
•

Freq L

If the test generator is activated by choosing setting "999" for oscillator calibration, here the frequency of
the first audio signal can be adjusted (usually used for the left stereo channel). For further information see
section Special Features "Test Generator".
•

Freq R

If the test generator is activated by choosing setting "999" for oscillator calibration, here the frequency of
the second audio signal can be adjusted (usually used for the right stereo channel). For further information
see section Special Features "Test Generator".
The Memory dialog has to be closed with either the F1 key (Function "Escape" = Discard the settings) or
F5 ("OK" = Activate of the settings). To indicate the necessary usage of one of these 2 buttons both key
LED flashes. Pressing F1 will conduct no further changes in the device setting. However, calibration of the
oscillator and level or frequency settings are always executed immediately after a change of setting inside
the opened dialog and stored permanently.
When pressing F5 and currently selecting one of the save or undo values, the required function is always
carried out: The current device setting is saved or a saved (if valid!) setting completely replaced.
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7. Special features
All previously described instrument settings and functions are the appropriate to the use of the RDR54 and
will be required more or less often. Some features are rarely or perhaps never necessary, but must still be
implemented and documented.
The variety of possible settings and operations of the RDR54 can possibly lead to undefined or obscure
settings. Switch-off and restarting the device brings no help in this case: All device settings are always
stored non-volatile, the RDR54 starts again in exactly the same operating state it was on shut-down, even
after a long time with an unplugged power cord.
To set the device to a known operating state, you have several options:
•
•
•

The "Undo" function.
The initialization of a start-up status, called the "Factory setting".
The complete deletion of almost all software in the device and (re-) load the old or new software
("Software Update").

7.1 Undo function
Use this feature if you ran only a few operating steps that have led to an unsatisfactory or confusing setting
state of the device. You can return the setting state of the device to one of the last maximum of 63
operating states. Note the instantaneous state "Undo Level", which is always displayed in the panel below
the spectrum diagram:

The device is currently in state "49".
Now try to define a certain number of operating steps from where you want to undo the settings and
subtract this number from the current state. You have to calculate a possible "underflow" to negative values
as the countdown to the highest possible value of 63:
Example: Current state 8, desired return of the device setting by 10 operating steps:
8 - 10 = -2 à (0 corresponds to 63) à 63 - 2 corresponds to 61.
Open the Memory dialog. Select the setting "Undo back to level:" and set it to the desired undo state (as
per example "61"). Close the dialog by pressing F5 = "OK". The device is set to the state that existed when
the last time "61" stood in the display.
Note: The Undo value is always incremented by actuation of keys (ie the state of the equipment is stored).
This includes pressing the knob (more precisely, just when releasing it). You can always trigger a complete
storage of the device setting by briefly pressing and releasing the adjusting knob. Remember or write down
the displayed undo state if you think you possibly will reverse the next device setting.
Note: At switch-on the setting of the device is restored to the level displayed when switching it off. If you
make a note of the displayed value immediately after switching on, you can return to this power-on state up
to the undo-system overflow (i.e. the automatic reuse of this space).
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7.2 Factory setting
Number "0" of the undo function cannot be overwritten and is always containing a clearly defined factory
setting. You can load this setting if you can not find any useful or desirable setting in the undo buffer
system.
Note: You can also use manually allocated memories (if used) in order to load custom settings saved by
yourself on a certain place. These memories will not be changed or overwritten by the Undo function.
The factory default sets all the parameters either to its smallest (eg frequencies) value or for a useful
operating condition (eg brightness).

7.3 Software Update
The RDR54 allows extensive adaptation of its functionality through the implemented (programmed)
software. This can be saved again at any time by connecting a personal computer (PC). The software
creates not only in the usual sense the "software", say specified programs of microprocessors, but also the
configuration files used in programmable logic devices ("FPGA" = Field Programmable Logic Array à free
matrix of programmable Logic units), thus the existence of complete units such as processors and
interfaces within the device (so-called "soft cores"). Only a few units are designed in "true"" hardware, such
as the A/D and D/A converter, power supply or keyboard controller. Even the WVGA graphics chip is an
FPGA, and thus can be software defined from scratch.
Bootloader
Upgrading the software uses functions of the device's internal operating system. This is realized by an
interface program, called "Bootloader" (loader for software).

The Bootloader is non-volatile firmware programmed into the signal processing board RDR25 and can be
started by choosing the value 0 of the setting "Load Settings from No." in the Memory dialog. All currently
running tasks in the device (sub-programs of the various modules) with their identification numbers will be
listed, as well as the stored main programs on the RDR25 card, so-called "Configurations".
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Normally, the card includes one or more configurations for the realization of the device function
"RDR54CVxxx", where "xxx" is a number that describes the version of the user interface. Such a
configuration can be removed by pressing "F3" key, or started by pressing "F5". By pressing "F1" the unit
can be restarted without changes, "F4" transfers functionality of the device to an external program (such as
other signal processing boards, which also contain configurations).
Caution! Never delete all configurations of the device, without being sure to be capable of reprogramming
a new configuration! Should the device (more precisely, the RDR25 module) contain no configuration at all,
the only device function still possible will be to start the Bootloader!
Warning! When you delete a configuration, all subsequent configurations are deleted from the list too!
Previous configurations will remain.
Note: Starting a configuration with "F5" can sometimes lead to incorrect functioning of the equipment (the
user interface RDR54 does not appear in the display). The reason is that some modules (plug-in cards
used) require a power shutdown. Switch-off and turn the device on again after a few seconds in this case.
If even after the power cycle and pressing F5 again no device function (RDR54) can be obtained, the
Bootloader appears again. In this case one / several tasks (a plug-in card) is defective, does not exist or
has no software stored (identification "EType" contains BDxx). Load in the latter case new software as
described below. If this doesn’t help, the device is defective and must be taken out of service. Send it in for
repair if necessary to the supplier / manufacturer.
Software Download
A download (storing) of a new software requires connecting the device to a PC via a USB interface
(version 2.0 "high speed" required) and the correct installation of the so-called "device drivers" for
recognizing the RDR54 as a connected USB device. You will need a PC running Windows XP SP2 or
Windows 7 32 / 64 Bit! To do this, proceed as follows:
•
•
•
•

Put the supplied CD-ROM in the CD drive of the PC.
Connect the RDR54 using the supplied cable to a USB port.
Turn on the power.
On your PC an installer (or "wizard") will be started, which asks for the device driver for the RDR54.
This driver is called "CYUSB.SYS", the related information file for Windows "RDR54USB.INF" and is
on the CD. Lead the installation wizard to this file and follow further instructions.

Caution! Driver and PC software for use with the operating systems Windows XP SP2 to Windows 7 are
provided. They assume the correct operation of the PC and the operating system. Depending on the
version of the system, the installation program is different for loading device drivers. Refer to the instruction
manual for problems or help function of your computer / operating system!
After installing the driver your PC detects a device "RDR54 (RDR54)". Perhaps a repeated switching on
and off or disconnecting and reconnecting the USB cable is necessary. For uploading and downloading of
software there is a program "RDR25A.EXE" on the CD in the folder "RDR54". Copy this folder with all the
files in any folder of your PC. Start ("Open") the file RDR25A.EXE from this folder. The user interface of the
program appears on your monitor.
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In the text box "Device" RDR54 must be displayed. If necessary, you can search through the menu item
"USB" for existing equipment. If there is no entry in the "Device" box, then the USB driver is not installed
correctly or the RDR54 is not connected / switched on. Make sure the receiver is connected properly and
check the installation in the device manager of PC and install the driver manually if necessary!
The firmware to program into the RDR54 always has the extension ". RPD", eg "RDR54CV300.RPD". The
CD contains some of these files. The file whose name always starts with "RDR54" is a configuration file for
the device. In order to load them in the RDR54, proceed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start the Bootloader (dialog "Memory" à Load Settings from No.: à 0).
Click on the button "Synchronize", a check mark must then appear in the check box "Bootloader
active."
Select via the menu item "File" and select "Open" and open the desired file. The file name must appear
in the box "File".
Click in the "Transfer to" box on "RDR25 (Configuration)" if this point is not already selected.
Click in the "Download" box on button "Start". The "Bytes sent" now displays the number of bytes
transferred consecutively.
At the end of the transmission, a window appears indicating the successful transmission.
For errors, a message window appears with a note on the error (e.g. "Device not responding"). Then
turn the unit off and back on, start the software interface and repeat the entire procedure.

Caution! Do not turn off the device or the PC during the download and never disconnect the USB
connection!
Note: If the message "Software can not be saved!" appears, the memory is full, no more configurations can
be loaded. Delete stored configurations in this case (key "F3").
In the Bootloader of the RDR54 the newly loaded configuration is displayed (possibly reset required). The
transferred configurations are stored sequentially. One of them can be selected using the knob and can be
started by pressing the "F5" (possibly turning off and on the equipment is needed).
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In addition to the configurations for the definition of device functionality, also all auxiliary functions ("tasks")
of the various modules can be reprogrammed if the hardware allows it. Such tasks can be selected for
update by checking the item "External (Update Task)" in the "Transfer to" box. Proceed as follows (the
correct synchronization with the Bootloader as described above is provided):
• Click in the "External Tasks" box on the "Search" button. It will generate a list which lists all the tasks in
the unit available for updating their firmware. The first entry appears in the box above the "Search"
button.
• Select the desired Task.
• Open the file ("File" menu à "Open"), which contains the software for the selected task.
• Click in the "Download" box on button "Start". The "Bytes sent" label displays "Clearing memory ..." and
the positions of the erased memory chips (usually only one chip with the "0") for a few seconds.
• After clearing the memory it returns to the counting of transferred bytes and the note at the end of the
transfer.
Caution! Make absolutely sure that you transfer the correct file for the selected task! Wrong software
causes no function or even results in damage to the device!
Note: Tasks can only store one "configuration", so the memory will be automatically erased before
reprogramming. In case of a possibly occurring transmission error, the critical part of the software remains
in the task memory and will not be erased. This way, the task can still run and remains accessible. After a
reset, or a power off / on cycle, the task returns to the list and can be reprogrammed. The task has now a
new identification number, the associated parameter "EType" always begins with the value "BD" (reference
to the protected function "boot-device"). Please inform yourself in the info-file of the download files, which
reference number the tasks in your receiver have in the normal functionality and which ones as a protected
"boot-device".

7.4 Data Upload / Display Copy
The RDR54 permits reading data from the device via the USB connection. This refers to the output of the
display content ("Scan" function) and the raw data output from the signal processing including remote
control of the RDR54 from the PC. The latter application is a special case and is independent of the actual
functioning of the equipment provided / documented.
Saving and printing of display content is often necessary to document reception conditions and
measurement results. This function is also available in the RDR54 interface program. Simply click on the
tab "Display Copy".
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You can select any section of the screen to be copied and transferred to the PC. Select it using the pixel
coordinates of the upper left corner of the area (X and Y, starting with 0 from top left). Set the desired width
(W) and height (H) of the section to copy one. If useful select a suitable preset setting and the color of the
background (click on the color box behind "Frame"). The visible blank image is adjusted according to your
choice in size and color.
Start the copy process by clicking the button "Scan". The screen content of the unit's display is now
transmitted column by column from the left and appears in the picture. In this case, a frame around the
transferred image is maintained by each 5 pixels after the final scan on all sides. During the operation of
the transmission it is not possible to control the RDR54 and no screen updates occurs. In the readout
"Column" the current progress of the transmission can be seen. It ends with a success message or aborts
with an error message. If necessary, restart the scan after aborting. Wait for it until the RDR54 reacts to
input again!
Caution! You should use a PC with enough processing power and configure it (active programs) that no
application software or operating system is blocking the data transfer. If the PC is not in a condition to edit
the received data immediately the scan aborts.
The image can be used for further processing via the menu "File" à "Save" in the BMP format, or taken
over by clicking the button "To Clipboard" directly into the Windows clipboard.

7.5 Test Generator
In the Memory dialog, a test generator can be activated by setting the calibration frequency to the value
"999". The generator is fully digital and feeds its data instead of data from the ADC into the signal
processing chain. The received data from the antenna will be ignored in this case.
The test generator generates a digital high-frequency signal with exactly the frequency which was set when
it is activated as a receiving frequency. It remains intact even if the memory dialog is closed. Frequency of
the receiver changes have no effect until the dialog will be opened again. At that moment, the generator
takes over the current receive frequency.
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The output level of the test generator can be varied over the setting "AF level" from 0 to 100%. All values
greater than 1% of the generator operates as a stereo coder and also help generate the necessary
auxiliary signals (subcarriers, pilot tone, differential signal). When set to 1% no stereo signal is generated.
When set to "FM deviation", the test generator can be frequency modulated. The two test signals, and in
the case of the stereo operation, the auxiliary signals are modulated onto the RF carrier. When set to "75
kHz", the generator produces a standard FM stereo signal like a radio transmitter. It creates no RDS signal.
For the modulation two test signals are used: "Freq L" and "Freq R". Once they are set to a frequency
greater than zero, they modulate the carrier. Up to 1 kHz a setting in 10 Hz steps is possible, beyond (up to
max. 15 kHz) in 100 Hz steps.
Note: If both signals are set to the same frequency, the test generator then generates a phase shift of
exactly 90° between the two signals. In a Goniogram this appears an exact circle.
The level of the test signals is automatically always set so that the correct values are achieved for the
deviation of the whole carrier according to the deviation setting. In Stereo the deviation is set to 22,5% for
each test signal, in mono 50%. In stereo mode, the pilot tone is set to 10% deviation, each sideband of the
difference signal with a 22.5% deviation, which is obtained for all components of a modulation of 100%.
The two test signals are pure sine waves with very low distortion (<0.001%), as well as the auxiliary signals
of the stereo coder. All modulators work with min. 18-bit resolution and achieve a very high quality of the
modulated FM signal.
Here are some examples of different measurements with the test generator, here to illustrate the influence
of various FM-W filter on the quality of the demodulated signal.
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Goniogram with the same frequency for left and right channel for filter "80k S".

Goniogram with the same frequency for left and right channel for filter "80k HQ".
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Spectrogram with the same frequency for left and right channel for filter "80k S".

Spectrogram with the same frequency for left and right channel for filter "80k HQ".
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Oscillogram of a1.2 kHz signal in the left and no signal in right channels for filter "80k S".

Oscillogram of a 1.2 kHz signal in the left and no signal in the right channel for filter "80k HQ".
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8. First steps
After unpacking the receiver and carefully reading the Operator Manual, you can now take it into operation
(note especially the Safety precautions!).

8.1 Unpacking and first-time operation
Please unpack the unit and set it on a hard, flat surface. The front feet are hinged to achieve a pleasant
angle of operation. In case just moved the unit from a cooler in a warmer environment, let it sit for a while
to avoid internal condensation. By placing a hand on the top cover or side panel, you may decide whether
the unit has reached approximately ambient temperature. Remove the protective film on the display’s front
plate.
Check the device’s scope of delivery as indicated on the invoice and / or delivery note. At least one power
cable is included with the RDR54. You can use a different power cord with DIN IEC connector on one side
and safety plug on the other side (eg as used in computers).
Connect (see Safety note!) the power cord. In order to receive any signal with the RDR54, you need an
external antenna. Should you already have an antenna, connect it to the appropriate input jack (1 kHz - 30
MHz or 50-54 MHz etc.). Usually, you can connect your antenna using one of the supplied adapter cables
from SMB to the widely used BNC standard connector. Avoid mechanical stress to the sockets! Note the
maximum input level of the RDR54!
Alternatively you can use an auxiliary antenna. The easiest type of such an antenna would consist in an
adapter from BNC to 4mm sockets and two lab cables/test leads with the appropriate connectors. Using
them you can create an auxiliary antenna in two different configurations:
•

Electrical auxiliary antenna: Insert a plug of a test lead into the socket of the adapter that
leads to the signal input (red) and a plug of the other test lead into the socket that leads to the
ground input (black). If possible, ground the ground line, for example at a water
or heating pipe. The other cable should be oriented straight away from the receiver, either upward or
sideways. Make sure that it doesn’t touch any conductive surface. You can add length using your own
wiring.

•

Magnetic auxiliary antenna: Plug one end of a test lead into the signal connector, the other end into the
ground socket (creating a short). Hang this loop diagonally above or behind the machine on, for
example on a table lamp or place it on a pile of books or the like.

Now switch on the device. The display shows the graphical interface of RDR54. In the spectrum display,
signals and / or noise is shown as a continuous sequence of new spectrograms. Now you can set your
machine to your liking.

8.2 Getting Started
If you already have experience in dealing with similar measurement devices or radios, operation of the
device won’t pose any problems. If there is anything not clear to you, refer to the corresponding chapters of
this manual.
As a newcomer to the radio and / or measurement technique, we want to give you a brief introduction to the
possibilities of the device that allows you to get quick results. We require the connection of the previously
described auxiliary antenna or a "real" antenna.
Setting example: DCF77
DCF77 is the station identification of the time signal transmitter that controls the commercial radio clocks.
Its signal has good coverage in Europe. You should be able to receive this signal with the RDR54 if you are
not exactly in a very poor signal area. The connection of an auxiliary antenna as described in "Getting
Started" is not sufficient in this case and you should use a good external antenna. Start receiving DCF77 as
follows:
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•

Tune to the frequency by selecting the reception frequency window (upper left, large bright green
frequency read-out) in case it is not already active (indicated by black color on light green background).
Press the main tuning knob all the way down and rotate it in the depressed state. You can see how a
bright mark on the display "jumps" from window for window. Stop the rotation and release the button
when the marker arrives at the main frequency window. You may need to let go the button in between
and press again to continue the operation due to the rotating angle. Please note that you cannot
change the input windows if you don’t press the main tuning knob without pressing it at the same time!
Therefore be somewhat cautious with the operation of the knob and move it slowly.

•

Once the main frequency window is selected, you can change the receiving frequency by turning the
knob without pushing it down. The increment of change is always displayed in F1 "grid" and can be
changed by pressing F1. Turn the knob until the frequency is set to 77500.0. Alternatively, you can
press "7" and start the direct frequency input of the frequency. Enter all the necessary digits one by one
(the colon dot isn’t necessary). End the input by pressing "F5". Pressing F1 rejects the input, pressing
F2 will delete incorrectly entered numbers.

•

Push the knob and move the input position to the window "modulation" (one step to the right). Change
the setting after you release the button to display the "CW".

•

Check to see if the parameter "notch filter / size" is set to 0. If not, move the input location to the center
and set the value to 0. Do the same with the parameters "control limit" (set to 80 dB) and "RF
threshold" (-140 dBm).

•

When using an auxiliary antenna, you must now turn on the preamplifier. In order to do this, press "F3"
and the Setup dialog appears. Select the parameter "0-30MHz Impedance (Ohm):" and set it to 0.
Make sure that the parameter "Input high-pass (kHz):" is set to 1. Select it and set it also to "1". The
parameter "Attenuator (dB)" should be set to 0. Close the dialog by pressing "F3". Note that on the
bottom of the screen most of the parameters of the dialog will be displayed. Check to see if the settings
are correct.

•

The display should now show a significantly increased signal spectrum. You can try to improve the
presentation of the spectrum by pressing "F2" and set the video averaging to "Medium".

•

To make the DCF77 signal better visible, the resolution of the video channel can be increased. Select
the appropriate set of parameters (horizontal display width etc.) and reduce it gradually. Note that this
decreases the noise level and the display speed.

•

From resolutions of 20 Hz / line on the DCF77 signal can be seen in the display. It appears every
second, as a "hopping" spectral line (or "line bundle" of several adjacent lines) in the middle of the
spectrum. You can further optimize the representation possibly by changing the vertical (level)
resolution and location by selecting the appropriate settings on the right side of the diagram. Please
take note that adjustments are possible, which will cause, that nothing can be seen anymore on the
screen! In this case, use the undo function according to the operator’s manual instruction, or set the
unit back to factory defaults.

Note: Turn on a trial basis once the waterfall display (F3 à dialog, "Set Up" option "Display Graphics"). Set
the level position in the color table so that the precise second dots of the DCF77 signal appear clearly in a
different color. Try to find a section in the "signal tracking", which clearly lacks this second pulse. This is the
so-called minute pulse, once per minute indicating the expiration of the full minute.
If you do not hear the signal, reception is weak (noise must be audible, if not turn volume control to the
right), you can optimize the reception as following:
•

Select the value "bandwidth" and reduce it. The audible range is indicated by bright yellow coloring of
the spectrum and two limiting vertical lines. The smaller the bandwidth, the less the noise and the
signal has been obtained.

•

Select the value "CW-tone" and set the tone frequency of the signal (always applies to the center line
of the spectrum) to a value that contrasts well with the noise and the ambient noise.

•

Try if a better intelligibility of the signal can be achieved by by increasing the value of "DNR" (noise
reduction system). It is usually set to "0".

•

Vary the control limit in such a way that is up regulated in low signal far enough (automatic) and the
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gain is high enough (for manual control). The upper, horizontal purple line on the display always shows
the current gain and headroom. Signals should reach but not exceed this line.
•

Vary the threshold so that noise and unwanted signals are below the blue line. For CW signals, a
noise-free reception is achieved when the desired signal exceeds the threshold and just not all the
others.

After you have successfully carried out the above settings, you can now go to "wave hunting"! Simply select
the desired demodulation (bandwidth and PBT-Shift will be pre-set with every change) and be careful to
chose an optimal setting for the AGC control. At high span rate of the spectrum (160 or 320 Hz / line), you
can look at all receivable signals while "cranking" the frequency. Stations within the yellow lines can be
heard.
Please check in each section of the manual about other settings such as step width adjustment, special
function key 0 storage system and undo ... to increase operating efficiency and to avoid prolonged rotation
movements of the knob.

8.3 Common settings for radio reception
After you have learned the basic operation and control philosophy of RDR54 know, you can use specific
features to exploit the maximum capability of the device. Here are some tips and setting examples.
AM radio reception
For the reception of broadcast channels in the Long, Medium and Shortwave bands set the parameters of
the level control to "Automatic" (dialog "Setup" by pressing the "F3") and the demodulator to "SYNC". In
this mode, the two-sideband amplitude modulation of the common radio station is always at the correct
frequency, no matter where you find the signal in the spectrum display. The detection is done by the socalled carrier signal, which is shown in the display as a permanent narrow line, which is of more or less
surrounded by the strongly varying information content (voice or music) (see illustration in "Introduction").
To search for a broadcaster is it best to use the maximum display width of the spectrogram (10.28 kHz /
DIV). Useful is the maximum value filtering of the video signal with a very short refresh time, ie about 0 - 50
ms. Thus, the striking "silhouette" of the radio stations with their carrier peak and the surrounding
modulation is easily recognizable. Adjust the vertical position of the chart so that the noise line is a few
ticks above the lower limit, and the vertical resolution is set to 10 - 20 dB / division.
You can now set the frequency to the lower frequency of a known radio band, for example, 500 kHz for the
Medium wave band. Select in the step size window (by pressing "F1") a value slightly below the width of the
span, such as 100 kHz. You can now easily scan the entire band by indexing the receiving frequency with
the main tuning knob. The high display speed of the spectrum display allows the immediate interpretation
of the signal spectrum in real time.
Optimize now the reception of the station that you want to hear. Change the grid step to smaller values (eg
1 kHz) and tune the receiver so that the station is located in the center of the spectrogram. Use the
bandwidth and the shift-adjustment so that no signals of adjacent channels are audible. Hets can be
eliminated with the Notch filter. Initially set it to a width of appr. 200 (Hz) and shift it to the position in the
spectrum that shows the Het line. Vary the size and position so that only the Het gets suppressed and as
little as possible from the transmitter signal is cut out.
Often you can not eliminate all the problems or the transmitter is very weak and you will also hear loud
noise. Here are some tips to receive further optimization:
•

Try optimizing the setting of the gain control (AGC rise and hold time).

•

With sufficient signal strength, you can use the lower marker to block out some noise. Here, the
broadband noise starts first clanking and ringing (similar to bird chirping) then disappears when it is no
longer able to pass through the marker line. Of course some signal components of the transmitter
modulation will be suppressed, the ones which do not extend beyond this line. In some cases,
however, an improvement in speech intelligibility can be achieved.

•

Use the noise reduction system, by switching the setting "DNR" tentatively above 0. The effect depends
strongly on the signal. Set "DNR" depending on taste and try of a specific setting leads to a better
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reception. The steps 10-19 and 30-39 contain an algorithm for detecting the side bands, they only
generate audio frequencies for which there are signals in both sidebands (suppression of adjacent
stations or discrete interference signals in one side band).
•

Use the high-frequency filter, the pre-amplifier or attenuator and the input high pass. Should strong
interfering signals exist at the antenna input you can possibly compensate this by selecting an RF filter.
You can reduce noise by choosing a filter that attenuates the frequency more than your listening
frequency. Imagine the direction in which the interferer is located ("down" or "up") and if a high-pass
(interferer is at a lower frequency) or lowpass filter (interferer is at a higher frequency) will attenuate the
interference better. Accept in this case an attenuation of the wanted signal, as long as it is not
deteriorated by the fundamental instrument noise (at 20 Hz / line around -120 dBm).

•

Use the demodulator setting "DSB" and set the carrier of the signal exactly (maybe choose very fine
step size) to the center line of the spectrum one. In this setting the carrier fluctuations have no effect on
the demodulation. But you need to turn off or configure the system fundamentally different (see "SSB
reception"). You can also use the USB or LSB demodulator, if you want to receive only one sideband.

•

Use the special setting "Surround sound" and a stereo headphone or amplifier.

•

In case of a very good reception, the "AM-H" demodulator with its much lower level of distortion can be
used.

SSB reception
For reception of SSB (= single side band) signals set the demodulator to "LSB" (= lower side band) or
"USB" (= upper side band). If you use the demodulator "SBCW" the RDR54 will switch from LSB to USB
automatically as soon as the 10 MHz limit is reached.
Proceed in principle as in the reception of broadcast stations. SSB transmitters emit no continuous carrier
signal, thus their identification is difficult. However, in main activity areas (such as ham radio bands) they
are determined very accurately. Adjust the reception range accordingly - possibly increase the resolution of
the spectrogram to represent only the region of interest. Increase the sampling rate of the maximum value
filter to the point that short-term signals are displayed for a short while. In extreme cases, you can use the
"infinite" setting. A refresh then only takes place with frequency / level settings.
If you want to use the automatic control choose a long delay time, roughly corresponding to the longest
expected interval modulation. The speed control can be adjusted to the reception conditions (fading).
CW reception
The reception of Morse code is possible in the demodulator setting "CW" (= continuous wave). Choose a
resolution that fits the keyer’s speed and shift the signal into the audible range (a little away from the
"carrier", say 500Hz). Limit the listening area with the bandwidth control so that in extreme cases only 2 or
3 spectral lines "bandwidth" are for the left signal.
Note: The line width can not be compared directly with usual analog equipment giving a filter bandwidth.
For a rough comparison calculate the "receive bandwidth" of the RDR54 as width of line times the number
of "audible" lines plus 2 times the line width.
Example: Resolution 10 Hz / line x 2 (yellow lines) + 2 x 10 Hz = 40 Hz
Essential for the detectability of the signal time are the internal delays ("transient") of the RDR54. A signal
jump is accurately represented by a time duration corresponding to the reciprocal value of a quarter of the
line width. Example:
Line width 10 Hz / 4 = 2.5 Hz à 400 ms maximum settling time.
In practical terms, this value is about half as large because the signal processing operates strictly linear
phase without any overshoot.
Note the possibility of "noise-free" reception keyed modulation, as described in Example DCF77 reception.
The pitch of the generated NF-tone for a CW signal can be set directly on the center line of the spectrum
using the set value "CW-tone".
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9. Troubleshooting
The variety of device capabilities, some multi-function key assignments and the possibility / necessity of the
limitation of setting procedures could lead - at least during the training period – to difficult to understand
operating conditions. Below you will find some information to the most common questions.

I don’t see anything (on the spectrum display)!
Normally, in the spectrum graph a "moving" trace is shown, without a connected signal source at least the
intrinsic noise of the device. In case a curve cannot be seen (in fact, the curve is a straight line directly to
the upper or lower limit of the diagram), the settings for the level scaling at large distances do not
correspond to the actually existing levels on all inputs. If only the average noise curve can be seen
although you expect a signal, there is something wrong with the input circuit or the RF filters. Check the
device setting as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Is anything connected to the antenna input, which is suited for the momentarily selected main reception
area (Ant1: 0 - 30 MHz, Ant2: 50 - 54 MHz, Ant3 88-108 MHz)?
Are the RF filters turned on manually (not on "Auto" or "Off") and limit the reception area?
Did you activate the attenuator or the input high pass filter, even though you want to receive very weak
signals or signals in the range below 75 kHz?
Is the resolution level set to very small values (eg 2 or 4 dB / DIV)?
Is the level location set to extreme values (eg> 20 or <-60 dBm for the upper range limit)?

I can’t hear anything!
At least the intrinsic device noise can always be heard via the built-in loudspeaker. In case this is not the
case check the following settings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Turn the volume control several steps to the right (clockwise) without pressing to adjust the speaker
volume and then while pressing to increase the headphone volume.
Is the speaker activated in the setup dialog?
Is the top line marker too far from the highest level of the spectrum curve (gain set too low)?
Are both vertical markers set too close to another (audible range set to practically zero)?
Does the notch filter cover the entire area between the vertical markers thus blending out the audible
range?
Did you select the Auto-Demodulator ("SYNC") but want to make a CW signal audible (this results in 0
Hz audio frequency)?
Is an external speaker connected correctly?
Are headphones connected correctly?

This button does not do what they want!
The buttons have multiple functions and sometimes react differently depending on the operating condition
of the equipment, sometimes they are simply locked completely. Check the device status as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Did you start the direct input with a value which was not allowed (e.g., frequency scaling of the graph)?
Did you start the direct input with the digit 0 (impossible)?
Did you start the direct command with a colon or a minus sign, although the specific value doesn’t
allow or support this?
Did you happen to press "F1" (= discard), although you wanted to press "F5" (=okay)?
Did you enter a value directly and it was not accepted by the receiver?
Did the receiver limit the value to the appropriate one? A function key does not respond in the expected
way. Check the actual inscription of the function key . You can shift the current entry mark to the
desired function and then change the function key.

Closing a dialog RDR54 falls into an unexpected state!
•

Did you select a memory call or a memory setting in the Undo dialog and closed the dialog with "F5"?
In this case the device settings are updated completely with the stored values. If this is not what you
wanted, open the dialog again, select the parameter "Undo operation No.:" and select one value lower
(previous) than the currently indicated one. If "1" is displayed chose "63". Close the dialog with "F5" and
your receiver is back in the exact stage it was before you made changes that led to the unexpected
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•

condition.
Did you chose in the setup dialog an extreme or impossible value ( for example, a very low
brightness)? In this case, open the dialog with "F3" again and check the values. If the brightness is set
to "0" you will see nothing on the display. In order to correct this, turn the power off and back on ("ON /
OFF"), which brings back the display with a minimum brightness. Adjust accordingly.

I can not change this value!
For all values certain lower and upper limits exist. You cannot enter extreme values, either directly (limited
automatically when pressing "F5"), nor change the limit beyond reach by turning the main knob. But even
within the rather wide range of possible values, there are limitations due to mutual dependencies. Note the
current instrument setting and your wanted values as follows:
The frequency cannot be shifted.
•
•

Is the increment of the frequency (synonymous with "grid" for the labelling key "F1") set so wide that an
adjustment would exceed the range limits?
Is the RF filter off or not set to automatic operation? An exchange between the range 0 - 30 MHz and
50 - 54 MHz is not possible. Turn to the first filter before you want to move the reception area to the
desired frequency range.

The notch filter cannot be shifted.
•
•

Does the notch filter fill already the entire audible range? Is its width equal to or greater than the
difference between the two vertical markers?
Does the wanted position of the notch filter exceed a vertical line marker?

A marker can not be moved.
•
•

The lower marker can never be positioned on or above the upper marker and vice versa.
The lower marker is in automatic control never equal to or higher than the control limit (upper set point
markers).
• In case the upper marker is turned on in the automatic control, it can never be manually positioned
below the highest value of the audible spectrum curve. In this case, the value of the marker specifies how
far down the automatic can position the marker maximally.
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10. FM module RFM32
For the reception of the frequency range 87.5 MHz - 108 MHz (FM radio) and 144 MHz - 148 MHz (2 m
amateur radio band), the module "RFM32 ' is needed.

10.1 Hardware
The module can be installed on the rear panel of the RDR54. In order to do this, remove the blank small
panel and insert the module into an available slot. The positioning right next to the ADC module is optimal.
The input IN1 of the ADC module and the I/O1 output must be connected with a short SMB cable. To close
the enclosure, a new blank front panel of appropriate width should be used.

RFM32 module connected to the RAD17 module
On the antenna inputs ANT3 ANT4 antennas for 2m and FM can be connected. The maximum allowable
input level of +13dBm must not be exceeded! Overvoltage protection devices (electrostatic charges of the
human body) are installed at the inputs. These cannot act as lightning protection! Professional devices
are required for that.
The outputs I/O1 and I/O2 are directly connected in parallel. Here either the amplified reception signal of
the RFM32 can be tapped via the high impedance output or a low frequency measurement signal (audio)
can be looped into the ADC. The internal circuitry of the module RFM32 is coupled via an 80 MHz highpass
filter to I/O1 and I/O2.

10.2 Software
The module RFM32 contains the necessary software for controlling the internal units, the tracking filter for
ANT 3 and switching of ANT3 / ANT4 depending on the frequency range. The software works with the
operating system and is updateable at any time with the RDR54’s boot loader.
In both frequency ranges all FM modulation modes and other settings such as in the short wave band or 6
m are available. Thus, for example, in the 2 m band in addition to narrow-band FM ("FMs"), SSB or CW
can be received if wanted.
Note: Left and right channel of the demodulated stereo signal can be fed via the head-phone jack in 16 bit
quality into a HighEnd audio amplifier.
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10.3 Specifications RFM32

Frequency range (ANT3):

87.5000 ... 108.0000 MHz (± 3 dB)

Frequency range (ANT4):

144.0000 ... 148.0000 MHz (+1 -2 dB)

Passage gain:

nominally 27 dB

Noise factor:

<= 2 dB

Intermodulation IP3 intersection:

about +10 dBm

Maximum input level:

+13 dBm

Input impedance:

50 ohms

Input return loss:

> = 6 dB (in the frequency domain)

Output return loss:

> = 30 dB (above 87.5 MHz)

1 dB compression point:

about -6 dB

" in conjunction with RAD17C:

approximately -26 dBm (ADC clipping)

Alias Attenuation 87.5 MHz - 108 MHz:

> = 60 dB, falling from 91 MHz to 87.5 MHz at 35 dB

Alias Attenuation 144 MHz - 148 MHz:

>= 80 dB

The RFM32 module contains "only" filter and amplifier for each frequency range. It doesn’t use ANY
frequency conversion (oscillator + mixer or similar). The amplified signal is directly converted by the ADC
and digitally processed. This is possible despite the low CLK frequency of 83.886 MHz by taking advantage
of the aliasing effect.
All amplifier stages are equipped with modern e-pHEMT GaAs transistors. The band-pass filtering is
performed in each range with 3-stage intermediate amplifier / impedance matching devices. In the 2 m
band all the filters are tuned small-band, in the 3 m broadcast band two filters are tuned and the matching
filter are designed as broadband types. The tuning is done by switching high quality capacitors (microwave
ceramic types) using opto-isolated GaAs power switches. Only that way, the low amplifier distortion can be
guaranteed and a significant reduction of the IP3 value can be avoided.
A continuous 100 dB attenuation of spurious signals of the RDR54 can not be achieved in the FM band.
Especially at the beginning of the FM broadcast band, the attenuation of alias frequencies is decreased
(image frequency in relation to the clock frequency = 2 * 83.886 MHz - receive frequency) due to the close
proximity of the reception frequency to the clock frequency. If a strong jamming station appears at the
aliasing frequency to the reception frequency (in the range 76 - 80 MHz), external filters (traps / notch filters
...) must be provided.
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11. Transmitter module RPA5
The measuring and communications receiver RDR54 can be upgraded with the RPA5C module to be used
as a transceiver. This module contains a complete channel for the 9 amateur bands ranging from 160 m to
10 m, including a power amplifier with a maximum output power (PEP) of 5 W. The module only works in
the RDR54 if the audio module FDA20E is also installed.

11.1 Overview
The transmitter module in RPA5 works as well as the receiver module RDR25 fully digitally using
fundamentally new operating principles. While these provide the recipient with a newly developed timefrequency transformation without FFT for outstanding reception in the receiver, the principle of the polar
coordinate modulation is used in the transmitter.
Seen just for the power amplifier (PA), this corresponds to the familiar "envelope" method. Here, a Class C
or E / F amplifier is operating (not linear) with a modulated power supply, where the current peak
corresponds to the envelope of the generated signal. The amplifier must be phase modulated. An output
filter suppresses the harmonics of the nonlinear amplifier. The necessary signals for the modulation of the
supply voltage and the phase modulation of the amplifier are extracted in other devices from an analog
signal (SDR conventional transmitter or transmitter with digital to analog converter).
In the RPA5C module the generation and modulation of all signals is done in principle at the level of the
phase and magnitude information (polar coordinates). Therefore, all the signals required for the power
amplifiers are available from the beginning, thus no D / A converter is necessary. The signals have a high
accuracy, thus allowing very good properties of modulation and signal quality of the high-frequency
transmission signal.

Block diagram of the polar transmitter
The statement: "no D / A converter" is of course not entirely accurate. Ultimately, however, a sinusoidal,
analog transmit signal with the respective modulation is generated. The transformation of the rectangular,
digital control signals into the analog transmission signal is done at polar transmitter but not by a
semiconductor device with subsequent amplification. Rather, the powerful high-frequency oscillation occurs
directly inside the reactance of the output filter. Here a relatively high reactive power oscillates, controlled
by phase and magnitude switches whose filtered-out real part (with some reactive component, depending
on the alignment) creates the analog transmission signal.
The magnitude switch for the modulation of the envelope is present only once, while there are separate
phase switches and output filters for each band. However, 17 m and 15 m band, and 12 m and 10 m band
share one waveform with another. The band switching or release of the modulation is done electronically at
the sender without the use of a relay. The exception is a static relay switching for the bands above 10 MHz
(always when they are reached in the tuning), because the lower and upper bands are arranged on two
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different boards.
For the achievable signal quality the properties of the switch and filter components and the accuracy of the
control signals are of crucial importance. Here are some examples of the resolution obtained with regard to
bit-width and frequency / time resolution:
•
•
•
•
•

Magnitude and phase: 18-bit with kSps 81.92
PWM Clock: 334 MHz + DDR (=double data rate) -> 13 bit resolution, 1.5 ns accuracy of the control
signals of the magnitude switch
Square wave generator frequency setting: 0.625 Hz resolution, 6 ns time resolution of the flanks
Pulse shaper: Increasing the time resolution for both flanks to 10 ps accuracy of the control signal for
the phase switch.
Phase switch: ZVS switch (=zero voltage switching) for up to 100 VA reactive power.

The highly accurate and jitter-free adjustment of both flanks of the control pulse of the phase switch is
essential for the CW quality of the generated signal. The achieved 10 ps correspond at a 40ns signal
period approximately a resolution of 12 bits. The quality of the output signal resembles the one coming
from a DDS generators with similar DAC resolution, their spurious and noise spectrum are quite similar.
The characteristics of analog components, including the switches and the accurate reproduction of the
envelope are critical factors for the resulting intermodulation products in AM, SSB and DSB.
Another great advantage of the "polar method" is the high efficiency (active elements are only needed
during switching). Thus, the very compact module requires no additional cooling and heats up only slowly.
It reaches somewhat higher temperatures only at and continuous CW use.

The complete transmitter module RPA5C.
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11.2 Specifications
Frequency ranges:
160 m-band: 1.81 ... 2.0 MHz
80 m-band: 3.5 ... 3.8 MHz
40 m-band: 7.0 ... 7.2 MHz
30 m-band: 10.1 ... 10.15 MHz
20 m-band: 14.0 ... 14.35 MHz
17 m-band: 18.068 ... 18.168 MHz
15 m-band: 21.0 ... 21.45 MHz
12 m-band: 24.89 ... 24.99 MHz
10 m-band: 28.0 ... 29.7 MHz
Power output (into 50 ohm, PEP):
Efficiency:
VSWR (at 50 ohm real):
Upper / secondary wave attenuation to 50 MHz:
Upper / secondary wave attenuation from 50 MHz:
Intermodulation third and higher order:
(fmod 1.0 kHz + 1.5 kHz)
Modulation types:
Modulation bandwidth:
Rise / fall time of RF signal (CW / FM):
Delay PTT / Key à RF Out:
OFF PTT / Key à RF Out:
PTT muting delay / Key off à RX:
Shift TX / RX frequency:
VOX holding time:
Squelch / Anti-VOX:
ALC:
Damping ANT5 à Ant1 (for RX, within the bands):
Damping ANT5 à Ant1 (at RX, outside the bands):
Damping ANT5 à Ant1 (at TX):

30 ... 37 dBm ± 1.5 db
> 0.6
<= 1.5
> 50 dB
> 60 dB
> 40 dB (5 W PEP)
AM, DSB, SSB, CW, FM-N, FM-W
0.07 ... 9.6 kHz, depending on the mode
0.1 ... 9.9 ms selectable
2 ... 255 ms selectable
<2ms
0 ... 630 ms selectable
0 ... ± 9,999,999 Hz adjustable (1 Hz)
OFF, 10 ms, 250 ms, 500 ms ... 2500 ms
selectable
From -82, ... -34 dB adjustable
0 (off) ... 100% action set
1.5 ± 1 dB
max. 6 dB
> 60 dB

Special features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjustment option for maximum SFDR (Spurious Free Dynamic Range)
Adjustment option for minimal IM
CW keying possible with VOX (setting 10 ms)
Combined SSB / CW (SBCW) with the possibility of sending CW in SSB sideband
Adjustable Frequency Deviation for FM-N separately and FM-W
Two-tone test generator with adjustable frequency and level
Modulation / power / SWR and temperature measurement
Transmit / receive switch on the TX output
Internal (up to max. 34 dB PEP) or external (+13.8 V, ± 5%) power supply
Protection circuits against over current, over temperature (> 70 ° C), PEP > 7 W, SWV > 10
Switching output 5V logic for band (BCD) and TX-ON
Phantom power, EQ and adjustable side-tone for microphone channel
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11.3 Operation
For the controlling of the transmitter an extended user interface is necessary. It includes the setting and
display functions for the transmit mode. These are the configuration of the microphone input and the
temporal sequences of the transmit-receive switch, and the indicating transmitter-relevant parameters such
as power, SWV, modulation or temperature of the output stage. Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the
microphone signal and the transmitted signal and the adjustment of the transmitter for the best possible
signal quality is possible.
The transmit operation is only possible with the user interface "radio" from version 210 on. As soon the
module is installed, the RPA5 control window appears to the right of the panel of the instrument setting
(upper part of the display) as a small panel with the status LEDs of the transmitter.

Anzeigepanel des Senders
The right side of the transmitter panel turns red when the transmitter is activated, in case of errors the
entire panel turns red. The controls have the following functions:
•

"Mod.": Modulation degree in %. This indicator shows the momentary modulation voltage from the
microphone input of the module FDA20E. It is always active, regardless of whether the transmitter is
working or not. Thus a permanent control of the microphone setting and its operation is possible. The
bar turns from green to red when the modulation level reaches 100% (limit of the signal).

•

"PEP": Peak output power in watts. Measured over a period of 0.8 s it shows the maximum amplitude
of the RF output power. The bar indicator turns yellow when the permissible performance without
external power (+34 dBm = 2.5 W) is exceeded. It will turn red if the nominal output power of +37 dBm
is exceeded (5 W). In case the indicator exceeds the value of 6.5 W, the transmitter will be shut-down
in emergency mode. The display always shows the current status with a 0.8 s delay.

•

"SWV": Standing wave ratio. This bar chart shows permanently the last measurement of the value of
standing wave ratio. A measurement and updating of the display is triggered each time the output
power reaches of > 0 dBm (0.6 s is the measuring rate in case the output power > 0 dBm). If the SWR
is larger than 2, the display will turn to yellow. From a SWR of 10 on the bar turns red and the receiver
performs an emergency shutdown.

•

"T°C": Temperature of the RPA 5 module. Shown is the highest temperature of the module’s board. All
power elements are surface mounted (SMD), the board temperature is therefore a relatively accurate
measurement of the temperature of the components. From 55 ° C (130F) on, the display will turn
yellow and red at 64 ° C (147F). In case the temperature exceeds 70 ° C (158F), the transmitter will
perform an emergency shutdown.
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The transmitter can be switched on only by PTT, key, VOX or TUNE, in case its frequency lies within the
specified frequency bands. The signals from the PTT, KEY and VOX are generated by the connected
switches or the VOX function of the FDA20 module. The signal TUNE can be generated by pressing F2 in
case the active user interface setting function is "frequency" (double occupancy):
•

F2 (normal = Video filters), here for active frequency tuning Function = "Tune".

By pressing "F2" the tuning function is activated. The transmitter will be switched on with 0% modulation
and minimum power. It generates a CW carrier at the set frequency.

Caution! If the test generator is activated, a carrier with 25% of the transmitter set power will be
created in the AM mode immediately. In modes without generating a carrier, a signal will be
created with the test frequencies as modulating frequencies.
The active function changes from the frequency to the bar graph of the modulation (inversion of the colors).
This indicator is now used to adjust the transmit power or modulation level when the test generator is
active. The transmit power can be varied; the modulation display shows the set value from 0% (minimum
possible power) to 100% (according to power setting in the Transmitter dialog). As long as the tuning
function is active, no other setting can be selected. Only the opening of dialogs is possible. "F2" closes the
tuning function again and the unit returns to normal operation.

Activated "Tune" function
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In addition to the double occupancy of the F2 key to enable the function "Tune!", the F1 and F5 keys also
have a dual function.
•

F1: Step width setting of the frequency at active frequency tuning, opens dialog "Transmitter" at all
other active settings.

•

F5: Surround sound switch at active frequency tuning, opens dialog "Microphone" at all other
active settings.

Dialogs are available to configure both the microphone input and transmitter operation within wide limits.
Both dialogs are integrated with the spectrum display and the transmitter display panel, making precise
control of settings possible.

Configuration of the transmitter settings
"F1" opens the transmitter dialog (frequency tuning INACTIVE). The parameters have the following
meanings:
•

- "Shift TX-Frequency:" Storing the transmission frequency at the set reception frequency (main
frequency of the user interface) with positive or negative values up to ± 9,999,999 Hz. The transmitter
can only be switched on if the main frequency ± of the TX frequency lies within the permitted ranges.
The TX frequency is always changed with the main frequency. In case the frequency is outside the
valid ranges, the transmitter will be turned off.
Note: The adjustment of the TX frequency happens always with the same step size which is selected in
the user interface for the main frequency. Similarly, the "0" button has again the function of rounding to
integer frequencies corresponding to the increment.

•

"Output Power (PEP) dBm:" In the case of internal supply a maximum of +34 dBm can be achieved,
with external supply up to +37 dBm. The minimum is +30 dBm.
Caution! Without external power supply, the transmitter can shout down without prior warning!

•

"Delay PTT to RF ms" The TX-ON-switching output (pin 1 of connector "Ctrl") is immediately active
with PTT. The RF power is generated only after the time set here (allowing RX / TX switching of
external PAs).

Example in the picture below: PTT switching time à RF = 5 ms (Rise to 1 ms):
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Note: There is no "switching off" delay. The output is switched off after the end of the transmission
including its slope as soon as possible (within max. 2 ms).
•

"Risetime RF ms:" Rise / fall time of the RF power to enable / disable the transmitter (see picture
above with edge time = 1 ms). Increase or decrease of power are strictly linear with no overshooting of
any kind. In AM modulation (carrier on / off) or at an emergency shutdown of the transmitter the edges
can be reduced to zero and overshoots can occur.

•

"Offset SSB-Pegel" adjustment option of the modulator for minimal IM.

•

"Offset SSB-Phase" matching ability of the modulator for minimal IM.

Note: The signal quality in terms of IM headroom is dependent on frequency, modulation and
manufacturing tolerances of the transmitter’s components. The two offset adjustment possibilities allow a
specific setting for one specific operating point of the transmitter, wherein a maximum IM headroom is
possible. At "good" frequencies, an improvement of up to 20 dB compared to the guaranteed 40 dB (PEP)
can be achieved.
•

"Calibration SFDR:" Adjustment to the largest spurious suppression. This setting is mostly unit
dependent and only slightly temperature dependent in terms of spurious attenuation of the transmitted
signal.
The adjustment should be performed at normal operating temperature and high frequency (after warmup). A good frequency is, for example, 29.18 MHz. At full spectrum width (320 Hz / line) two interfering
frequencies are shown on the right and left side of the carrier. These can be adjusted to minimum.
Note: When updating the software, or when loading the default settings ("Memory" dialog, Undo
operation # 0), the calibration will be lost. However, they are always stored within a memory slot. The
calibrations can therefore be easily restored from any memory slot.

•

"RX delay ms:" Immediately after switching on the transmitter, the receiver is set to minimum gain
(equivalent to "Manual" with -19.5 dB). After switching off the transmitter, it is hold in an insensitive
state for the time of the "RX Delay" in order to suppress transients. After that time it is immediately put
back on the defined maximum sensitivity ("Control limit" setting). Should the received signal now be
stronger, the AGC is adjusted immediately.
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Caution! The value "0 ms" has a special meaning in connection with the monitoring (see "Microphone"
dialog). In this setting, there is no switching of the AGC to the lowest gain value. The self-received
transmission signal is therefore just as audible as any other received signal. For this purpose, no additional
sidetone will be displayed.
Note: The "RX Delay" is the relevant parameter for the time needed from switching off the transmitter up to
full sensitivity of the receiver. This time may be minimal if the TX signal is outside the reception bandwidth.
However in case it is within (extreme: TX Shift = 0), it will be received depending from the RX / TX and RX
switch settings. It will therefore trigger the gain control (upward or downward). The gain control would
increase gain after the delay-time and only with the defined gain control speed. However, it is time for the
"RX Delay" once again been fully regulated. It will be increased after the RX Delay time automatically to the
full value.
Note: The parameter "RX Delay" is in the CW operation of particular importance, especially on CW VOX
(VOX = 10 ms). With each trigger of the transmitter, the following sequence is started: TX-ON signal
(PTT / button / VOX) à process time switched output à Start rising edge RF à End Edge RF à
Signal à Start falling edge RF à End fall Edge RF à Signal TX-OFF (Switching output / RX
trigger delay) à RX-delay à Set Gain RX. By choosing a suitable RX delay, the operator can either
choose to activate the RX as quickly as possible while accepting switching noises, or to minimize
interference noise while accepting delays.
"SSB PBT / Shift": This value determines the position of the transmitted signal relative to the (suppressed)
carrier in the SSB mode. The effect is exactly the same as the effect of setting "shift" at reception. In all
other modes, SSB-Shift has no effect.

Configuration of the microphone settings: A spoken "iiiii"
F5 with frequency tuning not activated opens the microphone dialog. The parameters have the following
meanings:
•

"Input:" The microphone input can be connected unbalanced (one "hot" connection and a ground
connection) or symmetrically (two "hot" terminals). See Wiring the microphone jack on the bottom.

•

"Bias voltage V:" For active microphones a phantom power of 5 V or 40 V can be chosen. The bias
voltage is only on one connection in the asymmetrical case, otherwise on both.

•

"Microphone Level %:" Volume level of the microphone.
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•

"ALC effect %:" The microphone amplifier is equipped with an automatic level control (ALC). It reduces
the gain at high levels to avoid clipping. The speed of the controller can be changed here.

•

"Sidetone %:" When sending, the receiver is set to minimum sensitivity, so that the transmitted signal is
not heard normally. If the sidetone is set to values not equal to 0, the modulation signal of the
transmitter becomes audible. In CW, a sound is generated, which corresponds to the setting "CW
tone" in the user interface. Negative values of the sidetone settings, create a phase shift of 180 ° in
order to dampen any feedback which can occur.
Note: If no RX Delay is set (see above "Transmitter" dialog), there is no reduction in receiver sensitivity.
Thus even the received broadcast signal is audible (if in range) and there is no side tone generated!
Note: In mode "SBCW" (combined SSB / CW) mode, when pressing the PTT key the SSB sidetone
(microphone signal) will be generated; when keying with the Morse key the appropriate sideband tone
("L Freq" according to Memory dialog). Even if a double tone signal is sent into the sideband ("Freq L"
and "Freq R" not equal to 0), only" Freq L " will be generated as a sidetone. In case "Freq L '= 0, then
no sidetone will be generated, but a short-pulse (DC impulse).

•

"Squelch dB:" Below the squelch level the microphone will be switched off. Only levels above this
threshold generate modulation signals. With activated VoX, this setting works as "anti-VOX".

•

"VOX ms" hold time of the VOX (voice operated transmitter switching). With VOX activated (value >
"Off") the transmitter is gated as soon as the degree of modulation exceeds 10%. The transmitter is
switched off if the modulation degree did not exceed 10% for at least the set time.

•

"Bandwidth Hz:" bandwidth of the transmitted signal. In FM it represents the cutoff frequency for the
modulating signal. Up to 8 levels can be selected depending on the mode of 1.8 kHz to 9.6 kHz.
Caution! The transmission bandwidth extends for AM and DSB of both sidebands. The highest
modulation frequency which will be transmitted is only half the size as the set bandwidth range. In
case of SSB the transmit bandwidth corresponds to the transmitted LF-bandwidth. For CW, the
bandwidth setting has no effect. In FM the transmission bandwidth corresponds to a value from the set
Bandwidth and the set Deviation (See The "Memory") following the theory of frequency modulation
(Bessel functions).
Caution! In the SSB modes (LSB, USB or SBCW) the location of the bandwidth in the AF-spectrum is
defined by the setting SSB-Shift" in the transmitter dialog. The lowest transmitted frequency therefore
results from the value of the SSB shift, the top AF frequency of SSB Shift + bandwidth. This
corresponds exactly to the conditions when receiving an SSB signal. (The reception range can be finetuned by the chosen setting for "bandwidth", for the transmission case with the values of the dialog
"Microphone".)
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Example SSB transmit bandwidth 2.7 kHz at 400 Hz SSB-Shift (here for a better view PBT is chosen
at exactly the same size). This leads to a transmitted frequency range from 0.4 - 3.1 kHz beyond
(USB) the totally suppressed carrier.
•

"+5 V Out on pin #:" At the RJ-45 jack of your FDA20 module a power supply (max. 100 mA) can be
switched to pin 1 or 2.

•

"Low pass": Some steps from 100 to 800 Hz create a low pass filter in front of the ADC in the
microphone channel.

•

"Slider" for frequency control: A multi-channel tone control network ("Equalizer") is installed in the
microphone circuit. The appropriate frequency range’s level can be raised or lowered with the sliders.
The bandwidth of each range is designed so that adjacent frequencies can be influenced with a
maximum of 3 dB.
Extreme example: all settings at maximum. Then, for any frequency other than the lowest and the
highest, an increase of +18 dB is possible (+12 dB boost on their own, plus each of the adjacent
frequencies +3 dB). The lowest and the highest channel will have +15 dB boost.
Caution! The equalizer is located behind the ALC in terms of signal flow! An amplification (increase) of
the modulation signal can therefore not be compensated by the ALC and can cause overloading of the
modulator with a hard limitation (distortion) of the signal. In this case unwanted spurious emissions rise
over the allowed values of the transmitter! Adjust the settings of the equalizer in the positive range
(increase) very carefully!
Note: The settings of the equalizer can be heard via the sidetone, or via the spectrum during opened
Microphone dialog. The sidetone does not represent the bandwidth limitation according to the
Microphone dialog! The exact transmission signal can only be monitored by self-reception when the
setting "RX Delay" in the Transmitter dialog is set to 0.
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11.4 Using the test generator
In the Memory dialog (F4), a test generator for the transmitter can be activated. The test generator is
installed in the transmitter’s modulator. It is activated when a frequency setting of a test signal larger than 0
is present (as opposed to stereo test generator of the RX, which can only be activated via the calibration
value "999").
The test generator is especially useful to test and calibrate the transmitter. The generated signals have a
very high quality (distortion level well below 0.01% THD, SNR > 100 dB) and do not intermodulate with
another. In SSB modes, the transmitter's intermodulation can be measured in two-tone modulation and
calibrated via the "Transmitter" dialog.
•

"AF Level %": Level of the test generator. It affects both frequencies equally. The full output of the
modulator is achieved with 100% level, regardless of whether both or only one test signals are
activated.
Note: The various filters in the transmitter have a certain amount of ripple in the passband (0.3 dB). At
100% level, it may come to clipping at certain frequencies. Then reduce the level set by a few steps.

•

"FM deviation kHz": In case FM modulation is selected (set value "Demodulator" in the user interface),
the hub can be set here. The value is for a modulation level of 100%. Depending of the demodulator
(FM narrow or wide) both modulation types are stored separately and always used for the modulation
of the transmitter. Common positions are 2.5 kHz for FM-N and 75 kHz for FM-W.

•

"Freq L" and "Freq R": Independent frequency settings of the test generator. If set to "0" for both
frequencies, the test generator is turned off. The frequencies are added in the transmitter’s modulator.
If both are active, each signal will be used with only 50% level to avoid clipping. The frequencies can be
set in 10 Hz increments up to 1 kHz and above (up to max. 15 kHz) in 100 Hz steps.

Note: The designations "L" and "R" have no meaning for the sender RPA5.
Note: The test generator is not affected by filter settings for the microphone channel. In the FM modes the
chosen bandwidth serves as upper limit.
Mode "SBCW"
Besides being able to generate a test signal with the tuning operation (F2, "Tune"), the test generator has
an additional task:
•

Generate a sideband signal by pressing the morse key.

By pressing the PTT in mode "SBCW" normal SSB operation is established (automatic switching of the
sidebands at / above 10 MHz). When pressing the Morse key, a tone frequency is generated within the
sideband, whose frequency corresponds to the frequency setting of the test generator. With the level
setting of the test generator, the volume can be influenced. It is also possible to activate both frequencies
and to generate a two-tone signal within the SSB sideband.
Caution! The generated signal is not subject to the bandwidth limit of the transmission bandwidth (setting
"Bandwidth" in the Microphone dialog)! Don’t select a frequency setting that is outside of your desired SSB
transmit bandwidth!
Achtung! Ist mindestens eine Frequenzeinstellung des Testgenerators größer 0, so wird auch im
Abstimmbetrieb (Taste F2 „Tune!“) das Generatorsignal anstelle der Trägerfrequenz ausgegeben. In
Betriebsart „AM“ wird dabei sofort der AM-Träger eingeschaltet und das Generatorsignal nur als
Modulationssignal verwendet!

11.5 Connection of microphone, PTT and CW key to the transmitter module
The FDA20 module has an 8-pin RJ-45 jack for connecting a microphone with PTT button and a Morse key
(or data input for digital modulation types). The pin assignment corresponds to the usual number of
microphones from the amateur radio equipment (such as Yaesu, Icom or Kenwood) and is highly
configurable (the switches in the circuit diagram shown below are software switches "on" and "off").
Existing or "favourite microphones" are therefore often directly connected.
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Internal circuit of the microphone jack on the module FDA20E
Optionally, a microphone-junction box with the connection contacts for PTT, data (key) and auxiliary supply
+5 V (all 3.5 mm jack), and microphone cables (6.35 mm jack) can be provided for the RPA5C. For the
switches any design can be used which switch the signal to ground (activation of the transmitter).
Symmetrical microphones with an XLR connection can be connected to the microphone socket of the
adapter box using a standard adapter cable from XLR to 6.3 mm jack plug. The picture below shows the
internal circuit of the adapter box.
Caution! In case you don’t want to use the adapter, the same circuit for connecting your own microphone /
buttons need to be built. In this case, the two voltage dividers for the connections PTT and data (key)
are absolutely necessary! These inputs cannot tolerate more than 3.3 V voltage!
Due to their high impedance open inputs can switch on the transmitter in case of noise pulses or suffer
accidental damage from RF interference. If the transmitter module RPA5C is installed, the RDR54 should
never be taken in operation without connecting the module FDA20E to the microphone jack. At all times,
the connection box, an equivalent circuit or a microphone with matching inner circuitry has to be connected.
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Internal circuitry of the adapter MAB5A
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Pin assignment of Ctrl-socket
At the Ctrl-socket, switching signals to control an external power amplifier can be found. The signals have
the following meanings:
•

Pin 1 ... 4: BCD code (pin 1 = bit 0, Pin 4 = bit 3) of the currently selected band. 0 = no band (no TX
available), 1 = 160 m, 2 = 80 m ... 9 = 10 m band.

•

Pin 5: TX-ON signal: active at once with PTT / button inactive after the falling edge of the RF signal.

All signals are +5 V positive logic (1 = enabled, 0 = inactive) with 150 ohm impedance (TTL / +5 V CMOScompatible). The "Ctrl" Jack is a 5-pin mini-USB connector.
The female "+13.8 V / 1.0 A" is used to power the transmitter. The connection must be made through a 2.1
mm hollow pin connector, the positive pole is located on the inner pin.
Jack "ANT5" is the RF output socket of the transmitter. Here, the antenna or an external power amplifier
needs to be connected.
Caution! Never operate the transmitter without terminating it with a real 50 ohm load!
Jack "Ant1" is connected via a transmission / reception switch to ANT5. You can connected it directly to the
Ant1 jack of the ADC module (input shortwave receiver) if an antenna is connected to ANT5 or the external
power amplifier sends the signal back to ANT5 when receiving. Otherwise, the antenna signal needs to be
sent back to the receiver input via an external antenna switch.
Caution! Do not exceed the maximum input level of the receiver input under any circumstances!
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11.6 Additional Information
The transmitter has a different means of protection. In case one of them gets activated, the transmitter
panel in the user interface turns to color "red". The error condition may be reset after checking the cause!
Either by pressing the F2 key "tune" or change various settings (eg change of modulation or call for a
dialog).
With the internal power supply (no DC power supply connected to the "+13.8 V" jack), a maximum output
power of +34 dBm can be achieved. For CW or FM the internal power supply is then fully loaded and
comes with a limited tolerance of the supply voltage of +-5% at 230 V~. If the RDR54 is operated only
briefly at a lower voltage, or in case of short term peaks while operating the buttons, it can happen that the
device turns itself off completely without warning. The transmitter should be operated with a smaller output
power than +34 dBm without an external power supply.
The above performance data are based on a real load resistance of 50 ohms. A special feature of RPA5C
transmitter is the automatic adjusting of the internal resistance to the load resistance within certain limits
while maintaining the output voltage. This increases the power output down to the lower load impedance, at
higher impedances it drops accordingly.
For small load resistors or in case of a short-circuit the output stage can be overloaded. In case of a
standing wave conditions exceeding 10, a measured output larger than 7 watts or at an internal
temperature above 70 ° C the unit will shut down.
In the 20m and the 15 m band, a SWV of 10 or higher cannot be achieved in case the impedance is
somewhat higher. Nevertheless, this condition needs to be avoided, since the output voltage can only be
maintained approximately and harmfully high values can be achieved when idling!
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12. Installation instructions for modules

Expansion modules such as RFM32 or RPA5 can be mounted on the back of the RDR54 (pictured below).
You need the following tools and components:
-

Spline Screwdriver (Torx) size T-9 and T-10.
Expansion Module.
New blank front panel.
Optional SMB cable of appropriate length.

In order to install a new module proceed as follows:
-

Remove the power cord!
Remove the 4 screws on the right and left sides at the top of the housing. Caution, the screws are
greased, place it on a dry, lint-free storage for later reuse.
Loosen (front view) the screws on the right side at the bottom of the housing by about 1-2 mm.
Press the right side of the case carefully at its top to the outside (about 4 - 5 mm).

The top lid is now released and can be raised at the right side.
Pull the cover from the left side towards the right and lift it off completely. Advantageously, memorizing the
sides (or mark it) in order to make the reinstallation in the same position.
-

Loosen the screws at the bottom of all the modules up to the desired slot by about 1 mm.
Remove the blank faceplate from the slot by unscrewing the bottom screw (s).
Plug in the module into the desired slot (preferably right next to the existing modules). Slide it to the
back of the PCB bottom edge of the guide rail until the connectors of the module touches the
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backplane connector. Now plug it in alongside the connector with a slight variation of the vertical
orientation and height of the module.
Caution! The module may not jump out of the guide rail (don’t lift too far). Try the operation again from the
rear edge of the casing.
Caution! During the last 2 mm of the insertion distance, the EMC seal is on the side of the module front
plate in contact with the front plate of the adjacent module or vice versa. Be careful not to damage the
seals.
In this insertion state, the lower edge of the front plate comes into contact with the housing bottom. The last
2 mm can only be fully inserted when the bottom edge is aligned horizontally and are accurately positioned
towards the edge on the bottom.
-

-

After inserting the module, a new blank front panel can be inserted (if required). Pay attention again to
the EMC seals. The loosened modules can be shifted (seen to the left from the back) to the side in
order to be able to insert the blank front panel. If needed, the fastening screws can be removed
completely, the modules on the other side (eg the module RDR25) can be loosened and shifted to one
side. In case there is still not enough room, you can loosen the side(s) (continue to unscrew further).
Don’t fasten the screws hard! In particular, the bolts of the blank panel may only be lightly tightened
so that the plate is not pressed on the top of the housing.
Put the lid on the housing. Start with the left side (seen from the front) by sliding it into the recess of the
left housing wall while holding the lid in an angled position. Press the lid down gently (decrease angle to
horizontal) until it rests flat on all front panels.

Caution! The upper edges of the face plates press against the guide rail on the inside of the lid. In case
the edge of a module has been moved far to the inside, so that the lid does not slide over the edge of the
front panel not even by firmly pressing or tapping on the lid, loosen the screw of that module a little and
press the top slightly outward.
The tapered top edges of the front panels need to fit into the recess of the cover (tongue and groove
principle). You may tap lightly with the hand on the lid until it is correctly positioned on all front panels.

The milled top of all the modules must engage fully into the groove of the lid.
-

Insert any necessary connection cables to the sockets.
If loosened during installation, retighten the screw of the power supply module RPS25 !
Plug in the power cord, turn on the device and install the software if necessary by connecting a PC to
the USB port of RDR25 module.
Check the correct function of the module and the entire device.

Should no function be observed or the device not start (user interface screen does not appear) check the
required software components in the boot loader (note the instructions for each version). Should the device
not power up at all or the correct software be installed and still no function be seen, remove the lid again
and check the correct position of all modules (fully plugged in, front panels lie horizontally on the edge of
the housing base, screws are tightened slightly. ..).
Caution! Remove the power cord before working inside the unit!
If not everything is OK, remove the blank faceplate and the newly installed module out of the device.
Inspect the pins of the connector on the module, make sure that no pin is bent (at the bottom of the module
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seven pins are missing intentionally). Should one or more pins be bent, you can try with tweezers or a
similar tool to gently bend it back straight. Otherwise, return the module for repair.
-

-

If everything works as it should, press the right side wall back to the device (lid must be inserted into
the slot in the side wall), screw the lid back on and tighten all the removed screws in the modules and
the side walls securely. Do not apply excessive force to avoid damaging the threads.
Should a type label be attached to the front panel, we ask you to remove it gently and glue it back onto
the new blank panel. Use a commercially available adhesive, such as super glue.
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13. Current extensions
The RDR54C is constantly evolving. This applies to the software of the device, as well as individual
components. New software can always be installed on the boot loader and make several improvements
and enhancements of the functionality possible. New modules can be installed in addition or in exchange
for older modules into the receiver.

13.1 Software V30x
This update contains some minor improvements and bug fixes over the version 300. In addition, the
following new features were added:
V301:
-

Menu "Audio High pass" in the Setup dialog. With this setting of 20 Hz - 300 Hz, an attenuation of low
frequencies can be achieved in the audio module FDA20. In particular the speaker of the module
FDA20E allows to play at very low frequencies, resulting in a rather dull sound at larger volumes or
high limit of higher frequencies (narrow filter setting). With the attenuation of the lower audio frequency
range a more balanced frequency response is achieved.

-

"Quick change" from any set-up position to the frequency display (except for built-in transmitter
RPA5C). After pressing the F1 key to activate the step grid setting, you will jump immediately to the
frequency setting and not return to the previously active set value. This way you can quickly jump to
frequency adjustment by pressing twice "F1" without using rotary encoder (using "push and rotate").

-

New demodulator "EUSB". This is an extension of the USB demodulator (Extended Upper Side Band).
An imaginary carrier frequency is assumed at the left side of the spectrum and not in the middle. Then
the entire spectrum width is available to the right (with appropriate adjustment of the frequency
resolution) and not only the right half. The maximum bandwidth limit + shift is set to 15 kHz audio
frequency.

The importance of this demodulator is particularly given at very low frequencies (ELF) such as lightning
observations, "Whistler" reception, submarine or radio observations of the Earth's magnetosphere. It is
possible to receive from 0 Hz on in case the display middle frequency is set to the minimum value; just
press any number key other than the "0" key and click "OK" button (or "F5").
This mode produces a reproduction of the received EM waves with exactly the same audio frequency
without any conversion or shift. As soon as the reception frequency is increased (the left edge spectrum
larger than 0 Hz), a corresponding frequency conversion will happen so that the reception frequency at the
left edge of the spectrum resembles an audio frequency of 0 Hz.
The inputs of the RDR54C are not DC coupled, 0 Hz (DC voltage) is thus not measurable. Instead, at 0 Hz
the DC offset of the ADC is visible. If this interferes with the AGC (in this range it hardly makes sense), a
suppression can be achieved by setting the shift of some 10 Hz. Similarly, the shift helps in suppressing
strong low-frequency disturbances such as hum. The notch filter is also fully functional at EUSB.
Ant1 input allows reception from about 1 kHz on (-3 dB). At the input IN1 (not directly suited for antennas,
only for extensions!) a reception from about 300 Hz on is possible. At least one external protection circuit
needs to be provided! Advantageous is the use of preamplifiers / impedance converters (FET preamp) to
this input. A level calibration of the displays can be performed by the appropriate setting in the Memory
dialog.
Ant1 circuit with the input impedance of 0 ohms often results in a good reception when connected to wire
antennas or a loop antenna.
Caution! Do not forget to switch to 1 kHz as the lower frequency limit in the Setup dialog in case you want
to use ANT1 input!
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V302:
- Fast sideband demodulator choice in "Auto" by pressing the "0": LSB, USB, DSB ("Carousel").
- Direct frequency input in kHz ("F4") or MHz ("F5") values, each one decimal place is possible.
- Various minor improvements in control and filtering algorithms.
V303 (German) and 404 (English):
- Quick access to the control parameters in the lower panel of the user interface. The Setup dialog
no longer has to be called to change the control settings. The settings
can be "accessed" directly using the rotary encoder.

- The vacated entries in the Setup dialog are now assigned as follows:
•
•
•

- De-emphasis switch for FM wideband demodulator: Off, 50 microseconds , 75 microseconds.
- Audio low pass filter to reduce audible high frequency noise: 0.5 ... 15 kHz.
- Audio high pass filter to attenuate low frequency noise (hum, etc.): 20 ... 300 Hz.

- Inside the Memory dialog, the delay time of the Mute-switch module RAS12 (see below) can be set ("RX
Delay") . This value indicates the time span that is waited after switching off the PTT until the receiver
switches back to full sensitivity. With the usual settings, the RDR54 has a signal throughput time of
approx. 180 ms. If this or a longer time is set, no residues of the own transmission signal can be heard.
- The S-meter will now scale correctly with frequencies above 30 MHz. There the S levels are 20 dB lower
than in the range up to 30 MHz.
- When turning on the FM-W demodulator stereo decoder the S-value is hidden. In this case, the level
display shows the modulation of the MPX signal (0 dB = full modulation at 75 kHz hub) and not the highfrequency input level.
- Quick mute the audio when the demodulators are switched to avoid loud switching noise.
The user interface is available from this version in English. The name always contains a "4" in the first
place, eg V404 as an English version of the V304. In the German version, some settings have been
renamed in order to maintain compatibility. For example, the demodulator "Auto" is now called SYNC and
the FM demodulators FM-N (narrow) and FM-W (wide).
Vx06/7:
- S-meter range extended downwards. If the video display is set to less than -140 dBm for the bottom
margin, the S-meter measures up to the lower limit of visibility, minimally up to -160 dBm. Even the
demodulators can now work as deep as -160 dBm. Even the demodulators can now work as deep as -160
dBm, AM and FM at the noise limit of the RAD18 ADC (see below) above 87,5 MHz (-150 dBm) are
demodulated. The demodulation threshold (squelch) can be turned off by set it to the very lowest level
(readout "Off").
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- More selective filters for AM-H and FM-N. The filter characteristics of the non spectrum-based
demodulators AM-H and FM-N were greatly improved. The width is now slightly less than stated in the
setting, the slopes are significantly steeper. At 10 KHz bandwidth AM-H (real now about 9 kHz) can
suppress adjacent carriers (5 kHz tones) with about 90 dB.
- Modified AGC for spectrum-based demodulators. The AGC can keep signals over a dynamic range of
140 dB ± 1 dB constant. This way the noise was also highly amplified when the control limit was set
accordingly low. Now the AGC no longer moves the gain-control deep into the noise. A possible "popping"
of the AGC with fast signal jumps out of the noise is greatly reduced.
- Calibration also affects the transmitter. The frequency calibration in the Memory dialog now affects the TX
frequency exactly equal to the RX frequency. One listens and transmitts always at exactly the same
frequency ( ± TX-Shift), regardless of the general quality (accuracy) of the calibration.
- RDS decoder for FM radio reception (only for units without transmitter control). When a station is being
received with sufficient strength of the RDS signal, the RDR54 decodes the signal and displays the
program type and channel name on top of the MPX-spectrum (across the frequency readouts). A dialog
with further informations can be opened by pressing "0" if the active cursor is placed on the spectrum width
setting (yellow indicator of the horizontal resolution on the chart between the RDS texts). To mark the
special function of the "0" button its LED lights in this case.
The RDS dialog can be seen in the description of the software enhancements RDR50 (on page 103).
In FM radio stereo mode, the setting "Width" (usually used for the width of the notch filter) now has a
different meaning. It then serves to adjust the stereo width. Thus, it can be set from mono (0 %) up to
stereo (100 %) and even beyond to double width (200 %).
The software is available in the following variants :
V306 : German with non-RDS demodulation but TX-control.
V307 : German without transmitter but with RDS.
V406 : English with non-RDS station but TX.
V407 : English without TX / with RDS.

Vx010/11:
- Control of the new modules RAD18DF and RDA31B/C (see below).
- Changed filter bandwidths for AM-H , FM-N and FM-W or customized displays for changes already made
in the previous versions of the modified filters.
- Video averaging filter can now be switched to averaging over several spectra (1 = no averaging ... 128 =
averaging over 128 spectra). Additional minimum-hold filter to suppress unstable signals (eg noise) and
highlighting stable signals (eg measured signals).
- VOX threshold and anti-VOX, bridging of high-pass filter and equalizer. See page 105: Description of the
new Microphone dialog.
The software is available in the following variants :
V310 : German with non-RDS demodulation but TX-control.
V311 : German without transmitter but with RDS.
V410 : English with non-RDS station but TX.
V411 : English without TX / with RDS.
V412 : English without transmitter / with RDS (American decoder).
V114: Old software "measuring receiver" (see separate operating instructions).
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Vx014/15:
Various enhancements and improvements as described in software Vx09 of RDR50 (see page 106).
The dialog for selecting demodulators is not included in RDR54. The new demodulators are as previously
selected by selecting the demodulator setting value and switching through the encoder.
The switching of the inverse mode, the spectrum display can be done by the setup any number key is
operated at selected display graphic setting.
The software is available in the following variants :
V314 : German with non-RDS demodulation but TX-control.
V315 : German without transmitter but with RDS.
V414 : English with non-RDS station but TX.
V415 : English without TX / with RDS.
V416 : English without transmitter / with RDS (American decoder).
Old software "measuring receiver" : no longer supported.
V50x:
RDR54 with built-in module RDR35 (page 84) use configurations from version 500 according to the
description from page 103. These cannot run on devices with module RDR25!
Because the RDR54 does not have a touch screen controller, the user interface deviates slightly. The
realization of the "Zero" function does not require a virtual button (for the RDR54, directly with the "0" key, if
active). Therefore, F2 is occupied by the video filter mode or the transmitter "Tune" function F3 and is thus
free for quick access to the Setup dialog. The entry for this dialog is missing in the menu. For this, the
demodulator dialog (page 106) that was not previously available in the RDR54 can be called up via the
menu. The RDR50 / 55 Memory dialog is not available in the RDR54.

The dialogs can be selected in the menu by turning the rotary encoder without pressing. Pressing the
button (or F4) calls up the selected dialog, ESC (F1) closes the menu without calling up a dialog. The same
applies to the Demodulator dialog.
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13.2 Replacement / Expansion Modules
RAD17D(F), SW input also for RAD18D/EF

The ADC module RAD17 in the D version has a special pre-amplifier in discrete circuitry. A small power
MOSFET in complementary push-pull circuit ("CMOS") are used in the lower frequency range up to 1.8
MHz. Above a GaAs-HEMT amplifier is used. In both cases the signal path is totally balanced, reducing
noise and distortion.
In RAD17D (almost) no switchable filters are available, but the pre-selection for the two built-in ADC is
realized by a real preselector. It consists of a double circuit, tunable band-pass filter. Specifically out of 3
parts:
0.5 to 1.8 MHz
1.8 to 8 MHz
8 to 18 MHz
The band filters are tuned electronically and fully automatically (following the frequency setting). Yet they do
not impair the freedom of the high distortion free preamp.
The preselector has a relatively large bandwidth and low slope. It always has to pass through the full
RDR54 processing bandwidth of 164 kHz. This works on the low frequency end narrowly, there is a
bandwidth of approximately 150 kHz. At the upper end it increases to more than 1 MHz. Below 500 kHz
and above18 MHz receiving frequency fixed low- or high-pass filters are connected .
In the "Setup" dialog, the preselector can be set to manual operation. Then the displayed frequency of the
filter (bottom panel of the user interface) might be selected (just like any other set on the surface) and can
be varied by the encoder. The step size is a minimum of 10 kHz, otherwise the step size for the frequency
setting.
The module RAD17D is mechanically exactly the same structure as version C and thus interchangeable.
Both modules can not be run in parallel! The broadband input IN1 can only be used from 0.1 - 150 MHz on
the RAD17D, it no longer has measurement accuracy. Primarily it exists only for the connection to the FM
module RFM32.
Into devices RDR54D the ADC module D version is installed by default.
A further development of the ADC module RAD17D is the version 17DF (see picture above). This module
also contains preamplifier and filter for the 3 m FM broadcast band and for the 2 m amateur radio band
(144 – 148 / 154 MHz). It can thus replace the separate module RFM32 for FM reception. From software
version Vx06/7 the reception area of the RDR54D when using module RAD17DF is extended to 154 MHz
without significant loss of sensitivity (usually only up to 148 MHz).
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RAS12A

The module RAS12 Version A can be connected in front of an ADC module for separating the input signal.
This way the suppression of strong signals of up to 70 Vrms is possible. Main area of application is
disconnecting the antenna when connecting to transmitting amplifiers.
The disconnection is done via input "PTT" by opening the signal path using a fast and inaudible reed relay.
This relay switches the input "INPUT" (antenna) via a crossover to the outputs "ANT1" and "ANT2" which
can be directly connected to the corresponding inputs of the ADC module (normally reception). " INPUT" is
then fed from the transmit / receive switch of the transmitter.
Upon activation of the PTT signal, the input is disconnected immediately. In addition, the device is set to
drastic reduction of the receiver gain. After deactivation of the PTT signal the input is turned on again
immediately, but the gain is switched on after an adjustable time. The receivers AGC is then precisely set
back to the value before the shutdown (prevention of desensitization) .
The muting module includes protections to limit short-term surges:
- Coarse protection 90 V Gas Tube with 10 kA load and erase varistor.
- Fine protection Transzorb 5 V / 16 A diode load .
Furthermore, the module is equipped with a permanently powered preamplifier (version A, version B has no
PreAmp). The preamplifier has about 14 dB of gain with a noise figure of about 3 dB and an input IP3 of
+20 dBm.
Due to the very low noise figure, the noise level of the RDR54 drops almost to the value of the preamplification. Thus, especially with RDR54C, a significant improvement in sensitivity can be achieved
(approximately at the level of the module RAD17/18D with switched on PreAmp) . The IM-suppression is
higher than that of RDR54D with module RAD17D.
The preamplifier has a 1 dB input compression level of about 0 dBm. Since it is never switched off, the
attenuator of the ADC module must be switched on from about -13 dBm input level to use this with high
signal levels.
RAS12 can be combined with the transmitter modules RPA5 (if not its internal but an external antenna
switch is used) and RDA31C. In these cases, no external connection transmitter → PTT Out to RAS12 →
PTT In is necessary. The transmitter module automatically activates the switch via an internal connection.
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RAS12C/D

The RAS12C and D modules serve as send / receive switches when a RDA31C/D DAC module is to be
used as an extension to the transceiver. They are controlled by the RDR's internal PTT lines. 2 switching
states are possible:
−
−

PTT off (high resistance): Socket TRX is connected to socket RX (receive).
PTT on (ground level 0 V): Socket TRX is connected to socket TX (transmit).

Socket TRX is "bidirectional" (carries transmission power and reception level) and is usually connected to
an antenna or a corresponding connection of a power amplifier (PA). Socket RX is connected to the
appropriate antenna input on the RAD17/18 module, socket TX to the required output on the RDA31C/D
module.
RAS12C has only one control input. Depending on the software of the device, this is either switched over
the entire frequency range of the device, or only in the range 0 ... 30 MHz (above this always switched to
receive).
The extended version RAS12D can be controlled by the RDR54/55 with frequency-dependent switched
PTT signals. This means that several areas with different connections can be switched to different
antennas / power amplifiers. 3 areas are available:
−
−
−

0 ... <=30 MHz (RAS12D1, corresponds to RAS12C)
>30 ... <=71 MHz (RAS12D2)
>71 ... <=154 MHz (RAS12D3)

Within these areas, the respective module is controlled by the associated PTT line, so it can be switched to
transmit. Outside of it, it is always switched to receive. This means that a maximum of 3 switchover
modules can be installed in the RDR54/55 at the same time and a maximum of 3 antennas / power
amplifiers can be connected.
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RAD18D/E/F

The ADC module RAD18 was originally developed as a pure FM ADC module to achieve high-end FM
reception. The effort required also enables excellent properties in the range 0 - 54 MHz. Therefore, a
version DF ("F" = always 3 m and 2 m band built-in) was created for this area. RAD18D is characterized by
the following properties:
- 4 pieces of the lowest noise available 16-bit ADC chips in double push-pull circuit.
- Built in low noise preamplifier with "boost" option and high IP3.
- 20 dB attenuator and preselector of RAD17D (see above) can be used.
- Special low-noise clock output for synchronous control of other components (DAC).
The module provides the interconnection of the four 16-bit ADC chips to an 18-bit RF data stream having a
bandwidth of 1 kHz ... 150/154 MHz. Up to 30 MHz continuous reception is possible (31 MHz low-pass filter
+ preselector of RAD17D), the 6 m band of 50 ... 54 MHz is filtered with an LC filter, 3 m FM radio and
extended 2 m amateur radio band (up to 150 MHz without damping, to 154 MHz with increasing damping)
are limited with multi-pole SAW filters. This module achieves very high sensitivity and intermodulation
resistance.
The noise-line at a spectral resolution of 20 Hz (working range of the spectrum based demodulators / audio
signal generator) is up to 54 MHz approximately -136 dBm (+6 dB preamp), in the VHF range at about -150
dBm.
RAD18D can be installed in any existing RDR54 receiver / transceiver (older ADC modules must be
removed).
Caution! From RDR54D with serial number 0052 and for all RDR55, the attenuator can be set in the range
from 0 to 31 dB in 1 dB steps. For the RDR55, the FM attenuator can also be set in 1 dB steps up to 48 dB.

Version RAD18F:
RAD18F is also equipped with a DAB + receiver module. The module works autonomously and
independently of the RDR hardware. However, it is controlled by the operating system and delivers its
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audio signals (digital I²S data stream for right and left channels) to the audio module FDA from version 21.
This module must therefore also be installed in order to operate the RAD18F. The ANT4 2m connector
acts as the antenna input. The preamplifier and attenuator are also used. This enables both a high
sensitivity of the DAB reception and a selectable attenuation in the case of very strong reception
(prevention of overloading of the DAB module).
To operate the RAD18F in DAB mode, software version V522 or higher is required. This software can be
run on the DSP module RDR from version 35.

RDA31B

RDA31B is a tool to monitor AF- voltages up to 40 kHz (sampling frequency of 81.92 kHz). In RDR54 there
is the issue of the two stereo channels when the modulation "FM -W" is on. Even with AM-E, FM-N, BaIQ
and BaIF.
The module contains a high-quality 24 bit sigma-delta converter ("Advanced Segment Architecture") with a
signal to noise ratio of 127 dB and a total harmonic distortion of 0.0007 %. This far exceeds the possible
signal quality of an FM transmission and can output the full quality of the FM demodulator in RDR54
without further interference.
The output signal is raised using equal quality amplifiers to a maximum of 3.5 Vrms (open circuit) on
monitoring output "Phone". Here headphones with a resistance from 25 ohms can be connected directly.
The RCA jacks "L" and "R" indicate exactly half of the phone voltage with an internal resistance of 75
ohms. Here high-quality audio amplifiers can be connected.
The output level is adjustable from 0 - 100 % in 1 % increments. The setting "AF level" in the Memory
dialog (see page 35 "Memory dialog ") serves to do this adjustment.
Caution! The monitoring output and the RCA outputs work directly in parallel. The level setting affects all
outputs simultaneously.
Inside the RDA31B module there is a low-frequency signal generator integrated for testing purposes. It is
activated instead of the normal AF output when the frequency calibration in the memory dialog is set to "0".
In this case, the two test frequencies "L" and "R" will be generated at the corresponding outputs of the
RDA31B. The signal generator is working digitally with 18 bit resolution and reaches about 100 dB THD+N.
Caution! The level adjustment also affects the test generator. At a level of about 70 % (depending on the
load on the outputs) the full output voltage is supplied. At higher settings, the output voltage is limited (hard
clipped) !
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RDA31C/D

The DAC module RDA31C/D is a adjustable signal generator for use as an "exciter" for operating the
RDR54 as a transceiver with an external power amplifier (PA). Particular emphasis was placed on a
particularly high signal quality. It was developed to output very high signal quality by using an advanced
dual 16 bit DAC with a special clock generation. The RDA31C/D module can generate the following
signals:
- One -or two- tone test signals in the range of 81.92 kHz - 154 MHz.
- Modulated signals (from microphone and test generator input) in AM, DSB, SSB, CW, FM Narrow and FM
Wide.
- PTT signal with adjustable delay (transmit-receive switching).
The output power is up to 500 mW (+27 dBm). This can be used to control external PA. Above 54 MHz
there is only one modulator output with a maximum level of approx. +4 dBm. The high signal quality allows
the control of transverters for operation above 154 MHz.
The exciter module RDA31C should be used in conjunction with an ADC module, which provides a
high quality clock source (eg RAD18DF, see above). In case of non availability of such a high
quality clock source (eg RAD17C/D ADC) the signal quality is degraded.
Controlling the module is possible with software from version 310. Here, the RDR54D behaves just as if the
transmitter RPA5C (see section 11 on page 55) would be installed. The RDR54 becomes a HF / VHF
transceiver (with external PA). The RAS12 module can be used for transmit-receive switching, if no highly
insulating antenna switch in the PA is available.
Facing similar operation with RPA5 by use of the RAD31 arises the following differences:
- The transmit function can be set to any frequency of the RX. There is no limit to the
amateur radio bands or certain types of modulation (note permissible emissions!).
- The output level can be adjusted within the permissible range of each module variant (TX dialog).
- Special adjustment settings (SFDR or IM) are not required / available (TX dialog).
- There is no internal antenna switch to loop the received signal through to the ADC
(RX) input.
- There is no output with information of frequency setting / band selection etc. available.
- The display panel for the transmitter output level, SWV and module temperature are not active.
Three 3 versions of the RDA31D module with different output levels and frequency ranges are available.
RDA31D1: 0.1 - 54 MHz max. +10 dBm
RDA31D2: 0 - 154 MHz max. +4 dBm and adjustable -120 ... +4 dBm
RDA31D3: 0 - 154 MHz max. +4 dBm and 0.1 - 54 MHz max. +27 dBm
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RDA31D4

The module corresponds to the DAC module RDA31D3 with changed specifications and an extension (25pin D-Sub socket) for band switching of external power amplifiers (PA). It carries 4 control signals with tape
coding according to the "extended Yaesu code". The assignment of the D-Sub socket corresponds to the
pin assignment of the power amplifier HPA-8000B from Hilberling:
Pin 3 = "B" = Bit 1
Pin 4 = "D" = Bit 3 (MSB)
Pin 15 = "A" = Bit 0 (LSB)
Pin 16 = "C" = Bit 2
Pin 17 = GND (Ground)
An amateur radio band is coded when a frequency is set on the device (RX frequency ± TX shift in the
"Transmitter" dialog) within the following ranges:
Code 1: 1.810 … 2.000 MHz (160 m)
Code 2: 3.500 … 3.800 MHz (80 m)
Code 3: 7.000 … 7.200 MHz (40 m)
Code 4: 10.100 … 10.150 MHz (30 m)
Code 5: 14.000 … 14.350 MHz (20 m)
Code 6: 18.068 … 18.168 MHz (17 m)
Code 7: 21.000 … 21.450 MHz (15 m)
Code 8: 24.890 … 24.990 MHz (12 m)
Code 9: 28.000 … 29.700 MHz (10 m)
Code 10: 5.250 … 5.450 MHz (60 m)
Code 11: 50.000 … 52.000 MHz (6 m)
Code 12: 70.000 … 70.500 MHz (4 m)
Code 13: 144.000 … 146.000 MHz (2 m)
Code 14: 472 … 479 kHz (600 m)
Code 15: 135.7 … 137.8 kHz (2.2 km)
Code 0 is output if the set transmission frequency is outside of these bands.
The two HF outputs emit signals as follows:
+4 dBm: 0 Hz ... 99,999.5 Hz; 87.5 MHz ... 108 MHz; 136 MHz ... 154 MHz
+27 dBm: 100 kHz ... 30 MHz (max +27 dBm); 50 MHz ... 71 MHz (max. + 24 dBm)
In the frequency range of the +27 dBm output, the +4 dBm output emits a signal with an undefined level
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("monitoring"). The +27 dBm output can be switched off ("Transmitter" dialog). Afterwards, the +4 dBm
output also has a defined level. The output levels are adjustable from the maximum value to -25 dB below
this.
RDR35B

The module RDR35 is a newer version of the standard DSP module RDR25. It contains the largest part of
the digital signal processing in the RDR and contains the software for the user interface. Opposite to the
RDR25 the RDR35 has the following enhancements:
−
−
−
−
−

Latest FPGA Cyclone V generation with increased operating speed and storage capacity.
Low-Power DRAM memory to reduce power consumption and heating of the module.
FRAM for non-volatile data storage with 4 times capacity.
GPS receiver as a time base for frequency calibration.
WLAN module for wireless connection with other devices (WiFi network).

To use the new possibilities an adaption of the software (configuration) is necessary. The module works
with RDR35 software starting from version 500 (RDR54DV500 or RDR55DV500). Because of the large
storage capacity a separation in versions with / without transmitter or with / without RDS decoder is no
longer necessary. All options are available within a single configuration. Check out for more details in the
description of the current software in Section 14.5.
Non volatile burned into each DSP module there is a bootloader program to manage the software (user
interfaces / Configurations; Tasks = firmware of the other modules). RDR35 contains the bootloader
illustrated below starting from Version 1.14.
The 3.5 mm jack „S/PDIF“ is not enabled on RDR50 … RDR55!
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The functionality corresponds to that of the RDR25 bootloader (Section 7.3 on page 38). Instead of the old
SHA encryption the RDR35 bootloader supports AES 256-bit encryption (for configurations and WLAN).
New additions include the ads from the GPS receiver and the wireless LAN configuration:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

MAC / BSSID: Hard coded hardware address of the WLAN module, can not be changed.
Name / SSID: Name of the network during operation of the RDR as an access point. For RDR35
up to 10 alphanumeric characters long. Be changed via USB connection to PC service program.
Passkey: Password of the network during operation of the RDR as an access point. For RDR35
always 22 alphanumeric characters long. Be changed via USB connection to PC service program.
TX-Power / Channel: Transmit power and channel of the module. Be changed via USB
connection to PC service program.
Latitude: Geographic latitude determined by the GPS receiver.
Longitude: Geographical longitude determined by the GPS receiver.
Altitude: Height above zero determined by the GPS receiver.
UTC: Current standard time of the GPS system.

The GPS data are only displayed when an antenna is connected and the satellite receiver can calculate the
data. Depending on signal quality, it may take up to an hour after power up (cold boot after separation of
the unit from any power supply). When the RDR is connected to a power supply (even when switched off),
the position data of the satellites will be stored internally and the calculation can be done relatively quickly
after switching on (warm start, a few seconds to minutes).
The GPS antenna belonging to the RDR35 module must be connected properly (SMA connector) and
muste have clear view of the sky (ie. positioning at a window, just under the roof). Operating in the interior
with strong shielding walls and ceilings (concrete) results in decreased quality of reception with prolonged
calculation operations or total failure. The antenna is waterproof and has a magnetic-adhesive stand. It can
be attached therefore outside ie. by tacking on canopies, blinds or elsewhere. Sometimes an extension
cable (conventional SMA) for connection to the RDR may be necessary. The compound, however, should
be kept as short as possible. For difficult cases and / or long connections special antennas with high gain
are usable.
The software-based connection to the boot loader service program on a personal computer can be made
via USB or via Wi-Fi. For USB connection with driver installation, etc., please read Section 7.3. The USB
connection is only necessary when the setting of the WLAN module is to be changed (see below). All other
functions of the service software are also available via an access through Wi-Fi network. Thus normally no
USB connection is required. The data transport (uploading of firmware, scan display images) is carried out
via WiFi with a maximum speed of about 1/3 possible with USB 2.0.
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For the RDR35 module a short rod antenna is supplied. It has a vari-angle joint and allows connection over
several meters to several 10 m clear line of sight. Set the RDR so on or the antenna so that maximum
reception field strength is displayed in the connection program of a computer. At low field strength, the data
rate of the connection drops.
The functionality of the service software RDR35E.EXE corresponds to the version RDR25A.EXE for
RDR25 modules (Section 7.4 page 41). A tab to the configuration of the WLAN module in RRD35 is added.

On the right side the network name, password, transmit power and channel of the access point in RDR35
can be changed. The data is transferred to the module and stored by pushing "Set!". The bootloader of
RDR35 requires 1 or 2 restarts (automatically) and then activates an access point with this information. In
the service program wireless access is no longer possible, but it continues to connect through USB.
In the large text box commands can be sent to the WLAN module of RDR35 directly (Terminal mode). This
way far-reaching configurations are possible.
Caution! The possible commands are not documented and any attempts may lead to destruction of
the module with loss of equipment warranty! Never give out unsolicited text in this window! Use
the tab "USB terminal" exclusively amending credentials of the access points!
The Wi-Fi connection from the service program for RDR principle requires a previous Log of the computer
used in the active access point of the RDR. This process depends on the computer and its operating
system. The RDR Access Point operates in the 2.4 GHz band to the selected channel with the 802.11 b /
g / f standard. The encryption type is AES. It supports DNS with automatic assignment of a network
address to the computer currently logging.
The following describes the procedure for a standard installation of Windows 7 on a PC / notebook
described (recommended computer for Service program).
The computer must have a wireless module installed or plugged in (i.e. USB module). The operating
system then sets up appropriate software to detect active networks ("Wi-Fi network", "access point", "hot
spot" or similar wording) and to connect with them. The found networks are displayed in a list as shown
here:
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Select the network with the set / inside RDR displayed name (SSID) (beforehand disconnect eventually
existing other links!) and allocate a connection. The first time you login you usually will be asked for the
encryption and the appropriate key (password / key …). Select AES (WPA2) and enter the 22 charakters
passkey as the RDR displayes. Thereafter, the computer should have established a connection (display
"Connected" or similar). If errors occur, the operating instructions of your computer / operating system is to
consult and to check that the RDR is still running correctly (bootloader on the display, full function ie. by
observing the current UTC display of the GPS receiver).
Once the computer is connected to the network of the RDR, the service software can perform all the
functions wirelessly (except changing the wireless settings). Start the program RDR35E.EXE and after a
few searches and messages whose user interface will appear as shown above. If no USB connection is
available, the message "RDR is not connected!" appears. It has nothing to do with the wireless connection.
But important is the tick in front of "WLAN Access to Device", and an indication of the device found in the
text box behind it.
With already active service program and restart of the RDR or other connection errors the access can be
rebuilt via menu Interface → Find Wireless Connection. Of course, you must always first log the computer
itselfs into the RDR network!
Caution! At every switch off/on cycle of the RDR and every time the bootloader in RDR (ie. for firmware
uploads or reset via F1 on the unit) interrupts the connection. The computer will only log in automatically, if
so provided in the operating system. Set this appropriately or re-log the computer manually each time!
A test for proper connection can be made any time by synchronizing the bootloader or requesting the list of
installed tasks. In addition, the software automatically checks every 30 seconds whether the connection is
available. If not, an appropriate error message occures.
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RPS30/50D

The RPS30 / 50D module is a wide-range power supply unit (85 ... 240 V ~) with a maximum output of 30
or 50 VA for rear installation in the RDR devices. There is also a DC input (2.5 mm hollow pin) for 13.8 V
direct voltage (12.3 ... 14.5 V).
1 or 2 primary clocked switching converters are used in the module to convert the mains voltage. Additional
regulators generate the DC voltages required for the RMF system (12 V analog, 5 V digital and analog, 3.3
V digital and analog). Low-noise linear regulators are used for the voltages marked "analogue", otherwise
switching regulators. Extensive filter circuits and shields prevent the device from being influenced by the
clocked circuits.
The module can be switched remotely (control voltage via RMF bus) and indicates the switch-off or switchon status via a multi-color LED (to the right of the mains socket). In the event of error states (overcurrent,
overtemperature, deep red LED), the module switches itself off. On the mains side there are overvoltage
protection devices (varistors and gas discharge arresters) as well as a self-resetting fuse (PTC). Due to the
switching regulator operation, the RPS30/50 operates with high efficiency and therefore does not have a
fan ("silent" operation possible).
From the RPS30/50 module, other modules of the RMF system can also be supplied with standby voltage
when they are switched off. For example, the GPS module in the RDR35 is kept active and can calculate a
frequency correction immediately after switching on the device.
When switched off, the module consumes less than 0.5 W power loss. Nevertheless, it should be
completely disconnected from the mains (e.g. by a switchable socket strip). In this case, however, the
standby power supply to other modules is not required. An IEC power cord with a molded earthing contact
plug is always supplied with the devices with an equipped RPS30/50 module. The entire device thus
corresponds to protection class I ("protective conductor connection"). An M4 screw bolt with knurled nut is
available for earthing other devices on the RDR.
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FDA21B
Functionally, the FDA21B module corresponds to the FDA20F module (page 14). The exception is an
increased phantom power supply from nominally 40 V (FDA20) to 48 V (FDA21) to supply the
corresponding microphones.
FDA21B, however, integrates the latest generation of FPGA (Cyclone V) with extended capacities. As a
result, the signal processing for generating the audio signals from the data of the DSP module RDR35 can
be carried out with increased precision.
The spectrum-based operating modes "SYNC" to "CW" in particular benefit from this performance. Despite
the consistently high selectivity, a lower distortion factor is achieved. With the time-based operating modes
"FM-N" to "DIGI", a higher number of filters and steeper filter edges are possible. The effectiveness of the
Noise blanker NB and the noise reduction system DNR can be increased. Further details can be found in
the description of the software from version V510 (see page 113).
Some background information on improving the signal processing in the FDA21 module:
- The entire spectrum-based audio now runs completely in hardware without any software intervention
(except control). In contrast to previous versions, the spectrum data (bins to be made audible) are
streamed directly into the audio generation in real time (previously package-based via the OS of the RMF
system). This allows phase errors due to differences in transit time between spectrum generation (t2f) and
making it audible (f2t) to be minimized.
- The basic frequency discretion ("comb filter" according to bin resolution) is smoothed out by appropriate
modulation of each individual bin in front of the audio DAC. This has the effect of "filling up" the previous
frequency gaps between the bins. The remaining ripple of the amplitude-frequency response is an average
of 1 dB, a maximum of around 2 dB.
- The ripple of the phase-frequency response is an average of ± 20°, max. approx. ± 50°. Destructive
interference never occurs again, only constructive interference (even with a maximum phase deviation
between 2 bins, it is still above the magnitude of a single bin).
- SYNC can now demodulate an AM signal for up to 1.5 seconds without a carrier (in the event of fading)
before a new carrier is searched for. It then takes that long to re-engage. However, each setting process
triggers an immediate (only takes a few ms) resynchronization to the highest bin in the yellow spectrum
range.
- The whole system now operates with 2 completely separate channels (basically the signal trains of the
FM receiver). The channels process the spectra offset by 1/2 bin. As a result, a "bin gap" (signal lies
between 2 bins and is somewhat attenuated) in one channel is always on a "bin hump" (signal lies in the
middle of the bin and is at the maximum level) of the other channel. On the one hand this gives a beautiful
and "real" surround sound and on the other hand the ripples of the channels are equalized (idealized) when
added to the mono signal.
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14. RDR50A
The RDR50A is based on the RDR54C and contains all the essential hardware and software components.
However, the device is not made in a modular design, instead the entire circuit is housed on a large
motherboard. Compared to the RDR54, a simpler circuit and cheaper components are used, which results
in a somewhat lower signal quality from the receiver and transmitter. The RDR50A contains neither a 230
VAC power supply nor a keyboard. The operation is done via a (larger) touchscreen display.

RDR50A1

14.1 Differences to the RDR54C
The specifications are similar to those of the RDR54C with the following exceptions:
Frequency deviation (internal oscillator):

<± 3 ppm min after 10 min, internal manual calibration

external synchronization:

not available

Max. input level:

+6 dBm, no attenuator available

Preamplifier (switchable):

not available

Level of inaccuracy:

<± 3 dB

Bandpass filter (-3 dB limit):

1 kHz - 520 kHz, 520 kHz - 1.8 MHz, 1.8 MHz - 6 MHz; 6
MHz - 14 MHz, 14 MHz - 30 MHz, 50 MHz - 54 MHz;
selectable or automatic

IM3 distance transmitter (@ 4 W PEP; 7.1 MHz): >= 40 dB
Resolution time-frequency conversion:

5 Hz ... 320 Hz in 8 steps (each doubling)

Speaker channel:

Spread-Spectrum PWM, 5 V level, Ri = 0.1 ohm, internal
filter and 4 ohm speaker, diameter 75 mm
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Headphone channels:

2 channel, independent stereo, DAC 18-bit, max. 13 mW
into 16 ohms

Display (WVGA):

TFT 7.0" (177.8 mm) diagonal, 800 x 480 pixels, 256
colors, max brightness 320 cd / m², viewing angle
(horizontal / vertical) 120 ° / 90 °, contrast (black / white)
400, response time 25 ms, touch panel operation

SMB connectors (male):

ANT1 (1 kHz ... 30 MHz), ANT2 (50 ... 54 MHz),

Other connections:

3.5 mm stereo headphone jack,
2,1 mm pin connector DC power supply,
Mini-USB 2.0 Type B, high-speed 480 Mbit/s
Power supply:

Power supply:

15 V DC, 2.5 A, <0.01 A standby

Size (width / height / depth):

290 mm / 155 mm (folded up feet) / 245 mm

Weight:

max. approximately 4.5 kg, depending on the version /
equipment

There are 4 versions of the RDR50. RDR50A1 version complies with the above specifications. RDR50A2
version also contains the FM section corresponding the description of the module RFM32B of the
RDR54C. RDR50A3 version also contains the transmitter module according to the description of the
RPA5C of the RDR54C. RDR50A4 version contains an additional FM circuit plus transmitter.
Depending on the version, additional ports are available (some even on devices with a lower version
number, there but not enabled).

Connections SMB (male) version A2 / A4:

Ant3 (87.5 MHz - 108 MHz), Ant4 (144 - 148 MHz)

Connections SMB (male) version A3 / A4:

Ant5 (1.8 MHz - 29.7 MHz output), To RX (output antenna
switch)

Other connections version A3 / A4:

3.5 mm jack socket PTT; 3.5 mm jack KEY;
6.35 mm jack socket Mike balanced,
RJ-45 socket Mike 8-pin; RJ-45 socket CTRL 8-pin

14.2 Operation
The operation of the RDR50A corresponds basically to the operation of the RDR54C. Depending on the
device’s version corresponding features are also available. The main difference is the lack of keyboard with
the numeric keys and function keys, as well as the non-existing "push" function of the main tuning knob.
Even the knob to adjust the volume as in RDR54C is no longer needed.
These control functions are realized by a touch-sensitive surface of the display called "touch screen" or
"touch panel". In order to trigger a function, the icon / object in the display presentation must be touched.
This can be done with the finger or with a blunt object, such as a plastic pen. With a little bit of care, the
operation of clicking the touch screen with your finger nails works quite well. The function triggering takes
some time (debouncing), therefore tap on the desired point for at least 0.5 s. You have to wait just as long
after an actuation before you can touch another area.
Important! Never touch the touchscreen with something hard, sharp or with pointy object such as
metal, ceramic, glass or the like!
This would result in a destruction of the surface and thus made the touch screen unusable and reading the
display impossible. Such damages are not covered by the equipment warranty!
The user interface has been enhanced to carry out the touch features of some objects. This includes the
following settings:
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User interface of the RDR50A.
- "Slider" for setting the headphone and loudspeaker volume: Touch the yellow
"slide button" and drag it to the desired position. It can also be tapped directly at the desired position. At low
levels, the setting is then immediately changed, at higher values, the position moves slowly out to it to avoid
a sudden high volume.
- Frequency step-setting: The desired adjustment position interger is indicated by the blue bars.
- "-> NULL": The active "0" key on the RDR54C for setting frequency and grid setting to integer values and
the rounding operation for all value entries.
- "Dec." button: Calling up a touch-sensitive decimal keyboard for direct entry of values (not every value
allows direct entry).
The virtual keys "MHz OK" and "kHz OK" allow you to enter values times the corresponding decimal power.
Example:
Input sequence "1" → "0" →,"decimal point"→ "1" → "MHz OK" for direct frequency entry is a selection of
the frequency 10.1 MHz (if chosen as active adjustment position!). Too big or to small input values are
rounded of to valid values .
Pressing "<-" deletes the last entered digit.
The selection of the active input window (in the picture: "Frequency") happens by directly touching the
desired window (in the RDR54C by turning the knob in the pressed state). Once the cursor has moved to
the selected position the value can be changed as usual using the rotary knob or via direct input.
Within the desired setting open dialogs can be in order to achieve the desired selection. In this case not
only the direct number value is touch-sensitive, but the entire corresponding row with the name of the
value.
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Active decimal direct input window after touching the small "DEC" input field.

14.3 Firmware Update
Upgrading the "firmware" of the device is largely automated with the RDR50A. After connecting the
receiver to a PC via USB cable use the remote control software "RDR25.EXE". It is currently in ALPHA
status because of all the features only the firmware update is working.

Software to update the firmware in RDR50A
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Select the program of the menu item "Settings → Firmware" to open the update program. Make sure that
at the bottom right of the program a multiple-digit code number appears which also contains in the
characters "D50A". This requires that the USB drivers are correctly installed according to the instructions
given in the chapters about the RDR54C.
The RDR50A will be set into a programming state when the firmware update is started. On its display, the
boot loader appears and lists the included software versions. This list is then transmitted to the appropriate
listing of the update program.
Select a folder on your PC which contains the firmware for the RDR50A. The files always have the
extension ". RPD". Files of the .rpd type are displayed.
Start the upgrade process by pressing the button "Start Update". All the files found in the folder are
transferred and programmed. Before that the old firmware of the device will be erased. You will see several
indications that files are copied / erased in both the bootloader and also the receiver.
Depending of the kind of data, two different ways for the end of the update process can happen:
- The RDR50A automatically starts the new software and is ready for use immediately. Close the
programming software and the transfer program RDR25E.EXE.
- A splash-screen will appear asking you to close the program and shut the RDR50A down and then "on"
again. The device is then ready for use.
Check whether the new software version is displayed in the user interface of the device.
In case of errors occur during the transfer process, the program must be completely closed and restarted.
After that the update can be repeated. Also note the following:
- All files which are found will be loaded. In case you want to disable the transfer of individual components
(files), remove the files from the selected folder.
- If no file named *RDR50A.rpd is present (main component of the firmware), the device cannot start. The
Bootloader will always be active however.
- All components must match (depending on firmware version there are not always new files for all
components required). Follow the instructions of the supplied files and the need to use the correct software
version. Usually only the main component is reloaded, occasionally, one or the other components needed
to be renewed.
- In case of components that do not match, the RDR50A will attempted three times to start up and will then
return to the boot loader.
- There are coded (numbered) components for the RDR50A that can only be loaded into a device with the
same serial number (purchased software). Never download coded components in a device with
mismatching serial numbers. The device will then not boot!
- A dedicated start of the bootloader through the dialog "Memory" is not possible in the RDR50A. The
firmware update software on a connected PC must always be used.
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14.4 Version B/C

RDR50B2

RDR50 Version B is essentially a version A type.
There are the following differences:
- In the "Setup" dialog an attenuator of about -9 dB (all frequencies) and a preamplifier with approximately
+9 dB (up to 54 MHz, above it is always present in any case with at least +17 dB) can be chosen for the
RDR50B. The actual frequency-dependent values are calibrated by software and are automatically taken
into account with the measurement values (spectral lines, S-meter and power meter) . The switching of the
attenuators and the preamp will therefore not change the display values (within the basic accuracy of ± 3
dB)!
Note! The audible and visual signal will not be influenced by the amplification or attenuation of the signal.
Only the sensitivity and the distortion of the receiver will change. Differences will be only audible in case the
signal together with the external noise is at the level of the intrinsic receiver noise or in case of
intermodulation interferences.
- At the front of the RDR50, the 6.35 mm jack can be used as additional headphone jack (3.5 mm parallel
to the socket next to the power switch) as well as a microphone input (unbalanced or balanced). Switching
is done via dialog "Microphone", select "Input". An additional "+ P" (for "Phone") behind the display
indicates the balanced or unbalanced connection of the connector as a microphone port. Standard setting
is the headphone jack.
Note! Devices without transmitter (B1 and B2) do not feature the microphone dialog. Here the default
setting is always the use of an additional headphone jack. This setting cannot be changed.
- The front-panel RJ-45 connector pin assignment corresponds to that of the Japanese standard. Thus
Kenwood microphones can be directly connected, the pin layout can be found in Section 11.5. Pin 1 of the
socket is left!
Caution! In the "Microphone" dialog, the auxiliary voltage +5 V has to be switched to the right connection!
In conventional Kenwood microphones this is pin 2.
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Back view RDR50B4
(The diagram shown is only one side of the whole circuit of the RDR50 consisting of the 12 pages. In
addition there are many pages of the inner circuit of the five built-in programmable FPGA circuits).
Devices RDR50B3 / 4 (the ones with transmitter) are equipped at the rear with an additional RJ-45 jack
"CTRL" and two 3.5 mm stereo jacks "PTT" and "KEY". The sockets for PTT and "KEY" have a wiring
according to Section 11.5. The active switching signals are always on the left channel (tip) with
approximately 3.3 V voltage which must be pulled to ground.
Caution! The right channel of the PTT jack (center / ring) carries the +5 V supply voltage, if it is set in the
"microphone" to "Pin 1" otherwise it is at ground potential.
The jack "KEY" is also present in devices without channel (B1 / B2 types of the RDR50). Here it carries the
headphone signal. So there are three parallel headphone jacks available in these devices.
The jack "CTRL" carries the BCD code of the selected shortwave amateur radio band as it is described in
Section 11.5. The counting is again "Japanese" as for the front microphone jack, ie pin 1 is left. The
assignment is as follows:
•

Pin 4 ... 7: BCD code (pin 4 = bit 0, Pin 7 = bit 3) of the currently switched band. 0 = no band (no TX
available), 1 = 160 m, 2 = 80 m ... 9 = 10 m band.

•

Pin 2: TX-ON signal: active at once with PTT / button inactive after the falling edge of the RF signal.

The BCD signals are positive logic +5 V (1 = enabled, 0 = inactive) with 150 ohm impedance (TTL / +5 V
CMOS-compatible). The PTT signal is "open collector" with 50 V voltage and 1 A current capacity and
approximately 1 ohm internal resistance to ground when switched on.
The 3.5 mm jack „S/PDIF“ is not enabled on RDR50 … RDR55!
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14.6 Version D

RDR50D2

The RDR50 version D (from Software V500) corresponds essentially to version C. There are the following
differences:
- Frequency extension of the 6 m band to 71 MHz (4m band).
- Use of the RDR35 hardware (see page 84) with an enlarged memory area and
increased computing power.
- About 30% less power consumption.
- Built-in GPS receiver for up to 1 Hz frequency accuracy and WiFi connectivity for software
updates and remote control (additional software required).
- Up to 2.5 Hz spectral resolution possible (optional).
- 0.5 W high-quality exciter corresponding to RDR54 / 55 module RDA31D3 (page 82 ff) can be installed.
- Always engaged amplifier for high sensitivity, attenuator adjustable in 0.5 dB increments up to 31.5 dB
(0 … 71 MHz) or 1 dB increments up to 48 dB (from 87.5 MHz).
- RF connectors on back only in BNC standard (no more adaptor cables required).
- No headphone jack on the back.
The RDR50D corresponds in many details, especially the user interface (firmware, configuration), to the
RDR55. However, the hardware is kept much easier (only one motherboard instead modular construction).
Some features are not met and the specifications do not reach the quality of the RDR55.
Caution! Firmware updates at RDR50D no longer have the special software "UpdateRDR.EXE", but uses
the new PC software "RDR35E.EXE" (see page 86). Even the bootloader of RDR50D largely corresponds
to the RDR35 module (display of WLAN and GPS data).
The RDR50 can store only one configuration. Therefore, it does not have a direct call to the bootloader
within the normal user interface. Updates using the boot loader can be started with the USB cable
connected to a PC and running the program "RDR35E.EXE" (successful driver installation set ahead).
Alternatively, start of the bootloader can be achieved in RDR50D via WiFi without a USB connection by
clicking on "Synchronize" (successful connection of a Windows-PC with the network ahead RDR5x set).
The loading of external tasks and the configuration is as described in RDR54 / 55. An existing configuration
in RDR50D can not be deleted directly. This is done automatically whenever a configuration is loaded into
the RDR50D. In the bootloader of the device the initially required deletion appears. After that, the boot
loader accepts a configuration without re-start (display "No master task!").
On the PC, during erase opration of RDR50D an error message may occur (the larger memory of RDR50D
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requires a longer time to clear). This must be confirmed ("clicked off") to wait deleting the RDR memory.
After restarting the RDR50D a new synchronization must be carried out again. Then the new configuration
can be transferred with a renewed "Start".
Caution! When using the wireless access re-login the PC must await the RDR5x network or be reinitialized. Then on the menu interface → Find WiFi Connection reconnect and synchronize the device! In
case of using the USB connection Windows can completely block the driver during RDR50 restarts, so that
a complete restart of RDR35E.EXE is necessary (exit the application is only possible via Task Manager).
After loading a configuration into the RDR50D and it is displayed in the bootloader (must), it can be started
by tapping the "Start Configuration" button on the RDR-screen.
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15. RDR55
The RDR55 based on the RDR54, but contains the front panel with display and speaker of RDR50 and
thus is controled through the touch screen. In return, the keyboard of RDR54, the pressing function of the
rotary knob and the separate volume controls omitted.

RDR55D1
Audio module FDA20 and display module FGC2 (with touch screen controller) are firmly installed behind
the front panel and no longer reversible. Instead of the complete keyboard module only the rotary encoder
is attached. As the push-button function is no longer needed, the non-locking optical, or magnetic detend
variant can be used. By default, the optical encoder is installed.
All other R-modules ("R" for reverse side) of RDR54 are still usable. In RDR55 the same backplane is
included. The modules only receive higher front panels to compensate for the larger housing height. It
matches functionality and technical data of RDR54 modules.
However, the operation is based on RDR50. All settings can be selected directly on the screen and then
edited using the rotary control. A virtual keyboard is available for the direct entry of digits using the "Dec."
button. Memory management also takes place in the dialog that is called up. For details, see section
"Vx05" on page 103, and generally in the description of the RDR50 operation.
The RDR55 contains just like the RDR54 a bootloader for managing multiple configurations (user
interfaces) on a device. The call of the bootloader in RDR55 is done via dialog "Memory" setting "Undo
operation". If you select location 0 and confirm with "OK", the boot loader is invoked. It is touch sensitive in
RDR55, the virtual keys can be touched on the display. Loading firmware into the device is carried out just
like the RDR54 (Section 7.3 "Software Update" page 38).
Firmware for devices RDR55D1 or conversions from 54 to 55 with module RDR25 and FDA20:
- RDR55DV102, user interface for devices with RF DAC module (transmitter function).
- RDR55DV103, user interface for devices with FM reception (including RDS decoder).
- RDR55DV104 as V102, English.
- RDR55DV105 as V103, English.
- RDR55DV106 as V103, American RDS decoder.
The software of the RDR55D has been continuously expanded in line with the further development of the
hardware. Especially since the DSP module RDR35 and audio module FDA21 became available and
devices where converted to them, the associated firmware (configuration) can no longer be run on older
devices.
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The functional expansions through these modules are described in section 13.2 Replacement /
Expansion modules from module RDR35B (page 84), or in section 16 Software enhancements from
version V500 (page 108).
However, it is now possible to equip the RDR55D with different modules. This means that both the range of
functions and the software that can run on the devices depend on the respective module configuration. The
following is a list of the possible variants.
Basically, the current firmware is always based on the use of the DSP module RDR35B with the versions
V508 (for older audio module FDA20) or V510 (for newer audio module FDA21). There are also minor
improvements:
- Deletion and reprogramming of memory slots 72 - 99 is now possible without restriction.
- Small corrections to text displays etc.
Current firmware for device RDR55D1 with module RDR35B and module FDA20:
- RDR55DV512, as described for V508 and previously, additional improvements and
Step size dialog as described for V510. No other extensions to the V510!
- RDR55DV612 as V512, English.
- RDR55DV613 as V612, American RDS decoder.
Current firmware for device RDR55D / E1 with module RDR35B and module FDA21:
A new firmware has been developed for the FDA21 module. It contains some fundamental changes in the
generation of the audio signals and in the noise reduction system. At the same time, newer devices are
always equipped with ADC modules RAD17/8E (different ADC-IC installed). The complete devices are
therefore called RDR55E. This also changes the name of the software as follows:
- RDR55EV514, German user interface.
- RDR55EV614 as V514, English.
- RDR55EV615 as V614, American RDS decoder.
Caution! The software can only run with module firmware ("external task"):
- RAD17/8 from version E1.
- FDA21 from version A5.
For devices with older versions of the modules (RAD17/8D and downwards, FDA21A4 and downwards) the
following configurations must be used:
- RDR55DV514, German user interface.
- RDR55DV614 as V514, English.
- RDR55DV615 as V614, American RDS decoder.
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16. Software enhancements
The touch screen driver of RDR50 was significantly improved. It now allows precise positioning by "pulling"
(touch and move sideways on the surface). This works especially well with a soft plastic pen for touch
screens.
So now the area of the spectrum diagram for such a "drag operation" is active. Simply use your finger or
pen to type on the chart and move the slider to the left or right. The currently active setting will be also
changed the same way as if you would turn the rotary encoder.
If the frequency adjustment is active, this function has the following effect: You can "touch" any spectral line
(e.g. the carrier of an AM radio station) and drag it back and forth in the spectrum. The content of the
yellow lines is immediately demodulated. This should include the chosen step size ("grid"). In the often
used setting of the spectrum with 160 Hz / 1 kHz, the line is cut in half, at higher resolution in each
instance. Then the spectrum moves exactly in the chart, as you would have actually used it and move (it
"sticks" to the finger).

The English user interface of the RDR50B
In the Setup dialog a new position is available, so the drag function can be changed:
- "Frequency:" When dragging, the frequency is always adjusted, regardless of what input position
is currently active.
- "All values :" The current active input position is moved.
In the former case, one has two settings: As always touch the frequency and by the encoder always the
currently active setting position (eg. bandwidth or notch filter). In the second case, one can use the RDR50
without using the encoder.
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Other improvements include:
- English-language interface (see above), in addition to the German user interface.
- More sensitive "acceleration function" of the encoder for frequency settings.
- Improvement of the graphics, e.g. arows on the marker lines (recognizability of the listening area
in the waterfall diagram).
- Finer adjustment of the volume, muting and extra box at the top of the slider.
If a volume control is touched, it is now locked for more than 5 seconds as the active set position (see
above, the controller for the speaker). Just like any other position also, eg, frequency or bandwidth. This
means that the controller can now be adjusted with the knob. Or by dragging it across the graph (if selected
in setup "all values").
If a control setting is not changed for 5 seconds whether by touch or by the encoder, then the active set
position jumps back to its original position. Of course, even before any position normally be tapped and
activated.
New update program to load software into the RDR50.

The program recognizes a connected RDR50 immediately at start-up (USB drivers must be installed
correctly, see Section 7.3) and starts the boot loader in the device. The versions of the currently
programmed firmware will be displayed.
A folder on the PC that contains the binary files must be selected prior to the upload. These files always
have the extension .RPD. To load the files engage the button "Start Update". All appropriate files are
transmitted to the device consecutively.
Caution! Always choose a folder which contains only the really new files to be loaded! In case older
files (from previous versions before) are present, they must not be loaded into the RDR50.
There will always be only one file with the .rpd extension, such as "RDR50 .... RPD"! This is the complete
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configuration file of the entire unit. Each configuration existing prior to the update ("Current software inside
RDR") is deleted during the update process. If no new configuration file can be found in the selected folder,
it cannot be reloaded and the device will not start with the familiar user interface. In this case, repeat the
update process and select a valid configuration file.
Vx05:
The software has been enhanced with the version Vx05 by the following features:
- RDS decoder.
- Faster memory access using the dialog for decimal input.
- Stereo width control in 1 % increments from 0 (mono) ... 100 % (stereo) ... 200 % (extra wide).
- Selectable de-emphasis for FM broadcasting radio (Off, 50 microseconds, 75 microseconds).
- Adjustable audio high pass filter 20 Hz ... 300 Hz.
- Adjustable audio low pass filter 0.5 ... 15 kHz.
- Direct selection of the AGC control parameters via touch screen (in the bottom panel of the user
interface).
The software has been extended to a variant of the North American continent. The only difference to the
English version is the other encoding of the RDS program types. The following versions are available:
V305: German.
V405: English.
V505: English with American RDS decoder.

In the user interface, the AGC control parameters are now available in the lower panel. So they can be
quickly selected and changed by touching it. The parameters are stored separately for different
demodulators (not for all, FM-W, for example, requires no AGC) and automatically restored when switching
the demodulators.
In FM Radio mode, the setting "Width" (usually used for the width of the notch filter) has a different
meaning. It then serves to adjust the stereo width. Thus, it can be set from mono (0 %) up to stereo (100
%) and even beyond to double width (200 %). This setting value has a direct effect on the ratio between the
sum signal (in the range of 19 kHz at the left of the pilot tone signal) and difference signal (between the
pilot tone and the two "RDS humps").
When a station is being received with sufficient strength of the RDS signal, the RDR50 decodes the signal
and displays the program type and channel name on top of the MPX-spectrum (across the frequency
readouts). If you tap on one of the texts, an information dialog opens. It displays the use of RDS data and
possibly decoded data errors. If the station transmits radio text, it appears in the dialog.

The dialog for entering decimal values was significantly expanded (see below). Now it always shows the
first 11 memory slots. When tapping a place name (demodulator + frequency) it closes the dialog and set
the device with the data from this place immediately.
If you tap on the "S" in a row, the current setting of the device is immediately written to the position in
question and the dialog is closed. There is no further warning or consultation!
By tapping "C" the memory slots are deleted and the dialog is closed. Again, without further warning! A
deleted slot is "empty" and selecting it has no effect, the current setting of the device is not changed.
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With these functions, the direct input dialog allows a very efficient and fast management of the first 11
memory slots. These slots can be managed via the Memory dialog as well as the remaining 52.
Vx06:
The software Vx06 has the following changes :
- S-meter range extended downwards. If the video display is set to less than -140 dBm for the bottom
margin, the S-meter measures up to the lower limit of visibility, minimally up to -160 dBm. Even the
demodulators can now work as deep as -160 dBm. The demodulators can now also operate as deeply.
The hearing threshold (squelch) can be completely deactivated in the lowest level.
- Selective filters for AM-H and FM-N. The filter characteristics of the non spectrum-based demodulators
AM-H and FM-N were greatly improved. The width is now slightly less than stated in the setting, the slopes
are significantly steeper. At 10 KHz bandwidth AM-H (real now about 9 kHz) can suppress adjacent carriers
(5 kHz tones) with about 90 dB.
- Modified AGC for spectrum-based demodulators. The AGC can keep signals over a dynamic range of
140 dB ± 1 dB constant. This way the noise was also highly amplified when the control limit was set
accordingly low. Now the AGC no longer moves the gain-control deep into the noise. A possible "popping"
of the AGC with fast signal jumps out of the noise is greatly reduced.
- Calibration also affects the transmitter. The frequency calibration in memory dialog now affects the TX
frequency exactly equal to the RX frequency. One listens and transmits always at exactly the same
frequency ( ± TX-Shift), regardless of the general quality (accuracy) of the calibration.
Vx07:
The software has been enhanced to version V307 (German) , V407 (English) and V507 (American) for all
devices. The following changes are included:
- Improved filters for AM-E and FM-N. The bandwidths were changed slightly and further steepens the
flanks.
- Adjustable averaging and additional minimum-hold video filters for the spectrum display.
- Automatic function to return from other set values to frequency adjustment.
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Since the complete memory management (except Undo system) is now possible via the direct input dialog
the dedicated items were replaced in the Memory dialog. They now include an option for the automatic
return from a selected set (eg bandwidth or screen resolution) to the frequency. This option can be
disabled entirely. The delay time between the last operation of the setting and return to the frequency is
adjustable. HP and LSP will always jumped back twice as fast.
- Increased numbers of memory slots to 99. The list in the direct input dialog can now be scrolled through
using the wheel ("Revolver principle" forward and backward without stopping at the beginning or end). The
dialog does not close automatically when deleting or saving -> faster operation.
Caution! When a software update is performed memory slots 1 to 35 deleted !
- Adjustable level for the microphone VOX activation and anti-VOX.

The menu item to switch the 5V auxiliary voltage to the microphone input has been removed. This is no
longer necessary because the input is always hardwired for "ICOM - occupancy" at RDR50/54. The vacant
item was assigned a setting option for VOX activation threshold.
The threshold can be set as a percentage of full scale. The full scale itself is adjustable with the
microphone level setting and is indicated by the modulation bar in the transmitter display panel of the user
interface. The VOX activates the transmitter when the modulation bar reaches the set threshold.
Setting a value with "AV" before the percentage will activate an anti-VOX circuit. This always sets the
internal threshold to 99 % when a received signal in the demodulation range (yellow spectrum area)
reaches the AGC threshold (setting "Gain Limit"). In the case of receiving a stronger signal the VOX is
"deaf" and can only be enabled by a very high microphone level (full scale modulation). If the signal falls
below the AGC gain limit (channel free), the VOX works with the set sensitivity.
Note: By selecting the AGC threshold, ie the point at which regulation begins, the allowable reception level
can influence the threshold of the VOX. If one drives the system gain as high as into the noise, the antiVOX is almost always active. The higher the AGC threshold, the stronger the signals that may be present
in the channel without activating the anti-VOX.
The anti-VOX does not respond when the VOX turned on the transmitter. During the transmission period,
the VOX tests microphone signals always to the set level. Only when the RDR comes back to reception,
the anti-VOX monitors the signals in the receive band again and is able to "deaf" the VOX.
In split mode (TX Shift in Transmitter dialog does not equal to 0), the anti-VOX can only monitor signals on
the RX frequency. Strong signals on a frequency outside the RX band (on the shifted TX frequency) have
no effect on the anti-VOX.
- High-pass filter and equalizer in the microphone channel can be switched off.
The frequency value of the high-pass filter can be set "off". The microphone signal is then passed to the
modulator inside the transmitter module without any influence. The bandwidth is about 80 Hz - 10 kHz. The
bandwidth of the transmitted signal is then only determined by the transmitter filter ("Bandwidth Hz"
setting). For all voice modulation types except SSB this filter determines the upper frequency limit.
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Caution! In SSB, the position of the filter must be defined relative to the carrier by means of the setting
"SSB Shift" in the Transmitter dialog! If the value is set to small, the transmitted signal interferes into the
wrong side band due to the finite slope of the filter (150 Hz for 60 dB attenuation)! At least 100 Hz should
be chosen as a shift, so that no strong signal is generated in the wrong sideband.
By bridging of the filters, the transmitted AF-bandwidth can be expanded a little to the bottom. The signal
then contains quite low frequencies of a broad-band and frequency linear modulation, for example in the
AM or FM mode. For normal voice transmission in SSB radio operation, however, the high-pass filter
should always be on with at least 140 Hz. The equalizer can then be used to set the frequency response for
good speech intelligibility.
Vx09:
For all devices RDR50 this update provides a significant expansion of the functionality. For this purpose,
the former "IQ direct output" for transmitting the received signal to the sound card of a PC has been
extended into a full-fledged set of time-based demodulators. They doesn't work in the spectrum-based
mode and thus offer better properties for processing of so-called "Digi-Modes" (RTTY, PSK31, SSTV, etc.).
But they do not possess the outstanding selection properties and fine granularity settings of spec-based
demodulators. Basically, the new demodulators provide an "Audio Hi-Q" alternative with limited
adjustments to the previously existing similar to the AM-E demodulator compared to the SYNC
demodulator.
To simplify the selection of the now 14 different demodulators the following menu opens when doubletapping on the set (when already active one tap is sufficient):

When you tap a mode, the menu is closed and the corresponding demodulator is switched on. The menu is
divided into spectrum-based demodulators and those in conventional operation (time-sample-based). To
the latter, the following has been added to the previously existing (FM and AM-E):
* LSB / USB / DSB: SSB (LSB and USB) and double-sideband- (without carrier) demodulators with
operation similar to analog technology. Just like AM-E, they provide higher audio signal quality over their
spectrum-based counterparts. But they offer a smaller range of functions of some settings: lower
selectivity, no notch filters and no DNR or NB. For LSBQ / USBQ just four bandwidths are available: 1.15
kHz, 2.3 kHz, 4.6 kHz and 9.2 kHz. For DSBQ the filters of the AM-E demodulator are used: 4 kHz, 6 kHz,
8 kHz and 12 kHz.
* DIGI: Special USB demodulator for receiving RTTY, PSK, weather fax, SSTV and similar. This allows you
to set the signal tones of the "Digi modes" to the frequencies required by the decoding software. The pitch
can also be set to negative values. This corresponds to a permutation of the sidebands (LSB receiving)
and thus an inversion of the pitch or the bits in the decoding. DIGI has four switchable bandwidth: 250 Hz,
500 Hz, 1 kHz and 2 kHz.
The new demodulators are distinguished from their spectrum-based counterparts mainly due to lower
harmonic distortion, constant group delay in the passband and substantially less signal delay (few ms
compared to 180 ms at spec-based DSP).
This makes them especially suitable for signal output to the sound card of a PC. The output is sent to the
two channels of the headphone jack as a separate I and Q signal. This enables the use of common SDR
software for further processing. Especially in DSBQ mode with 12 kHz bandwidth, the signal is similar to
that of simple receivers with direct mixers (but with higher signal quality). RDR50 and 54 can thus be used
as high-quality SDR.
The demodulators can also be used to receive normal SSB and CW signals. The IQ output to the headset
then generates a "quasi-spatial" listening experience. The I and Q signals are assigned to the right and left
headphones so that a location of the frequency position is possible. A signal in LSB is perceived as being
on the left, a signal in USB as being on the right.
Devices with transmitter can generate the corresponding modulation in all modes. With DIGI unlike CW
(and all other operating modes), the RX-pitch is also effective for the transmitter, but opposite in sign.
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Sound signals from a sound card are thus correctly transformed into the HF range. So not completely into
the USB (to the right of the center frequency), but shifted downwards (left) by the value of the CW pitch,
whereby the signal is symmetrical around the carrier frequency.
* Tone equalizer for spectrum-based modes:

The spectrum-based demodulators builts the audio signal "piecemeal" from the selected spectral lines of
the RF signal. For this they use spectral lines with 20 Hz resolution. Naturally, it comes with not perfectly
accurate frequency adjustment that shifts in the signals within this 20 Hz grid. Naturally, if the frequency
setting is not completely exact, the signals will shift within this 20 Hz grid. This becomes audible through an
increased distortion factor (rough or "digital" sound).
Any device without transmitter, with firmware Vx09 it obtains an "equalizer" for tweaking the frequency
tuning. This is similar to an "RIT" (Receiver Incremental Tuning) on analog devices. By shifting the setting
dial from the central 0-position the spectral lines can be varied by a maximum of some 10 Hz. This way one
can always found an optimum position for best sound.
- Further enhancements:
•

Bugfix disregard for the calibration of devices with transmitters. The range limits of the amateur
radio bands are now independent of the frequency calibration (dialog "Memory") and exactly
adhered to.

•

The frequency calibration will no longer be backed up separately on each memory site. This makes
them always remaining after calling a memory, even if the site containes a different, invalid (elderly
or not set) calibration.

•

When the "surround" option is switched on the VOX of the transmitter instantly is turned off. Thus a
fast VOX shutdown is possible via a single keystroke if ie a loud noise in the area occur or the
phone rings.

•

Adjustment of FM-W signal processing with approximate quality of RDR160. This also enable more
rapid response of the RDS decoder with acceptability of individual errors.

•

Extension of 2 m frequency range to 136 ... 151 MHz (increasing attenuation outside 144-148
MHz).

•

Possibility of inverse representation of the spectrum. With double tapping the selection line for the
Spectrum display in the Setup dialog, or again, tapping the already selected row, an "I" (capital i) in
the spectral representation readout appears. After closing the dialog in the spectrum all
frequencies from left to right are reversed (inverted) now.

Caution! The display is just as long as correct as any changes to the settings. After changing frequency or
resolution one must switch back to the setup and, thus, the frequency information is correct again.
This operating mode is intended for the use of the RDR as a monitor for fixed frequencies (IF). For some
devices, an inverted signal is output depending on the mixing concept of such outputs. This can be
compensated for the spectrum readout of RDR50 with setting "I".
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V500:
The software version 500 only runs on the devices RDR54D, RDR55D with built-in module RDR35B (or
later version) and on the RDR50D. It uses the extended capabilities of the module RDR35 or the RDR50
version D.

Appearance and functionality of the surface are comparable to the standard versions (with module RDR25
or RDR50 up to Version C). The following changes are made:
−

Restriction to 5 softkeys on the right side of the display. These correspond with the 5 function keys
on the RDR54 (from top to bottom: F1 to F5). There are less operating state-dependent double
assignments (Opening of various dialogs dependent on device status). With a few exceptions, the
functions always remain the same. For activating the dialogs there is a central button "Menu" that
keeps always all dialogs accessible. The exceptions in the function assignment are:
•
•
•
•

−
−

F1 (Steps): For devices with built-in transmitter running in tune mode, the TX dialog is called
up.
F2 (-> Zero): If you selected SYNC the modulation shemes can here are switched between
LSB, USB and DSB (with carrier) (only RDR50 / 55, at RDR54 with key "0").
F3 (Video Filter mode): For devices with transmitter and selection of frequency as the active
the tune function can be started and stopped here.
F1 shows "Esc" in dialogs, enabling you to leave without performing the selected action, F5 will
display "OK" to confirm the desired function and close the dialog box.

There are 199 memory locations available (via dialog "Memory").
F4 key to call up all the dialogs through a dedicated menu.

The various dialogs ("pop-up" windows for display and input settings) can be reached by pressing the F4
key to open this menu:
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The menu can be closed again via "Esc". A dialog is displayed by tapping (touch screen devices) or rotary
knob selection and pressure it or again F4 (units with keyboard). For devices without the corresponding
transmitter the dialog is not accessible (grayed out). Similarily named dialogs appear in accordance with
the description in the previous versions of the software. Some dialogs have changed or are newly arrived.
The dialog "System" corresponds to the old dialog "Memory" of the devices RDR55 (page 97). The
adjustment of the frequency calibration has been changed. It is now directly calibrated in Hz instead of the
previous non-dimensional levels. Thus, the actual frequency deviation of the main oscillator from the target
frequency can be set directly to the deviation from 0 Hz. The activation of the test generator is now at level
+1995 Hz.
Note: If the calibration is not selected as the active text box the GPS calibration system can change this
value automatically! The manual setting is valid only as long as the calibration is selected as the active
input (value highlighted).
The dialog "Memory" corresponds to the RDR50 and 55 with the special key "Dec" callable dialog (page
93). The number of slots has increased to 199.
The "GPS" dialog has come newly. It contains only display values, no value is selecteble for settings.

Most values are only available when the GPS receiver correctly receives the satellites and can calculate the
data. For more information on this see section RDR35 page 84. The values for position and UTC are
displayed in accordance with the description of the boot loader of the RDR35 module. Additionally, the
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following displays are available in the GPS dialog:
−
−
−

Satellites in View: Number of currently available satellites. For operation at least 5 satellites must
be receivable, highly accurate position calculations and frequency measurements are possible
from 10 satellites.
Satellite ID: SNR: The SNR of different satellites is displayed here in no particular order.
CLK Deviation (Hz): The current measured deviation of the main oscillator from target frequency.

The GPS receiver enables the use of the atomic clock time base in the satellites as a reference for time
and / or frequency measurements (using the 1 PPS signal). This 1 strike per second signal is used as time
base for the measurement of the frequency of the master oscillator in the ADC module of the RDR. It has a
maximum deviation of ± 11 ns (if at least 5 satellites can be received). The clock period of the ADC
oscillator is approximately 12 ns. Thus, the maximum measurement error is 2 periods = 24 ns / second =
2.4*10-8 (0.024 ppm). This corresponds to a maximum measurement error of approximately 2 Hz with
respect to the oscillator frequency. The average measurement error when reception is good (>= 10
satellites) is below 1 Hz.
The measured frequency deviation can be used for automatic calibration of the RDR. For these calibration
must not be selected to manually enter in the System dialog. The use of automatic calibration is indicated
by "Yes" in the title bar of the GPS dialog. With active manual calibration it will show "No" and the
measured deviation is ignored.
During auto calibration, the current calibration value is constantly calculated from the measured deviation
and used for the correction of all frequency settings and displays. A direct intervention in the control of the
ADC and the oscillator does not take place. This maintains the high phase purity of the free running crystal
oscillator.
The automatic calibration calculates the value internally to 0.5 Hz precisely and can adjust it by a maximum
of one step each second. When the oscillator frequency changes (for example by temperature changes),
the readjusting speed is thus max. 0.5 Hz / sec. If the oscillator frequency deviates too far from the nominal
value (for example, in cold state after switching on or manually adjusting the calibration over larger ranges),
it will take a long time for the system to readjust to a deviation <1 Hz.
Furthermore, the dialog "WLAN" has been added.

The displays in this dialog have been described on page 85. Only the operating mode can be set: "Off" or
"Access Point". SSID, Passkey and Channel can only be set in the bootloader via USB connection. The
displayed "IP" (network address) shows the base address of the DNS service. Addresses are assigned
beginning from the displayed to currently logging in external computers.
Caution! Even if "Access Point" is selected in the dialog, this is not automatically switched on after each
restart of the user interface! To activate the access point you have to open the dialog and then close ist
with "OK" (F5) after each restart.
The firmware V500 (Configuration) for devices with RDR35 module or RDR50D is:
RDR5xDV500: German user interface for RDR50 / 54/55 (x = number for device type).
RDR5xDV501: English user interface for RDR50 / 54 / 55.
RDR5xDV502: English user interface with American RDS decoder for RDR50 / 54 / 55.
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V506:
The software version 506 only runs on devices RDR54D and RDR55D with built-in module RDR35. It
includes the following enhancements for Version 500:
−

Broadband spectrum: In the RDR35 module, a second time-frequency transform to generate
real-time spectra is installed. It has a scan mode that can include any desired frequency range (if
receivable by the hardware). Thus an extension of the previously limited range of approximately
164 kHz wide spectrograms to view widths up to about 52.6 MHz is possible. If you select and
change the setting "Spectrum resolution" (in Hz/line or Hz/div) above the previous maximum
320Hz/line, the broadband spectrum is activated. The forwarding of the resolution is carried out in
stages with each doubling or halving. A maximum of 81.92 kHz/line is switchable.

Broadband spectrum with approximately 26.3 MHz sightline
In FM stereo mode, the MPX spectrum is no longer displayed above 320 Hz / line, but the HF spectrum.
This means, for example, that the occupancy of the entire VHF radio area can be displayed. Stereo and
RDS also work above the MPX spectrum display, i.e. when the HF spectrum is displayed. For identification,
"MPX" is written in the S-meter. The level values displayed are also MPX levels! Level measurement is not
possible in stereo for the broadband RF spectrum.
For physical / technical reasons, no negative frequencies or frequencies outside the detection range of the
ADC module (meaningfully) can be displayed. If viewing widths are set that would include such
frequencies, the display in the spectrogram is limited. In the case of negative frequencies or frequencies
greater than the ADC clock frequency or its multiples, the spectrum is "attacked" on the left or right side of
the diagram. If the ½ ADC cycle or its multiple ("Nyquist limit") is exceeded, the alias frequencies are
masked out.
For large sightlines with limitation of the visual range the software tries as long as possible to keep the
current receiving frequency in the center of the spectrogram. If this is not possible, there is no additional
offset / limitation of the spectrogram. Instead the audible frequency range is shifted visually from the center.
On the filters, demodulators, etc. nothing changes, the pure reception operation always runs on
independently of the spectrum display.
The broadband spectrum runs in real time with at least 20 spectra/s. No artifacts such as drawing or
scanning are visible. Discrete signals (CW) are damped up to more than 100 dBc within max. 6 adjacent
lines without interpolation (no wide "bell curves", each line is actually measured).
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−

Call of Save Dialog / Direct Input (only devices with touch operation): By pooling the dialog
calls in a menu more steps are required to enter a dialog. The frequently used Memory dialog or
call of direct frequency entry is now implemented by tapping the selected frequency display (or
double tap, if another value currently is active). Similar to touching on the active demodulation
setting the appropriate dialog opens immediately.

−

250 kHz Hi-Q FM Filter: The previous 120k HQ filter was widened to 250 kHz. Thus optimal
stereo reception results with nearly as good values, as with those of the 300 kHz filter. Adjacent
channel interference, however, are much better absorbed.

−

Switchable amplifiers in RDA31D3: In the Hi-Q exciter module RDA31D3 the 0.5 W amplifier is
switchable. Thus, the possible adjustment of the output level will be extended downwards. The
additional monitor output of the module (undefined level when amplifier active) then gives a welldefined, high-quality low-level signal. Thus sensitive power amplifiers can be feed optimally.

The firmware V506 (configuration) for devices with RDR 35 module is:
RDR5xDV506: German user interface for RDR54 / 55 (x = number for device type).
RDR5xDV606: English user interface for RDR54 / 55.
RDR5xDV607: English user interface with American RDS decoder for RDR54 / 55.
V508:
The software version 508 only runs on devices RDR54D and RDR55D with built-in module RDR35. It
includes the following enhancements for Version 506:
−

Improved RDS decoder: The decoder for FM RDS signals includes an additional filter. Thus, the
sensitivity is increased slightly, the decoding starts (with errors) at lower signal-to-noise ratios. The
indicator of the received program ("PI code") now appears directly in the user interface in the lower
panel. The RDS decoder is always active, even when switching to mono and no MPX signal is
displayed in the spectrogram or when switching into broadband spectrum.

The RDS decoding starts at less than 10 dB SNR of the RDS signal
−

Direct access to attenuator: In the newer devices (ADC modules from RAD17DF), highly
sensitive preamplifiers are always installed and active. They determine the limiting sensitivity / the
minimal self-produced noise (MDS) of the device. The dynamic range is shifted to low signal levels.
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The maximum possible reception level is determined by the onset of clipping in the ADCs (IM and
reciprocal mixing neglected). To shift the dynamic range to higher levels if necessary, attenuators
are installed. The setting of the attenuator has thus a key role in the adaptation of the receiver to
the input level (antenna, location, ambient noise / interference, ...). This often required adjustment
was only possible in the Setup dialog. It can now also be selected directly on the user interface in
the lower panel. At the RDR54 the setting is always visible on the bottom panel, but still can only be
changed in the quick reach setup dialog (by own button).
−

Alternative spectral resolution (only for touch screen operation): With the introduction of
broadband spectrum since version 506, the adjustment range has expanded greatly for the
displayed resolution / sightline. Often it is desirable to watch a signal both, detailed with highresolution (ie. own transmitted signal, FM-W MPX signal, ...) and still fast to have a broad overview
of the current reception situation in the band (for example 80 ... 10 m m fully, entire FM band, ...).
To enable this now internally 2 independent resolutions are constantly kept ready. You can switch
between both with a tip on the active resolution setting (double-tip if not active yet). If the chosen
sightline is smaller or the same as the alternative setting, then the left value is pointed out (Hz /
line), in case of the larger width the right value (Hz / div).

−

Level measurement at RF broadband spectrum for FM-W: When adjusted to broadband
spectrum a level measurement of the spectral lines for FM-W occurs and not the display of the
MPX-level. The measuring range covers all lines within the marked reception range (vertical red
marker lines), including the lines on the markers. The measurement accuracy is approximately
±1dB lower than that of the high-resolution spectrum. Values displayed in the S-meter can thus be
different from the visible lines in the spectrogram, in addition to the basic error up to 2 dB. The
error depends on the frequency / the location of the signal within the filter of the wide-band mode
(not completely flat passband in the detection area).

For all other demodulators level measurement is always performed in the narrowband spectrum.
Depending on the bandwidth of the signal and resolution of the narrowband spectrum significant
differences between visible spectral lines and S-meter display may occur. (Example SYNC ... CW and
noise or broadband FM signal: The visible spectral line represents the level within the entire bandwidth
(may be wide) of a line, the signal strength meter only within an audio spectral line of usually 40 Hz noise
bandwidth).
−

Representation of inverse spectrum: In the Setup dialog the value of the spectrum and waterfall
display is selectable „invers" ("I" or "INV" in front of the diagram type). After closing the dialog, left
and right side of the spectrogram are mirror image reversed. This can easily happen
unintentionally (double-tapping on setting). In such a case, the inversion is clearly displayed on the
value of the resolution with "INV" in front of the left and "I" behind the right value.

−

Surround Sound for Time-based demodulators: With the exception of AM-E and FM-N, the
surround sound function is switchable for all demodulators.

The firmware V508 (configuration) for devices with RDR 35 module is:
RDR5xDV508: German user interface for RDR54 / 55 (x = 4 or 5 figure for unit type).
RDR5xDV608: English user interface for RDR54 / 55.
RDR5xDV609: English user interface with American RDS decoder for RDR54 / 55.
V510:
The software version 510 only runs on the devices RDR54D and RDR55D with built-in modules RDR35
and FDA21. It contains some fundamental changes in digital signal processing (see description of FDA21B
module on page 89). This enables the spectral resolution to be set in the Setup, with which the spectrumbased demodulators work in principle.
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The value "Audio resolution (Hz/Bin)" has a strong influence on the sound and setting options of these
demodulators. It determines which spectral lines from the time-frequency conversion of the DSP module
RDR35 are sent to the audio module FDA21 for making audible. 3 levels are possible:
•

10 Hz: Fine resolution with low ripples and distortion of audio generation. Spectrum update rate
only 40 Hz, therefore large signal delay. Limited bandwidths of the demodulators (maximum audio
frequency that can be generated is 5.1 kHz).

•

20 Hz: Medium resolution with low frequency ripple and normal harmonic distortion (SSB to SW).
Fixed standard resolution of all previous software versions. Spectrum update rate 80 Hz, moderate
signal delay. Bandwidths of the demodulators corresponding to maximum audio frequency of 10.2
kHz.

•

40 Hz: Coarser resolution with higher ripples and fluctuating distortion of audio generation.
Spectrum update rate 160 Hz, short passage delay of the signal. Extended bandwidths of the
demodulators up to the maximum producible audio frequency 20.4 kHz.

The setting should be made according to existing requirements (like fast signal passage in CW or
Digimodes), according to the desired setting options (maximum bandwidth, granularity of the bandwidth’s
adjustment, shift, notch filter, etc.), as well as personal taste ("softness" or "clarity"of the audio playback).
Another set value has changed in the Setup: The automatic encoder. So far, it only had an impact on the
independent (automatic) generation of encoder pulses. When adjusting the frequency, there is a speeddependent acceleration function. It increases the tuning step size with fast turning. This can be annoying
with continuous tuning, because the frequency adjustment then gradually begins to "race".
The tuning acceleration effect is adjustable if no "Auto" is displayed before the value. (A value with "Auto"
generates the previous automatic function.) The display of the automatic in the lower panel shows the
onset of the tuning acceleration in green (red shows the automatic tuning).

The tuning grid can now be set for some fixed increments using a new menu (only RDR55):
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The menu is opened if the numerical value of the grid setting is tapped twice while the frequency setting is
active. After a single tap, the value is highlighted and, as before, the adjustment of the blue bars to
determine the setting position is active. Without further tapping, the display goes out again after approx. 1
s. The menu only opens with the 2nd tap (i.e. tapping the display that is still active). The desired step size
must now be selected here.
The new signal processing of the FDA21 module enables a higher number of filters for the time-based
operating modes. In addition, the edge steepness is increased. Furthermore, the control now also operates
with these filters in these operating modes (previously broadband). This means that any influence from
strong signals directly next to the listening area is now largely excluded.
As before, the band filters can be selected by switching through when the bandwidth setting is active. In
addition, a menu can now be opened by double-tapping (single tap when the setting is already active) on
the bandwidth setting, which displays all currently available bandwidths:

Bandwidth selection menu for "FM-N", "AM-E" and "DSBQ"
For the most part, 15 different filters can be selected. With L / USBQ, the filter widths are halved compared
to FM-N or the double sideband modes. DIGI contains: 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz and 4 kHz.
The following filters can be activated with FM-W ("S" = sharp filter curve, "HQ" = FM stereo-optimized filter
curve):
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Bandwidth selection menu for "FM-W"
In addition to the extended filters and demodulators, the RDR35 and the FDA21 module enable the
"comfort" functions Noise Blanker "NB" and Noise Reduction "DNR" to operate even better. Both circuits
have been completely redesigned in software V510 and are included in a first version.
The NB now operates much earlier in the signal path (previously after the filters and demodulators) and is
effective in all operating modes. It monitors a frequency band that is always 20.48 kHz wide and constantly
measures the frequency, phase position and amplitude of the 3 highest spectral components within this
range. With the exception of FM-W, all filters (time-based) and spectral lines to be made audible (specbased) are always in this range.
If the NB detects an interfering impulse (threshold can be set with the "NB level" value as before), it mutes
the entire range and instead generates a "fill signal" during the blanking time, the frequency and amplitude
of which corresponds to the highest, recently measured, spectral component . Sinusoidal signals (CW, AM
carrier, ...) can be substituted with an error of a maximum of ± 10 Hz and ± 1 dB. The exact phase
connection of the substitute signal to the original sinusoidal signal is very important. If the phases do not
match, there is an audible phase jump.

Operation of the NB with ideal insertion of the substitute signal: The interference spectrum is
completely removed from the suppressed area.
The relatively high bandwidth and processing speed (sample rate of the NB is around 655 KSp/s) allows
the necessary blanking times to be very short. Most interference pulses can be filtered out with just 0.2 ms.
The NB also has a "retrigger" function that can automatically extend the blanking interval as far as desired
(up to infinity).
The first version of the NB in software V510 has the following limits of effectiveness:
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•
•
•

Modulations and noise influence the measurement accuracy and increase the errors, phase jumps
become audible.
Only single-tone (sine) signals can be generated as substitute signals. Modulations cannot be
simulated.
The protected spectral range mostly borders on a edge of the audibility range. Since this
(especially with the time-based operating modes) is not infinitely steep, part of the undisturbed area
can be audible. Then a filter should be selected whose edge does not directly border the
interference spectrum.

Note: The location of the suppressed area can easily be seen, as in the picture above, if the NB threshold
(level) is increased until triggering by useful signals and / or noise occurs.
Like the NB, the DNR (Dynamic Noise Reduction) system now works much further up the signal path and
at a much higher speed. It is also fully implemented in hardware (no CPU intervention except for setting the
effectiveness). In contrast to the NB, it can still only be switched on in the Spec-based operating modes. It
measures every single spectral line with the set audio resolution (see Setup) within the yellow audible
range and evaluates (amplifies or attenuates) it according to a specific algorithm before it is made audible
in the audio module.
This algorithm determines on the one hand the efficiency of the noise reduction and on the other hand the
signal quality of the remaining useful signal. The effectiveness of the first version of the new DNR system
can be set in 11 levels:
•
•
•
•

Level 0: Switched off.
Level 1 … ca. 5: Gradual increase in noise reduction without major changes in the useful signal.
About 5 … 9: Better noise attenuation with an audible deterioration in signal quality.
10 and 11: High noise reduction with strong attenuation of all signals except the highest spectral
line in the range (only usable for CW).

Caution! The setting of the automatic control or the gain for manual control is very important for a good
effectiveness of the DNR!
The algorithm for evaluating the spectral lines receives its reference level from the position of the gain
control (purple horizontal line). This level is interpreted as the "best" useful signal. Signals at this level or
just below it are not affected. The lower a signal (more precisely: a spectral line) lies below the control line,
the more it is assessed as an undesired signal (among other criteria) and correspondingly attenuated.
If possible, the control limit / gain should be set so that it is not too close to the noise (the control does not
"run into noise"). A distance of at least 20 - 30 dB to the visible noise line should be maintained. At a
smaller distance, a relatively large amount of noise is interpreted as a useful signal and the effectiveness of
the DNR is limited. On the other hand, a lot of the useful signal is attenuated if it does not reach the control
line if it is too high.
The effect of the hearing threshold is reprogrammed from version V510. So far, each individual spectral
line has been switched on / off, depending on its position above or below the threshold (spectrum-based
demodulators). This is very good for CW, but useless in all other operating modes. Now the hearing
threshold works as a real squelch function. Only when all spectral lines within the audible area are below
the threshold is the entire audible area completely muted (with a delay of approx. 0.8 s). It is scanned
without delay as soon as a line is measured above the threshold.
The firmware V510 (Configuration) for devices with RDR35 and FDA21 module is called:
RDR5xDV510: German user interface for RDR54 / 55 (x = 4 or 5 figure for unit type).
RDR5xDV610: English user interface for RDR54 / 55.
RDR5xDV611: English user interface with American RDS decoder for RDR54 / 55.
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V522:
The software version 522 only runs on the devices RDR54E and RDR55E with built-in modules FDA21 and
RDR35. If DAB reception is to be used, a RAD17/18F module must also be installed.

DAB reception:
DAB or DAB+ are digital modulation types. The information is transmitted in the form of bits which are
coded, compressed, interleaved and modulated in a variety of ways. The reception of such transmission
types differs fundamentally from, for example, AM or FM transmissions. The RDR has thus (unfortunately)
no influence on the quality of the received broadcasts (except in the LF range, which is designed with 24 bit
/ 81.92 kHz with very high quality in mind).
To receive a DAB(+) station, follow these steps:
•
•

•
•
•

Switch the reception range in the Setup dialog to 174 - 240 MHz (it is sufficient to switch on only
the high or low pass filter). Alternatively, tune the frequency from 154 MHz to higher values (filter to
automatic), or select a slot in the Memory dialog where the DAB program is stored.
A message appears in the frequency display: "Search DAB...". You can not receive DAB stations
"just like that" indiscriminately. The receiver module first has to compile all sorts of program data.
For this purpose, it searches the entire frequency range (band III) for active stations and their
program content (transmitted data streams).
The result is a list of receivable stations and their program content. The frequency display shows
the number of receivable programs. If this list contains at least one program, the first program in
the list is selected for reception. Otherwise, the message "DAB Failed!" appears.
No station frequency is displayed, only the program number in the list. There is no frequency
tuning. Only the program list can be scrolled with the rotary encoder. A maximum of 256 programs
are possible. If the number is lower, the corresponding places in the list will be empty.
A program can be selected by tapping the list entry (RDR55) or scrolling to the top position and
pressing the rotary encoder (RDR54). The list entry is then surrounded by a yellow frame. To the
right of the list are some more information about the selected program.

DAB reception with the Reuter Pocket, RDR54/55 as well.
The program of a station is not always audible. For this 2 further requirements must be met:
−

The program must transmit an audio data stream (marked DAB or DAB + in the lower line of the
program). Programs with pure data services are not audible.
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−

The reception quality must be sufficient to be able to demodulate, decode and decompress the
program ("Quality" indicator bar at least 1/3 green).

Especially the last case can cause unpredictable dropouts, fragmentations or total failure of the program
due to fluctuating reception conditions. Borderline conditions result in peculiar distortions similar to the
audio "quality" of mobile phones in poor connection. Therefore, ensure stable reception with a good
antenna and by locating the Pocket in a low-noise environment.
The 2-line entries in the program list contain various information. These are (order from upper left row to
lower right row):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Channel number from 5A to 13F.
Name of the ensemble (the "multiplex", the summary of various programs on a station).
Program type (same name as RDS program type on FM).
Service type: DAB, DAB+, DATA or DMB. DAB and DAB+ are audible.
Program name.
Service component number.
Service component ID.
Service ID.
Ensemble ID.

To the right of the list, the following information is available, each updated for the selected program:
•
•
•
•

Sample rate of the audio signal: 24, 32 or 48 kHz.
Bit rate of the compressed data stream: The higher the value, the lower the compression factor /
higher the audio quality.
Quality of the data stream from 0 - 100%: The display is based on an internal calculation of the bit
error rate. 100% quality = no errors, 0% = no data decodable. Values of less than approx. 60%
result in dropouts in the audio signal. Below about 30%, nothing is audible.
MOT 1 / 2: Type of multimedia data sent. Possible are: Sl(ide) Show (SLS), BWS, TPEG, EPG,
DGPS, TMC, Java, DMB, Push(Data), Journal(ine) or unknown.

To evaluate the MOT data, additional decoders are required. Depending on the software version or type
and equipment of the RDR, these can be supplied or additionally installed. Depending on the MOT data
type, the decoded data will appear in the black window to the right of the DAB dialog (for example, as an
image or as a text).
Below the MOT window, the program text of the selected program is displayed, if available (transmitted).
As long as the RDR is operated in DAB mode, not all of the usual functions are available. However, most of
the dialogs can be opened and operated via the "Menu" virtual button. The transmitter dialog is always
blocked and the microphone dialog is also not available because no spectrum can be generated.
DAB programs can be saved or called up just like other memory entries. No frequency is saved for a DAB
program, only the name of the program. Direct input of numerical values (frequencies) is not possible.
Note: When a DAB program is called from another currently active frequency range, a new DAB scan only
starts if no scan has been performed since the device was switched on. Otherwise, after initializing the
DAB module (1.5 s waiting time), the program with the stored list number is chosen immediately. If the
sorting has changed in the meantime (for example, because the device can now receive other stations),
the program is not correct. Then perform a new DAB scan (switch device off / on again).
DAB reception does not correspond to the main function of the RDR5x (reception of analog modulations)
and is only supported if it can be implemented with the RDR5x hardware.
V528 bis 52a:
As of software version 528, some additional functions are available. These are not available for all device
versions, depending on the equipment with different modules and the exact version of the firmware
installed for them. The following is a list of which functions are available for which module configurations.
RDA31B module from software V528:
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- Audio output of all demodulators (previously only time-based demodulators).
To do this, the firmware RDA_A31B_8900.RPD must be installed in the module memory ("external task").
Furthermore, the presence of the modules FDA2 ("new audio") and RDR35D is a prerequisite (devices
RDR55E). For FDA2 the firmware FDA_21A5_ 9003.RPD must be installed.
RAD18F module (with DAB module) from software V529:
−

Additional button "Discover DAB" in the Memory dialog. Tapping this button starts a full DAB
search without having to turn the RDR55 off and on again.

To do this, the firmware RAD_18E5_8B11.RPD must be installed in the module memory ("external task").
RAD18F module (with DAB module) from software V52a (alpha version):
−

Decoder for displaying the image type "JPG" of the DAB slideshow.

To do this, the firmware RAD_18E5_8C11.RPD must be installed in the module memory ("external task").
The presence of the modules FGC2 and RDR35D is also required (devices RDR55E). For FGC2 the
firmware FGC_02A1_ 8A60.RPD must be installed.
Caution! The software (configuration) V52a is a test version! The slideshow decoder is implemented in
software. However, the RDR55 is not designed for the demodulation and decoding of digital data (all
normal operating modes are analog AM and FM demodulations). Due to insufficient memory, the device
may crash when displaying the slideshow images (automatic restart, the bootloader possibly opens too)!
The V52x versions also contain other new functions that apply to all RDR55E devices:
−

Order of memory slots by frequency. As soon as the Memory dialog is called up by tapping on the
frequency setting, the memory slots are sorted in ascending frequency order. If the dialog is
opened via the menu, the order is based on the currently active set value. If the frequency display
is active, it is sorted according to frequency, otherwise according to memory slots.

−

Partial call of memory slots. The slot entries in the memory dialog are separated by a yellow line
between the demodulator name and the frequency. If a slot is called up by tapping on the
frequency window (larger box), then the complete device setting is set to the same values of the
memory as before. If, on the other hand, you tap on the demodulator name (smaller field), only the
frequency, the demodulator and the bandwidth (possibly with dependent parameters such as shift
and notch filter ...) are set according to the memory. All other parameters such as volume or
display brightness and so on are kept.

Note: Even with a partial call, further parameters can change, such as the spectrum span or the control
settings. However, these parameters are not read in again from the memory, but result from the current
device setting. For different demodulator groups, this may also contain different settings of some
parameters such as spectrum or control (see section 5.5 Demodulators). If the demodulator is switched
over when the memory is partially called, the associated settings of the current device setting are used
and not the saved settings (exactly as if no memory was called up, but only the demodulator was switched).
The partial memory recall does not work if a memory slot is loaded in DAB mode.
−

Memory preview, The RDR55's memory allows device settings to be saved on up to 199 memory
slots. A memory slot is called up by selecting (tapping) a slot, whereupon the Memory dialog is
closed and the device is set to the stored set values. The dialog must be reopened every time for a
subsequent memory call.

The Memory dialog can be opened in 2 ways:
•
•

Tapping the active frequency display (double tap if frequency is not active) → Slots are always
sorted by frequency.
Selections from the Menu → Locations are arranged according to frequency if this is the active set
value, otherwise according to memory slot numbers.

To make working with the memory easier, when using the 2nd method (selection from the menu), a
memory preview can be activated by calling up the memory slots without tapping a location and closing the
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menu. When scrolling through the memory slots, it is always the 2nd slot from the top that will be loaded
into the receiver settings. Loading is done via the partial method (like tapping the demodulator name to the
left of the yellow dividing line). That means, only the frequency, the demodulator and the bandwidth with
dependent values (Shift, Notch filter, ...) are set. All other values such as volume, display resolution or
screen brightness are not loaded and are retained.
Exception: The stored value for the control threshold (violet line) is also restored so that it can be quickly
adjusted to the current level.
The signal from the memory slot can be heard immediately. With the RDR55, however, the spectrum is
also a very important criterion for assessing reception. In the spectrum-based operating modes, it is
actually absolutely necessary to make the signal audible. That is why the spectrum is activated when the
2nd slot is called up. The result is a "transparent" display of the memory dialog with the spectrum visible in
the background.

The list of memory slots with the 2nd (now active) entry highlighted in yellow is "eaten up" by the spectrum.
However, since the spectrum does not normally extend to the top of the diagram, the entries visible there
are retained. (Otherwise the spectrum height should be adjusted accordingly before calling up the dialog.)
With each scroll step the list is moved as usual and rewritten over the spectrum. Empty entries or entries
for DAB programs are not called. The memory preview does not work in DAB mode.
To stop the preview, a slot must be permanently called up (tapping the desired line). As long as the preview
is active, no further settings in the dialog can be made (no direct entries or calling up DAB or canceling with
Escape). The corresponding buttons are therefore not even displayed. Editing of the memory (deleting or
programming of slots) is possible.
V52B
The configuration RDR55(D)EV52B can only run on devices RDR55E1 from delivery date December 2020
or devices RDR55D/E retrofitted with the ADC module RAD18F (with processor card from version 35B).
The RAD18F module is equipped to feed and control active antennas. This enables a supply voltage to be
output on the antenna connection. Suitable active antennas can be operated directly from the RDR55
without an additional remote feeder or external power supply.
The supply voltage can be modulated with a binary signal according to the RS-232 standard. This enables
direct control of the antennas RLA4 and RFA1. An RSW control unit for the antennas is not required in this
case.
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A setting option is available in the Setup to select the antenna control options.

In the bottom line, the following selections can be made using the "Antenna Control" setting:
•
•
•
•
•

Off: No remote power supply or control of antennas.
7.0V: Fixed remote power supply with 7.0 V at the antenna socket ANT1
8.2V: Fixed remote power supply with 8.2 V at the antenna socket ANT1
RLA: Control of the RLA4 (version D to G and following) on ANT1
RFA: Control of the RFA1 (version A and following) on ANT1

When selecting the settings with fixed supply voltage, any suitable antenna can be supplied via the
connection cable ("remote supply"). The current consumption must not exceed 110 mA. The current is
limited from approx. 120 mA. This means that the supply is short-circuit proof for a short time. Fixed
voltage operation is shown in the top right of the display with the following symbol:

Caution! In the case of permanent current limitation, the RAD18F heats up considerably! After a while the
heat will be so strong that the protective shutdown responds due to excess temperature. This emergency
measure protects the device, but is harmful to the electronics. Only operate the RDR55 under supervision
when remote powering an antenna and switch off the remote power supply or the entire device when the
antenna current exceeds 110 mA! These instructions also apply to the "RLA" and "RFA" settings!
The voltage is provided with a linear regulator from the +12 V voltage of the power supply unit. The power
loss resulting from the voltage difference to the remote feed voltage multiplied by the flowing current is
converted into heat in the ADC module. If possible, preference should therefore always be given to the
higher voltage (lower voltage difference).
The direct control of the antennas RLA or RFA (from the specified versions) is possible by selecting the
appropriate setting. In this case the RDR55 functions as an RSW control unit (see description of the RSW3
or RSW4 control units). As with the RSW, the connected antenna is fed with the low supply voltage and
adjusted with pulses from the higher supply voltage.
The RLA can be adjusted in the receiving direction at an angle between 0° and 180°. The setting is made
using the symbol that can now be activated (can be tapped like any other set value):
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The RFA has 2 setting options: Frequency and resonant circuit quality. The setting of the quality in % takes
place via the same value as the position setting of the RLA:

The frequency setting of the RFA occurs automatically concurrently with the frequency display of the
RDR55. Each time the reception frequency is changed (coordination with the rotary encoder, dragging on
the spectrum, calling up a memory slot, ...) the corresponding control word is transferred to the RFA.
Note: The data transmission and tuning of the frequency of the RFA takes much longer than setting the
frequency on the RDR55. With fast tuning the antenna therefore always "lags" behind the setting of the
RDR55. As soon as the tuning process is finished, however, the RFA immediately adjusts to the last (now
current) frequency.
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RDR55D/EVx30
The firmware version DVx30 (for RDR55 with built-in processor module RDR35B or C) or EVx30 (for
RDR55 with built-in processor module from RDR35D) contains the following extensions:
−

Inclusion of the tuning step size (grid) 8.33 period kHz in the step size menu (double tap on the
setting value of the step size with active frequency setting).

This step size is "real" 8 1/3 kHz. This means that the periodic fraction 1/3 is taken into account, there is no
cut off of the 0.3333 .... Hz digits. In the case of continuous tuning, this would otherwise lead to the totaling
up of the missing positions and thus to an increase in the tuning error.
Note: A step size broken down to 1/3 cannot normally be set by changing the "Steps" setting on the user
interface. This can only be achieved by making a selection in the menu. However, after selecting 8.333
kHz, each digit of the step size can be changed. With this, for example, a step size of 333.3 Hz period or
similar can be set. When changing the 0.1 Hz digit, however, only the setting 0 or 5 is possible! The
consideration of the 3 period is then lost (always "smooth" adjustment to 0.0 Hz or 0.5 Hz).
−

Tuning by tapping a spectral line in the spectrum or waterfall.

The Setup dialog contains an extended set value "Touch Action":

This value can be used to define various actions that are to be carried out when the touchscreen is touched
in the area of the spectrum or waterfall diagram. The following options are available:
•

No Action

Touching it has no effect.
•

Track Frequency

Touching the touchscreen and dragging it to the left or right always changes the reception frequency. The
adjustment is always made with the set step size. Each time you drag a distance of 4 pixels on the screen,
a step is performed.
Note: If the step size and the visible spectrum resolution are adapted to each other according to 4 spectral
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lines / step (do some calculations), the tapped point of the spectrum follows the dragging movement
exactly (as if it were "stuck" to the finger / stylus).
•

Track Setting

As above, but the set value currently selected as active is "pulled" (changed upwards or downwards).
•

Tune + Track Frequency

When you tap on a point in the spectrum / waterfall, the point you tapped is immediately set as the
reception frequency. Tuning is performed within the grid of the tuning increment. After tapping, the
frequency can be pulled.
•

Tune + Track Setting

As before, except that the currently active set value is changed when dragging after tuning has been
performed.
When using these functions, it should be noted that a touchscreen always has a few pixels inaccuracy. If
you tap with your finger, this inaccuracy increases by the area of the finger recognized by the screen. It is
therefore recommended to use a suitable touch pen (also called “stylus”). The fundamental deviation of the
touchscreen from the visible screen is largely constant. With a little practice / experience you will quickly
know how far from the visible (desired) point you have to tap in order to hit it exactly.
With the combination of "Tune + Track Setting" and selection of the spectrum resolution as the active set
value, precise tuning over large frequency ranges (e.g. entire VHF band) can be quickly achieved (max. 2x
tap) after a little practice:
−
−
−
−
−

Set a relatively coarse resolution (large viewing width).
Tap on the desired spectral line (tuning close to the desired frequency).
Without letting go, pull to the left ("zoom in").
Let go and then tap again with a high resolution (usually precise tuning immediately if the
transmitter is in the grid).
Before releasing, zoom out to the right again to a large viewing width.

Firmware D/EVx30 is available in the following versions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

RDR55DV530: German version for RDR55D (processor module RDR35B or C)
RDR55EV530: German version for RDR55E (processor module from RDR35D)
RDR55DV630: English version for RDR55D (processor module RDR35B or C)
RDR55EV630: English version for RDR55E (from processor module RDR35D)
RDR55DV631: American version for RDR55D (processor module RDR35B or C)
RDR55EV631: American version for RDR55E (processor module from RDR35D)

The firmware can run on all RDR55 devices with the specified processor modules (including older devices
after conversion) and with an audio module from version FDA21 ("new audio"). All installed modules must
be loaded with the latest available firmware ("task").
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